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T>NAMA7IC
THE EVOLUTION OF THE .PROLOGUE.
A
I.
Orlji^ln in Greek Tragedy .
.In groping back into the mists of antiquity,
where the wraith of fact is indistinguishable from the
wraith of legend, we encounter difficulties that may
not be solved by rule of thumb. The origin of what are
to-day the most familiar objects of our households, the
4
most incontrovertable facts of existence, become as il-
fiy
lusive and intangible as the veriest of the woodlands.
A.
Especially is this true when one seeks the be-
ginnings of so small and Janus^faced a form as the
dramatic prologue, that prodigal son of Drama, the
eldest, yet most wayward of her children, never growing
beyond its first dwarf-like proportions, yet as vari-
colored in its functions and adaptations as a chameleon
in a flower-bed. Drama itself in its first days was
largely conjectural. The history of Arion, inventi?T
\
of the dithyramb. Is inextricably bound up with the
legend of Arion, whom the dolphins carried on their
backs to Mount Taenarum. Thespis is scarcely more than
'1
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2a mythical being. Aeschylus alone, out of all the
figures that strive to emerge from the f,og of mytho-
genesis, stands forth as a living human-being^ divest-
ed of the cloud robes of dtity. Even Aeschylus, as
Victor Hugo tells us, is up to his shoulders in the
ashes of ages, his head alone remaining above the
earth, but "with his head alone, he is as immense as
all the neighboring gods standing on their pedestals."
For our data, then, we must go to sources as
scattered as sjbj^lline leaves and almost as unstable.
Prom the old fragmentary tragedies themselves, we get
'! our most illuminating suggestions, but we possess not
even fragments earlier than Aeschylus. In the works of
the first great tragic writers^ we find isolated refer-
ences to earlier plays, a few transcriptions from them
and structural evidence of already established conven-
tions. From the works of the grammarian^Evanthiu^ and
those of Themis tius^ we get helpful clues, which the
Poetics of Aristotle and his Rhetoric prove, as they do
for so many other inquiries
,
the most bountiful source.
After the great festival week of song and play,
the archon of Athens was wont to draw up a report of
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the proceedings which was deposited in the city archives.
Aristotle had recourse to these documents and, since
the originals have long disappeared, the information,
we get from his coramen"(larie3
,
is doubly valuable.
The normal Greek play in its earliest perfect-
ed form was composed - quantitatively, as Aristotle
says - "of the Prologos, Episode, Exodos
,
Choral ele- ^
ment; the last being divided into Parados and Stasimon."
The order of procedure was Prologos; Parados, the song
sung by the chorus while entering the orchestra; First |;
Episode, the first dialogue of the actors after the
entrance of the chorus; First Stasimon, the choral song
sung by the chorus at the first station; Second Epi-
1
sode
,
the second body of dialogue after the chorus;
Second Stasimon, choral song at the second station;
Third Episode, third body of dialogue; Third Stasimon,
choral song at the third station, and Exodos, all that
;j
jl
follows the last chorus. i!
"The Prologos", says Aristotle in his Poetics,
'‘is that entire part of a tragedy which precedes the I
Parados of the chorus." In studying the earliest trag-
edies, we observe that the"entire"part that precedes
the entrance of the cAorus is much more comprehensive
jj
Poetics, XII, 2,, Butcher Ed.
* }
.
jpviriO'TB 9fli nt bflJi 8oq 0 b esw rlojtrfw e^^^ibeeoo^q erfj
eonis «bn/3 eJno'njjoob seeri.t oi oeTi/cooT b^ri elicJalTA
,
no i Jaimolnl srf>t ,boTi3©qqBBtb snc C ev/sr: eXr.nfgi'ia ofjj
.©Icf«L'l8V vlcfuob Bi
« eolTj^fcnomrnoo eirf noT'i Xss ©w
-Xoalaeq Jsei f-usa eJl nt \£lq jlee^O iBr-ion arfT
elXoJslTA BB t IJriJGup - beeoqinoo bbw imcl be
-aJ 0 CnorfO
,
eoboxa ,8boeXqa
,
eoaoIoT^ eriX lo” - bi^bb
. nom!8B.t8 bna aofcr.'iB'l oXrrl bebivfb sniad dsisX arid iJnom
anoB arid
,
erbs-rn^ leogoImH bbw ©lufoaooaq to 'labTC erfT
dETia BTdaorio'io arid jjnl'iedne aXXriw eunorio arid ^d gnue
arid nsd*}© e*iodoa arid to auscXaib d&'ilt eild ,ebcslqa
^noe XB'iorio arid «noinXE/?d8 denia ; eunorio arid to eonBTdna
-iqa bnooaS jnoidedfc dentt arid da SL'Torio arid gnua
; Bu-torio arid T' dta augcXslb to Y^od bnooes arid ,abo8
jnotdBda bnooea ©rid Jb gncs IsTorio ,nomiefid2 bnoos3
^nomiaBdS bT lrlT j&fjgoXalb to bTirid ^abceXqa ba triT
darid XXb
,
aoboxS bn© ^noldfidB bTXrid ©rid da gnoe Xartorio
.stnorio dEBX arid BwofXot
,eofdao^ sXri nl artcdaliA a^sB *’’ 8030101*3 ariT”
arid aabaooiq rioXriw Y^ogfiid b to diaq eiXdna darid el'
|~ 2 Cid dBaXXiBe arid galYbuda nl ".euiorio arid to eobBiB^
eabaoaiq Jarfd diBq ’'©ildne”erid dsrid ©viaado ew
^
eaiba
evXenariaiqoioo aioii riouiT ©1 einc^a arid to aonsidne ©rid
.bS laricdiriX *.S
*
I IX ,eolJoo*3
than the prefatory speech prefixed to Elizabethan dra-
mas with which wo have come to associate the term. It
is more nearly the ”prologuial act" so called of
Boucicault, which "put the audience in possession of
events antecedent to the real subject of the drama."
Aristotle goes into greater detail on the sub-
ject in his Rhetoric. He compares the prologue of a
play to the "exordium" in epic poetry which was to
*
give the reader a clue to the argument. "So too," he
says, "the tragic poets explain the subjects of their
dramas, if not at the opening, like Euripides, yet
somewhere or other in the prologue, as Sophocles him-
self in the lines beginning *My sire was Polybus,* and
the same is true of comedy. The most essential func-
,
tion then or characteristic of the exordium is to ex-
j
plain the end or object of the speech; hence if the
subject is itself clear and unimportant there is no
need of employing an exordium."
There is a hint of the direct appeal to the j
audience which later came into common usage in a farther
I!
passage by Aristotles "It is evident, however, that
such tricks as I have described are addressed to the
audience, i. e. not as impartial and unemotional hear-
* Aristotle, Rhetoric, p.
Weldon Edition.
“fiafa rijjfjJacf/3v^iI2 oJ bexf.'io'iq rfoesqs y,^c^ a’io'iq arfj njBriJ
il .maj 6ffJ aiislrcaais o.t onioo av^ri ow rloiriw riJiw aam
lo befljai) 08 '*vtos Xe ijigolo'^iq'* arfJ Y.Xnx:;©/! oior! aX
Jc qoloaoGBoq mi eoneXbufi edJ- Jrrq” rfcirfw
,
J Xt/eoXouoJT
'’.Bmmb erJJ lo J-oe^dwe Xas'i orfo oX XnebaoeXn/^ aXnave
-cfua oriX no Xl^’Xob
-loXsoig oXnX aoog eXioXainA
8 Jo eu^clo'iq oriJ aeajaqnroo eH . o HoXoiXH ahi ni Xoo{;
oX 88W rloXriw T^nXeoq oiqo nl "piiJibTCxe" adX cX Zq
«•
erf '\ooX og” ,Xiisr:u5T8 orfX oX euXo b -lobBST erlX ©VX3
aXeriX 'to eXoef^dxjft eriX ni^Xqxo aXaoq oXaeiX briX ''
,
8^88
Xo^ ,8GbXqXTua 9>:XX .^''Lneqo orfX Xb Xon 'IX
,
Ef^msnb
-mXri neXcoriqoS 88 .engcToiq erfX ni lorfXo no enorfwonoa
bn» ’
,
audv Co*I axsw onXe gninnlsod aenlX adX nX JSea
-orujJ X«iXno8a© Xaoin Of'T .Ybomoo lo oinJ aX omea ©r{X
-X0 oX ai ru^bnox© GdX lo oXX &ineX osi^rfo no noriX noXX
©riX IX ooneri (dcooqn orfX lo Xno(,do no bne orfX nXelq
ci: Bf 0n©xIX XnfiXnoqmXnu bna 'icelo IXoeXX ei Xo©t,dna
".nL'fbnoxo na gniYorq/n© lo boon
odt oX CeoCiia Xosnib ©riX lo XnXrJ 8 eX 9n©r(T
erfXn«l b ni ©3/jaxj ncmf-oo oXnX ©i^ec neXal ric tr!w ©one tbjja
XarlX ^nevowofl ,Jn©btv© aX XI” JafXoXalnA yd e^BBanq
sriJ cX bcs&onbb£ an£ bedXnoaeb ©VBrf I eb sxoinX dotra
-naeri iBnciXomoni/ bna lBXXn/?qinX ae Xon .© .X «oonsXbiJ8
.q .cincXorifl ,eXXoXp.XnA ^
.notX^ba nobla^
aiM.
; t
ers of the facts; for it is the universal practice of
|
orators to use their exordia as means of creating a
prejudice against their adversaries or of removing
i
apprehensions entertaine d in regard to themselves . Let
me instance the prologue beginning 'My lord, I will
jnot say how hastily', or the interruption of Thoas
,
'Why all this preluding?'".
He compares the dramatists with their "tricky"
A
prologues to the servants who are accused of doing
wrong, never give a direct answer to the questions but
beat about the bush and make long prefaces before they
come to the point."
The range in treatment and length given to the
prologue by this definition of Aristotle invalidates
the theory held by Dacier that, by "Prologos", Aristotle
meant what was afterwards called the parabasis, which
occurred indifferently in any part of the play. Mahaffy
remarks that while the prologues may have originally
served as arguments in the written copies of the plays,
"for stage purposes their recital by some indifferent
actor may have been to fill up time while the Athenian
audience were bustling in and taking their seats."
This is hardly credible. The performances at Athens
* Mahaffy, Classical Greek Literature.
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a
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,
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. "’?3nlbnr3'iq airfj 11b ^riir’
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Jjjd snofJaei/p orfJ oJ nowana Joanlfo a ©v £3 'raven .gnonw
YsrlJ enoJod eooRJeiq g tol ©>^cr. bna rlaud erlJ Jucrfa Jaod
”.Jnfoq eriJ oJ emoo
adJ oJ navig iligrrol bna inernjfie'i ni egnen erlT
aeJablfcvni elJoJa tnA .Jo no.fJlnileb ciriJ yd engoionq
IJcJeinA t "eo^olo'iq" ^'d ,iadJ neXoaQ vd bled ynoariJ en'J
rioXrfw jaiEfidanaq edj belfeo abiawneJ
J
b aaw Jariw JnBem
JJerffiM
.Y-6 lq erfJ Jo Jiaq 'iXJnenaJJ Ibnl faemuooo
«
vfJanlsXno evari eeujjC lonq edJ ellriw jBriJ ajinanren
,
E^alq eriJ Jo ae kioo ns.t J i*iw adJ nt eineinn^'is ne bovnea
Jns'ioJJibnt emoa ^d laJioen 'ifedJ eeeoqauq eg/sJE noJ”
nBinodJA erlJ ellriw enilJ qii IliJ oJ need evari Y^sni 'IoJob
". aiaea n fedJ gnijlBi bnB ni sn cLteud e-iew ©oneibua
enoriJA Jb 3eJ:nBinoJneq erfT .eTd-tbono rjIbiBii aX ciriT
. o'lLiJB'ioJlJ jieo'iO iBoiaaBlT)
,
^JJerfaXl
were yearly events, looked forward to eagerly. The
j
spectators were not liable to be tardy in assembling;
I
^
more likely, they came, as Dicaeopolis in the Achar-
nians, by daybreak or joined the early
crowd that did “jostle each other for the first seat
rushing down in a body.” However that may be, the
Grecian prologue was too integral a part of the body
of the tragedy to have been wj^fii/’en^as in
maid-and--feather-dus ter periods^ to seat a late audience,
or as in the Loas of Spanish plays to pacify the ground-
lings while awaiting the grandees.
It is not illogical to reason that the prologue
began with the first spoken drama. The early choral
dramas of the sixth century were lyrical in form and
started naturally with song, but, when Thespis made of
Uie leader of the chorus an actor and interspersed
choral songs with soliloquy and dialogue, he started
his play with a narrative which was followed by the
chorus. Halgh, in writing of the play-structure,
states that "the first scene was called the prologue
and its invention is ascribed to Thespis."
In Kvanthius de Comvedia, we read "sed prirao
una persona est subducta cantoribus
,
quae repondens
,
* Haigh, Tragic Drama of the Greek.
o\
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^ 1
4
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edX
,
0d yBjTT Xed.t 'i^vewcK *'.yhod b nr nwob j^nlrfaun
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•0
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f BoneJbfj/i eJal g .taes cJ ^abolnoq noleub-'njffJGol-bnG-blGin
brwo'ts yJtoaq oJ ays.fq rfa tn^;q8 *>o qgoJ odJ. nl ce no
.8 96bnf3'\3 odd ^nJdlKWje oXid'*' [
stj^oXc-iq er'd Jjgdd noanon od doir al dl
X/jTodo ylT/3© odT n8>'oqe da^iiT erfd rfd njS3©d
bn£ fmo*i nf I/50.Kyf ©new yrndnoo ddxds odd aa.r.Gnb
r
;
'4
'tc ob.im alqaeilT nedw ,dud
.
^noe ddlw zUxinuJGn beJnsJa
f
be8nnqan‘^ln 1 boG noJoe riG aunoric sdd to lobBOI oris
boJnGJe ori
,
00
:30 Ifs lb bn« yopoXlIoc rfdlw 03008 IcTodo
odd yd bewofrol aaw doldw ovldc'non c ddlw yeXq aid
i’
,0nudnmd8-yBXq odd to gnldiaw nl* ,ri5laH .Eimorio
oirSr.Xo-iq odd boIXso pn\f enooa lantJ odd" dadd sedade
".elqpodT od bedlnoaB al nojJnevnl adi bne
4r J"
O0flnq boa" basn ew ,aibevc-oT) ob nulddnavPI nl |
anobnoqen caup
,
audl'icdnao odoobdrH dee encancq anxj
1
r'
j
,3(0£>nO add to amriCf clganT ^rialaR ^
«
*
•
V ' -
7est alternis choro locupletavit variavit-
i que rJCm musical^." Themistius (Or. 26, 316 D) speaks
i| of a Thespian drama, consistirxg of a "prologue", pre- !
i
;
]
; ceding the speeches addressed to the chorus or the !
I
dialogues between the actor and the chorus. Ascherson
1
(l.c. p. 428) contends that Thespis could have had
j
nothing to do with the invention of a prologue, both i;
|j
because the opening choral ode could give the neces-
I
i
j
sary information and, more especially, because the two !
;
1
earliest tragedies extant, the Suppliants and the
|
I
Persians of Aeschylus, began directly with the choral
! l'
i
procession and had nothing corresponding to the pro--
j
i
jlogue. From this he deduces the theory, that, when
,
Aeschylus in his third tragedy employs the form, it
|
is a direct invention. i
The balance of authority seems to incline to
the opinion that the prologue came into being with the '
first actor of Thespis, but^ whether these prologues '
were in the form of soliloquies or dialogues that intror
duced the story^ or were of the formal cut of those
used by Euripides, we have no method of ascertaining, :
* i
for there are no speicnens remaining. Bergk believes
that Euripides, less of an artist than Aescjiylus
,
re-
p
* Bergk, Grieck Literature, p.393. i
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cwj oci-i oeuBOod
^
^©q^o aiom
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cXir’^doee-'A lo anBiei©*?
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aon^oloiq ©aedJ i9do ©d^ ^dud
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c fqaedT Jo lodo© iaifTr
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©acdd lo Juo iBimol edJ Jo ciew io '^cJa ©dl booub
,
gn fr' {©JioofiB lo bodJ&m on evBd .aoblq/iuS Ycf beau
>
aave fled .aninfArrsi sneiroieqa on ©ib eiod.t lol
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8verted to an old form, probably that of Thespis, but
he is practically alone in this view as the conc^ensus
of opinion is that given in the Vita (page 12, Dindorf
where it is expressly stated that the Formal Prologue
is an invention of Euripides.
In turning to a consideration of the prologues
themselves, we encounter another difficulty. We can
not be sure that the printed form, as it has come down
to us, is the work of the dramatist himself, because
the manuscripts have been so tampered with since the
author’s^ times. Euripides* tragedies were played all
over the Hellenistic world years after the dramatist's
death and some of the matter expounded in them is ac-
counted for when we know that they were written for
barbarian audiences to whom the facts had to be impart-
ed. Thus, Prof. Murray points out that the long pro-
logue to Electra is undoubtedly an interpolation be-
cause the themes set forth at length were such as must
have been known to every Athenian audience. Another
commentator remarks on the "un-Sophoclean" character
of the soliloquy in the Trachinian Woman, remarking
that it might be a colaboration for "even in those
days there were schools of Dramatic Art^’, or it might
J-jjcf .RlqeorfT 'to ^Icffidciq ,imol bio nB nJ- boinav
8 jjon ©'•4)0 0 0 ©rfi 8b /relv 8 td.J ni enol© ^Ileo Uoonq ei ©d
Inobnirr ,SI ognq) £j iV odvt ni nevt^ JarfJ a I noinlc,c Ic
eugoIoT^i iBimo'^ oriJ SeriJ boJ^Js ^-Lseonqx© Bi ii ©norlw
, BBb iq 1o notJ^nevni hb ei
SGugoIonq ©ri^t to- nolimobienoo 6 oi nl
hjso ©"h
.
Yilfi-'i't'iib n©rf,ton£ nodm/oon© ©w
,
e©vX©an:©dJ'
nwob ©moo SBri Ji bb boJninq odi dfiriJ ©niia ©d Jon
oaoBOsd j'lreBmiri JeiJsirBib erft "to ©rfj ei
^
eu cd
eriJ ecnis dJ iw hmsqraB^t oe need ©vBd siq in OEirnom ©dJ
Ilis b©YsIq en»w e© ibesBnJ 'eeblqintfS .Bomii ©'nodJuB
e'JniJBfTflnb oriJ 8'i6©'i fcinow otJoinelleH odJ nevo
--OB ei ciedJ ni bobnuoqxo 'leJJBm odJ 70 ©rnoe bdfi dineb
nol n© JJ inw ©new JsdJ xon>( ©w nedw •ic'l: boJnt/oo
•Jn/sqm! od oJ bBd edofil ©dJ modw oJ aeonsibuB nBinBdnfld
’-o'lq srtoX edJ JfsdJ^ Jno eXnioq yBnnd?^ .lon^
,
sudT .be
-Bd no IJo [oqneJni hb ylbsidnobnu ei BnJoeia CJ exjjoX
Jeum 8B douB e»*i9w dJgnoJ Jb dJno'i Jea esmedJ odJ ©euRO
neriJonA .eonnlbuB OBinodJA ynsv© oJ nwon>i need evBrf
'leJonn/sdo "nBeXocdqoS-nn^' ©dJ no 3>lnBme'i 'loJjsJnorainco
3ni^''!Bm©n
,
njsmoff nnffitdr/inT eriJ ri I YLpcIiloe edJ T.o
osoriJ ni neve*’ no! no i iBoodfiloo b ©d Jdgioi Ji JBdJ
n Jd^im J’i no ,'*JnA ciJemeia To eXoorioe ©«i©w ©n©dJ ayBb
9have been an instance "when the tragedian worked be-
low his usual level."
In turning from suppositional matter to data
at hand, we open the Suppliants of Aeschylus, the
oldest extant play and find that it is devoid of a
prologue. It begins with the entrance of the chorus,
the daughters of Danaos
,
in the role of suppliants.
An examination of the play reveals two very excellent
reasons for the omission of the prologue. First, the
legend is one familiar to every Greek household;
second, it is of an uncomplicated nature, having only
one phase revealed in one striking situation. Famili-
arity with the story and simplicity of plot obviated
the necessity of a foreword. Aristotle himself said
"if the subject is itself clear and unimportant, there
' is no need of eraploj^ing an exordium." The same explans
ll
tion is applicable to the Persians, the second drama,
constructed likewise without the prologue. The tragedy
I is founded upon the Persian War and was produced only
seven years after its termination while the happenings
were yet fresh in the minds of the Greeks.
I
In the remaining five plays - there are only
; seven dramas of Aeschylus extant - the opening scene
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~ed 5o>Itow ni?j:bo 3BTi ari.t nortw” eonisJeni ne nf>9df ovBri
”.Iev 0 f Ibubi; elri wol
Bijsb oJ^ Xenol J’l eoqqxjB inoTl grrimuJ nl
orfX t auIyffoBsA “lo sXni? tlqqi/G e;i^ noqo ©w ,bnfiri Xe
a lio bioveb ai Xx 3 Bcii bnil bna yeXq inaXx© XaebXo
^
suTiOrio erIX lo oona'iXn© arfX rfX tw en.cgod XI .erJsoXo'iq
.aXnaflqquR Xo 9 Co*t oxfX nX
<
bcbxsbO Xo a'leXxIj^i/afo ertX
XnofXooxe yiev o#X eXfisveT yeXq ©riX Xo noiXenlmfixe nA
oriX .Xail'^I .©u3cXo‘i'q 9r<X Xo noieafmo erlX •'tcX B^0Ee9^
{bXorieauorf jIgstO oX 'lexfifraX ©no el bnej-©
X
yXno 3nivad ,9TDXFn boXaolXqraoonu hjb Xo e' 1 XI »bnoooc
-IXIma'*! .noIXanXla ^ni^laXs sno nl boXaovei 98f.i1q ©no
beXalvdo XcXq Xo yXIoiroOTrs bn a yncXa odX dXXw yXiia
f
,
biaa XXoemlrl oXXoXeinA .bnowoioX b Xo v.Xloseoan erlX
oneriX
,
XniX'ioqxalni; bna neoXo XXeaXI al Xo©(^du8 oriX Xi”
snaXqx© emae oriT ” . .ntiib'iox© no 3niycIqmo 1c bar-n cn si
,
BrDBnb bnooe.a orfX
,
nslsie'J ©dX oX eXdacl fqqs el noil
fbo^anX eriT .etf^oXonq aiiX XuorfX rw oslwsjj IX boXomXanoo
yXno bnoubonq saw bna nsW naisno*! edX noqx/ babnnoX al
Bjjnl 9fiX dl /riw notXfinimeX sX I neXXs ansny navsa
.a^iasnU ©dX Xo abqli'^ niU ;-i dey'iX Xsy onew
yinc o'li? 9-:yrfX ~ nysXq evil gnlnlfi.r.on sdX nl
onsoa 3nInftqo adl - XniJXxo aulYffosoA Xo samsib nevaa
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^is in the nature of a prologue, simple and archaic in
character, consisting in three instances of a soliloquj
and in only one p^ay, the ChoBphorbi
,
is it spoken by
the chief actor. In the ChoSphoroi , it is recited by
Orestes and, as preserved to us, is only twelve lines
in length. In each case, however, it is spoken by one
of the characters of the play and never, as in later
productions, by some one especially appointed for the
recitation and having no connection with the plot.
The prologue of Agamemnon consists of a solilo~
quy by the Watchman, who prays the gods for relief and
for an answer to his prayers. For ten years, he tells
us, has he stood exposed to the cold night~dews, has
studied the stars In their changeful course above him,
awaiting in vain a signal: he grieves, in solitude, ove
?
the corruption in the royal family. At this moment the
wished-for sign flashes forth and he rushes away to Im-
part the news to his mistress, as a chorus of old men
appear. A prayer, likewise, opens the Eumeni^®^ A
Pythian prophetess who presides over the oracle, begins
thus: "First, with this prayer, I worship of the gods."
The Seven against Thebes opens with an address
J
by El0Dcl.es to the burghers (not in the role of chorus)
—==
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nl bCi€, olqmia
,
eugoJo'fq a ’lo ©luian f'rfd' nl ef.
^ijpoClIoB lo seorTjdisni aoTrf.l al ^nttaianoo »'-ieJo/rii3f{c
nojloqa Ji ai
,
id'iorfq^^cdd ^!i^ ono /f t bar,
bodioei ei St
,
io-icrfq^iodO oriJ nl ..'lolofi telrio sriJ
Q3r.it oviywd 2 I
,
au c.l bovnaaoKj as eoJesrO
ono x6 nojioqa a f 1 1 ^'nevevori , oeao rfcijo nl .rid^jnQX nl
•lolal nl au <novfjn brs ^alq orlj lo aneJ ocnnrio oril lo
odd Tol bolnioqqB 'jllBiooqso eno 011:02
,
enoll oubcnq
• lolq odJ riJi7/ noiloonnoo on gn tvari bn/s nollaJloen
-eliloa a Ic alsiano-o nonraocnasA Ic ons^^Xonq edT
bnB loilen nol abo^ arfS a^^Enq odw ^nBrndlolsW odJ '^d y,up
a I Cel erf
,
anB©Y •snoY^'^q 8 Id ol newanis na nol
8Gd f Qweb-jdji In bloo edl ol boaoqi^s bool a od ead , an
,inld evoda eanuoo Xnlo^nudo niodl nl aiBls sdl bolbnla
evo ^obnll-Cca nl ^aovelig od jb nlav nl anillBws
eril Jnemom a tdl lA leaf’d nl noilqinido edJ
-mf oj aodann ’&xf bna dlnol oeria*?Xl nj^la lol-bodBlv^
n&m bCc lo amodo a hb ^8e9nl3lm aid oJ swen ©dl insq
A .’^(jineriLvl edi aneqo ,eatwo>iir ^noY^nq A .njseqqB
anlged .oXomo eril nevo eobleonq od»r ceeiedqonq nalrilY^
’‘.abog edJ Ic qlrianov/ I ,n8YBnq aldl dl Cw , lander" :andJ
sasnbDJS ne dll* aneno aodedT lanlcjw nevsG enT
(amodo lo eXon eril ni Ion) anodsnnd edl ol aoCoorelH y^d
t
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followed by the message of the Scout to Eleocles, and !
a prayer by the latter, all delivered before the en* |
ii
ranee of the chorus. Prometheus Bound commences directl-
ly with a dialogue, the method adopted by Sophocles.
In the Prometheus, it is between Strength and Hephaestqjs^
with the chief character, Prometheus, present, though
silent.
Aeschylus, a supreme artist, conceived his
dramas as a whole, so that his prologues have none of
the disjointed character of the later writers, but are
the natural resources for expounding the first situa-
tion and lead in a skilful manner to the body of the
drama. The meter is usually iambic trimeter. Haigh
remarks that as the Thespian drama was an outgrowth of
the dithyramb we are prone to believe that the early
plays were chiefly in the trochaic tetrameter, but,
use
finding the iambic trime ter^only fort^ years after his
death, we accept the plausible condlusion that he used
either as he chose. On this subject, we have Aristotle* i
statement in his Poetics III, 2; "The writers of Trage-
dies have ceased to use the poetic style as once they
did, and that, as they passed from the tetrameter to
the iambic measure as being the metre which bears the
bnfi ,89loo0l5T Osi iuooB orli lo 03ss€ 9 tT! arf.! yd bevrollo't
rtiQ orU siolecf foeTovlIeb XXs t^eiX^X arfX ^6 laiis^iq J5
“iJoe^Xb aeonemmoo bnuofl ausriXofiiO'i^ . au^orto arIX 1 c ©onB-i
. 39 locrfqo2 ’^d baXqcJbiJ bodXafn eriX .sugcX^Xb b rfXiw ^X
DXcojBriqaH bna riXsneaXa noowXad er XI
,
aLfariXenroT*! srfX nl
rIsuoxlX tXnaasiq
,
euariJ 93101 ‘J ,ioXoBiBrio qaXdo oriX riX Xw
. X no X i e
Biff bevfoonoo ^XsiXiB aoiaiqua b
,
euXv^rfoseA
'Xo encn avBd aougo/oiq aid XBdX OK,oXodw b as acinBib
01B Xiid ^aiaXiiw ioXb/ oriX Ic loXoBierfi baXn fc t S-ft) edX
*
-fiuXia XeilX 9dX ^nXbnuoqxe ic.'t Booixiroae-i X/noXBn edJ
OriX Ic vibod 9riX oX lennBjir Xul:rx>'8 b nl bBOf brin no IX
riglBH .loXejTiiiX oldmBi si ioXer. sriT .BmBib
lo rfXwoiQXuo nn bbw bqibiIj nBiqBoriT oc'j gb XeriX aj^iBinoi
YXib9 oriX XsriX svoiXsd oX snoiq c ib ew dimj':i'icU ib oriX
,Xud ,ioXemBiXoX olBriooiX ariX nX y^Ileirlo oiow BY^sXq
JfcU m
eXri loX'iB B1 B 0 Y ^IXioq Y-frio^ioXomliX oIcIpibI oriX ynlbnl'l
been eri XeriX no iaulonoo eXd icuslq 9riX XqoooB ow ^riXaob
{ 'oXtoXaiiA ovBii aw^Xooxdc/G aXriX nO .oacrio ©ri as leriXiD
-0301T 1c G19X 'iw 9rfr" tS
^
III FoUoo^ Biri nt XnenoXaXR
YariX oono ce oXyXs oiX&oq oriX oau oX boasoo QVBri eolb
oX leXeruBiXaX eriX moiq booEBq bb ,XoriX bna ,blb
eriX 8iB9d riotriw siXooi eriX gnlod eb oif/SBom oldpinf eriX
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closest resemblance to prose, so too they have aban-
doned all such words as depart from the usage of ordi-
nary conversation."
It is the path-makers of history who must
struggle against the greatest obstacles, and the titan
ic nature of their struggles render«s them the nobler.
Aeschylus hewed out the path for Sophocles, a lesser
poet, a greater craftsman. Sophocles lived in the
period of his country's highest prosperity. He found
ready-made to his hand a congenial form for the ex-
pression of his talents. The first period of his
development, Plutarch points out for us, was in imita-
tion of the magneloquence of Aeschylus. In the second
experimenting, feeling his way, he came ''to his own
harsh and artificial period of style." In the third
period, he found himself, and developed an artistic
simplicity and ease, dorabined with real constrictive
ability. Nothing can be finer than the climadic
sweep of Oedipus Tyrannus toward the catastrophe. And
the prologue of this tragedy, while giving the audienc
information that is essential to the comprehension of
the subsequent unfoldment, is a little drama in it-
h
self, in which, in a compass of a hundred and fi^
0
* De Prefect, Virt. 7.
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lines, is revealed character drawing, action, suspense
and climax. Oedipus appears at the palace gate and \
graciously receives the suppliants, assuring them of
his care and watchfulness and telling ^him that he has
sent to the oracle of Delphi for a message for them.
Even as he speaks the messenger from Apollo returns
with the fateful decree that plunges us at once in the
heart of the story and creates the suspense, that lasts
until the final line of the Exodus.
In six out of the seven extant plaj'^s of Sopho-
cles, the prologue consists of dialogue. In the
Trachiniae, it is almost entirely a soliloquy by
Deianira. In Electra, it is from the conversation
between Orestes and the Old Man that the audience re-
I
I
ceives the necessary information. In Oedipus Ooloneus-
!
this is imparted through the questioning by the blind
man and his daughter, Antigone,of the CTolonean, who
precedes the chorus and warns them away from sacred
ground. In Antigone, it is the heroine who comes in
with her sister, Ismeme, and declares her resolution to
bestow the rites of burial on her two dead brothers
despite the edict to the contrary, a circumstance upon
which the whole plot hinges. Ajax and Philoctetes are
4 --
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Ocineqer/a
,
;n~i x WB'ib TO.tOJSTcrfo bsIiBovon si ^aon^C
bn's O'jBii eoRlsq ?/x£>oqqe yfjqJbsO .Xiimiro bn£
'iO merfi ^aribRCC
,
BvjQiii.rqqua r.Kvt eev f»09‘’x vXauoio/ng
acrf .Tii-fli ^rt.f f j©.t brr;;- aa9r*IxfqrfoJi?v: bn^ eijso a ixf
.iTtBr'X ‘ic'^ o^Bsssri B io1 .Ix^qlaC ‘.to elos'io erU oJ Jnso
a/i'iuJBT o.r j'oqA mo-iT: ‘\^-^noAcetL Rrfi v^^lseqa f>iX as n9v3
1
ebJ ni 90nc 3b pu esj^r'i/Tq tfiriJ soioob .fuTsJ’Bq er^J diiv7
pJaaX
,
Bano'", -iita cj.fJ egXbo'-Xv'. bna *v;ncut8 9rf.t lo iiisen
. 8ubox?r r:.i3 "to n:ixr fx^nit er^3 liinu
-cxlqc'C Ti'-Glq invJ’xe navoG o.-iJ 1.0 Jjjo xla nl
9fii III .ou^}clBlb Ic 7i3v..tsrino ougclfrrq orfi
,
solo
7.d vapo.Ci. loa « rJno J-aoinf/s aX .t : ^ 9;s.!:n rrfo^/iT
no Bvnoo f>n\t mo'i’l nf J'
^
jB'i.Xoi ia nl . xjn .tnui'vJ
i
-9^1 ocnry ibi: -“I or'j S criJ rui}£ MO orfj Re.tao'^iO noo^3vd
i8ironcIo"' snqiboO nl .nolJonoqni Y'lJEaaeoan ebf aevleo
eriJ y;cl ^nrnofXr.oup edi rf^uond^t boi-xeqni M alrfX
orivi ,nx'9.icXoT) odJ Ic,
,
ie drl^rjisb 3 f^xX bna n^m
benoxaP nreffJ E/ncv; bn*; atnodo f?r?.X esbeoa'ici
ni a.mro orfw ©n toned 9dJ r. t ii ,9no,-,ljTiA nl .fcnijon?^
Li t;c; l;i 1 r<.' 89n nar' " oniSloeb tn.^ ^ocu rr^I ^neinXe nnri riiiw
RnsiUtond bceb ovj neri no Issinird In aei <n edi ’voiced
rioqu nonBisnn on f n a
, 7nBninoo edi ci ioXbe* urii ailqnab
O'lB noieiooXid'T bn.s xniA .aa^nrd icXq oXcdw '>di doidw
0
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each Int^^duced by dialogues V7hich prepare for the in-
terest in the central figure; In the first play, it
is carried on between Ulysses and Minerva; in the
second, between Ulysses and Neoptolemus
.
So organic a part of the whole were the pra-
prologues, that Prof. Mills basing his definition of
prologue on the Euripidean models remarks that "Aeschy-
lus prefixed prologues to but few of his plays, Sopho- i
cles to none." We find in more than one history of
Drama, the statement that Euripides "invented the
prologue". Euripides, if we accept, as we started out
to>do, Aristotle's definition, did nd)t invent the form,
but he employed it in a distinctly different method
from that practiced by his two great predecessors. He
accepts it as a convonient formula; he sees in it not
only a medium for giving his audience clues to his plot
but an instrument for his "ironic rationalism". Once
he ii:iherited i t as a dramatic convention, it suggested
further advantages.
The opening speech of the priestess in Eumenides
is partly a prayer and partly a soliloquy, while Delan-
Ira, at the beginning of the Trachlniae, addresses the
[lurse, not the spectator. Euripides was the first, ther
,
*
A. Mills, - Poets and Poetry of Ancient Greece.
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~nl eiiv^ '10 ‘t e'ljsqe'iq rloirlw ac^u;^oIi’!b y.d foscujb'ioonj [<oae
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Vtolq ia-itT: oiiJ' n I: i9ausil .r.£T:Jn90 8di ni JaeiaJ-
N
edJ- ni i-iVienlM bn/i aoasYl^i nsewjsd no al
r
. sjjinelcJcjoeTi nn ? cyeaY-^^J neewied ,bnoo 9 S
-ciq O'fl onarf o.'’orfv7 edi 'io dnaq r oin>',3no oS
lo no Mini led aid ;§niaj3d 'aJIlK .'ton'! JBdi , aou3oIc‘iq
- ixidi pnlnainoT; aieborn rfBob f.q inuH odd no eugoJonq
-'OdqoS
,
aY,dIq atd 'to wel .tnd od e^u^olonq baxi'to'iQ aul
lo Ynciaid ore nadi onoin ni bnil i-'V ".©non oi eslo
odi b*5inr>vni" cebioinuS; indi dnoneiB-a odd ,jenGiCT
duo bod'iBda .w eb ,dnooos or ‘lx ^aebiqlnuS ’’eusolono
odd dnovn t don bib ,noidint'tob a'eldodelnA , ob od
boddBCT dnene'di tb ^-^3ib b nt di bsYo feoro or! dud
eH . E'ioafly oebonq dBo-13 o^rd aid y,6 booidOBnq d^n'd inonl
dc!i d? rl 3©oa od ;Blu-"nc'l drtoinevnoo b bc di adqeooB
dolq B rri od aeulo oone ard 3nivi3 nol iruibor' b ’{Icio
ocnO . 'Vr M ono id an o hnonl" a id no^ dnonundsn I hb dud
.b;d BfiYYi'B di <acidnovnoo oidarnBib 0 pb di bedi-iodni sd
.B9,.BdnsvbB n'.ffdnu'l
iebineniuS nt ae-idEvOinq odd lo rloooqa ^nlnooo sdT
-r.;i©q 0 f tdw
, Y-I^P® i i -t o 8 8 Y-^'i^nq bn« ne'YBnq b ai
edd EosEonb:.'/',
,
0Biniri 0BnT ©rid lo affinnrgso: odd d£ t^ni
,
lodd ,dE'ii't odd EBW cobtqinuS .nodBd ooqti odd den ^oenun
ss rr"-. aiijL^ . ,n aaec=—BgBBa—eagBgaeasaacssaxgaaasggsasaaaaaataeaaaaaaaMBMaaaeataaaeMM—WM
.oceonO dnoionA Ic sdoc*T - ^aEIiM .A
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to commence his pla3^s with a speech "that had no
dramatic usefulness apart from the convenience of the
audience." The prologues suffer when compared with
the miniature dramas by which Sophocles prepared his
audience. MlUler, in his Literature of Ancient Greece,
contends that the prologue was chosen by Euripides as
"the speediest way of getting through dull preliminary
details" so that he might plunge to the crises, but
his frequent insertion of relatively unimportant dia-
i
logue after the prologue, would make such a view un-
tenable. Schlegel considers that the author* s pur-
pose was to explain those vital modifications in the
legend which Euripides was fond of making, while
i
Raigh puts forth the theory that the adoption of this
|
special form came from a general desire for clearness
of exposition and from its recommendation of novelty,
which to a poet like Euripides, who was often com-
pelled to rework old subjects, would have special ap-
peal .
The cause is probably to be found in a synthe-
sis of these reasons. The Greeks had no play-bills ar]
a study of Euripides* treatment of familiar legends
!
reveals the need of some such exposition as Schlegsl
i
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cn fDsrf rloeeqa b riJ" Iw e’^Blq atrf oonoCTmoo oJ'
0.iJ "Ic eonsinevnoo prlJ raoT't iiaqB scenluleau oiianijSTb
riJ iw bs-iijq/noc nerfw 'le'l'tus asrjgoXoiq eriT ''.eonslfauB
airi be'iBqoTq caroof{q9S rioidw ycf aarnB'ib enuJ’B /niiD odX
fjooo'iO inei onA 'io G'ijj.tBTaJ’I J a td rri .sonsifcxja
SB aebiqi'iuH neaodc 8bw axr^jolo'rq edd dadJ ebnaincr
tianq Ilirb riQUOirfJ gntdieg lo xevi .taslbesqe erld
"
Jud .aoeliG ariX oi agriL'-Cq dd^ cm ed Jerid oa "sUBdab
-sib dnBvJToqmcni: ^^lavij/iloi 'Xo nol,JT 98ni Jnei/pa'il aid
-nu w© tv e doija a:<Bm blue*’
^
01130 ^'cTq ariJ 'loilB eu^o
T
“Ti;q o''iodJ'UB odd iBrivt S'lobianoo lo^sIdoS .oXdBnaJ
odd ni ano id BO titbom led tv eeodd nxBiqxo od gbw oaoq
©rtdw ,gr:t>tBn3 lo bnol asw a©biqioJja doidw bno^ol
sirid lo nordqobo odd dedd Y'loadd odd dd-iol aduq dgiBdl
aaon'iBoJo 'lol ©Tiaob iBaana^ b tnoal ameo mol laioeqa
j^dlovcn lo no idsbn&'nmoofj'i ad i moil bna noidiaoqx© lo
-noo nadlo aow odw ,3©b .tqi'iaa a:Jir daoq b od do triw
-qB loiosqa evBd bloow ,8doaLdx/8 bio >t*iow©'i od belfaq
-oddnye b ni bnool ad cd yldcdonq si asuBO ariT
hB ellid-yfilq on bod adeonO adT .snoBBoi esodd lo ela
abna^aC nBtXinisl Ic d'l^rrdBS'id 'sabiqriuH lo ybude b
153136 frio8 SB noidiaoqxo rioue amos lo boon add sIbovo-i
I iBoq
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suggests. Euripides came at a time when traditional '
mythology was losing hold on the more intelligent minds
.
The legends were less credited than formerly and there
I
were more variations in their interpretation; hence, it*
was necessary that the dramatist should inform his
*
audience which phase of the subject he treated. He
j
must state the exact point at which he means to pick
up his characters. Already it was becoming difficult
to find in the original stories, new situations, and
Euripides in his rhetorical prologue gave the volatile,
novelty-loving nature of the Athenian, variety in con-
struction as well as in plot.
Like all innovators and iconoclasts, Euripidos
was the best-hated man in his country. It is the
moderns to whom he is
"Our Euripides, the human.
With his droppings of warm tears
,
And his touches of things common
Till they rose to touch the spheres
.j]'
To the ancients, he was the upstart who dared tamper
with conventions, sanctified by the hand of Aeschylus '
and Sophocles, who banished the heroic figures of his
predecessors and brought real men and women to the
boards and, lastly, directed a moral that pointed un-
_ J1i
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^v.
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- f,
t
Ir.ncrJ .tbe-iJ- nerf^ omiJ b 3b em&o aoh fqi'iuS . 8,ts&3ai;8
bnifT f.XIoJni eiora oxix nc blorf gn.tsol hsw
O’lOfU fenf nsrfX b»Jlh3'io ssol abne^'^I sriT
jri ,oonerI ?noii£X6T;gT9J’n i !r>riJ nJt ano i3£ irLSv o^onT e-iew
aid nnolni bluo.da Jaii^nifiTb odJ' iadJ '‘r'lnaaocen sijw
sH .bojJise'id’ erf Joeldua eiiJ lo ©aariq doiriw oonaibue
jfoiq oi ans0n eri rioidw Xb Jnicq ioBX9 edi &3bJ 8 Jaun
JIuolllib snlii.'ooed sav; 31 ^^bae'ifA . 3'isX«OB*^i«do aid qu
bni5 ,anoii£uii3 wan ^esiioia iBni^iTo odd bni*i oJ
leliisjov 0d»t ©VB3 ©Lf^olcnq fj8 0iTo.i9dT aid nl ssblqi-ii/fT
-noo ni ,nfitnexii> ©riJ lo STi/iisn rvcl- y^ f^’von
• iolq ni 3B iXew an no f3om3
a
3ofciqfnu?T
,
eiasioonool one aio3svonni XTb o>tiJ
odi a i il .Y'l'inxjoo aid ni nisin beifid-deed edi bbw
si 0d Giodvr oi annsbom
,
nBnxjd orii tSobjfqlnuH nnO"
ranaw lo s^niqqoib «td dii^
norrjuoc e^nld3 'to r.Griouoi s^d bnA
.aonoriqa eriJ dovo3 o3 afion yedi IliT
naqnTBi bansb odw insiaqu edi asw eri ^aineiona ©dJ oT
auCYdossA *to bnad odi Y'^ b© rHionca ^^anoiinovnoo diiw
eld Ic SG'iiJQil! 0 Lonod ©dt bedeinsd cd’.v ,eftXoodqo8 Imn
edJ o3 n«mow bnfi neni Xb‘»t iri;^uo‘id bnn anoseeoobfjnq
-riu b&inioq [jBiom « beioonib ,vJi8BX
,
bn/*, ebneod
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comfortably downwards toward the audience instead of
upwards towards the gods
.
The principal objection to the prologues of
Euripides is not that they told too much of the plot,
for with Aeschylus a knowledge of the whole plot .js
presupposed, nor yet that it is a "clumsily'contrived
method of bringing about the catastrophe which ought,
according to all the rules and precedents of classic
art, to have been brought about by the regular and
natural action of the play itself; it is the more
general and deep-rooted objection that the method it-
self smacks of mechanism and^so, is inartistic.
In the Progs
,
Aristophanes indulges in a
bitter satire against Euripides. Dionysus goes to
Hades where he finds a dispute going on as to who
shall be adjudged the greatest poet. Aeschylus
complains that "down there"
,
he and Euripides do nbt
meet on equal terms. "Why not?" asks Dionysus.
Aeschylus replies!
"My poetry survived me; his died with him;
He's got it here, all ready to recite."
Euripides turns to the subject of prologues, supposed
to be his hobby, and says!
,
.
,
,
T[o bysoJ-sai: ennf^ibuii orfi baswoJ ebTBwnwob ^^Xd;SJ'lc linos
. efoog oriX t;b*-iJBwcX shTuv/qu
lo 8fiU3oro'iq flriX oi noitoe(.cfo Ijsqionliq sriT
,XoIq erl.t lo rlcirm col bloX ion bL eeblqinna
ai r iclq slojrfw 0/fi lo sgborwon?! ^ auJYri^>eoA rfiiw iol
bsvtTincO'-Y^iscijLr.Co” b ei ii isdi i9Y non ^bsacqquaanq
t
iffguo rfolriw srfqon.tasiao arfJ iuocfs gnignHd lo borfienr’
olssiilo lo ainebeocnq bn/; eolun odJ ITn oi snlbnoc-oe
bn /3 nBliigoi edi inoda id3Uond nesd av.Hd oi ^ins
'I
8Tom orii si il jllsaii noiiOiS ffinjjisn
-il boriian 9/fi ijadi fioiio8(,do bsioon-qoob bne Cenena^
.oiiaiinsni si ,oe^^bnfi fnainijrfoaffi lo SHOBms IJas
/3 ni 8e3lnbnf aansrfqoJci'iA
« 830^ *? edi nl
oi 3903 &uf^y:noiG .eobiqinua siiies neiiid
oiiw oi a/» no ^niog oiLrqatb e sbnrl ad anadw asbnH
sirlYdoeeA .i&cq iaoiems adi bosbnf.bfi «d ’iXqde
ion ob p.ebiqi'iua bne ©d
,
"onadi nwob". i/jdi aniBiqmco
. eiJSYfic* "^Jon .anneJ Isnpo no is&in
:8©ilq9*i aniYrioeeA
Iinhl diiw boib aid len bavivnuE Y^it^oq y^'^”
".eilooi oi y^^®t tOned ii iog a‘©H
beeoqqus
^
esu^oXonq lo Joeidus »rij oi arm/i asbtqinuK
:&'<^£S bnB,Y<^f^od aid ad oi
"Well then I’ll turn me to your prologues now.
Beginning first to test the first beginning
Of this fine poet’s plays. Why he's obscure
j; Even in the Enunciation of facts.”
i-
I
Clarity was a quality upon which Euripides justly
ij
' prided himself. Aeschylus,- then,' indulges in a caus-
tic ^r^geraent of Euripides* faults in style, dic-
tion and subject-matter after which he has the plays 1 ;
!
weighed in a shop-keeper's scales - "the art poetic
like a pound of cheese" - and they are found wanting.
A collection of the dramas of Euripides con-
sists of eighteen tragedies and fragments. The pro-
logue.i^f each' is a stately narrative, a transition
between the dialogue form of Sophocles which was an
organic part of the play and the later prologue of
the Romans and of the Elizabethans which was inten-
tionally separated from the rest of the drama and
spoken by an actor in his own person. With Euripides,
it is either by one of characters or by some god or
spirit interested in the course of the action. In
seven of the plays, it is a supernatural being who
speaks the prologue; Hermes in Ion, Poseidon in Troades
,
Dionysus in Bacchae, Aphrodite in Hippolytus, Apollo ir
Alcestis, oilenus in Cyclops and Polydorus in Hecuba.
81
I .’Torr aousolo'iq iiroY o.t 0m miii II ’I nerfJ I £0^'*
;pn rnn fj^ecf is'ill QfiJ oJ" JbtH ’nniaeP
o'uror-.dc e'ari .E^i^Iq e’ieoq ©nil alri^ 10
".8iOBl lo nofJstonnna srJl ni novS
^Ileuf. eeblqlnna rioiriv.’ noq;; lilllenp a aarf
-auBO B.nl ao^Iubnl
,
nerfl ,aulYf£''S0A .irooirlrf bofoI''iq
-orb
,
9 lT^J-e nl alfuat 'oObiainua lo I nonog/iJBTnB oil
ev;^Iq »rf rioifiw tfIIb 0! t bit^- loo[.dua bna no fl
otlocq Ina sdl" - ssir.oe a ' loqsoji-qcria ,b ni bodT^is;^
•
Snilnaw bnuol onB “ "osoorfo lo bni/oq c ©>iil
-noo 3 ob cqinua lo eBoianb oril lo noiloelloo A
-onq oxIT . alnsr^ssil bna S 0 fbe3B*ii n© 5 lrf3 i» Ic ela^.o
nccliananl b ^evileman ® b 1 •rioB©' lo QWgcI
no p.BW rfo [jrfw asIoorlqoS lo rmoTt air^olBlb odl noevlod
lo 0030 lonq nslar orjl bna Inaq oinB^no
-n©lni 8BW rioiriw ener^ledasiia orfl Ic bna s'j»:.ncH ©dl
bnr> ananb edl lo laen orfl raool boJBniiqoa yIf«noil
.loblqinua dl XT' .noa'ioq nwc alri ni ••iclofl na yd n^yoqs
no bog ©nca ”,d no sn^ioBnario lo ©no yd •lerfli© si li
nl .noil OB edl 'to ©mnoo ©ril ni bolaonclni llniqa
orfw gnied iBnjjl-jmoqnc a ai 11 ^ayalq PfIJ “to neVv^e
,
pobBonT ni nobioao*! ,noI ni aemnoH leugolonq onl a>(aoqe
-..f oliotiA ^aulyroqqiH ni 0 I tbonrfqA
,
aarlooB^ ri i BnaYnciH
.adjjoan fit Bunobylo*! bna cqoT oyT) ni aunoIiO ^silaooIA
In seven others it is spoken by the leading character
in the role they are to assume in the play. We have
it given by Helen in Helena, by Andromache in Andro-
mache, by lolans In Heracleidae, by Jocasta in Phoo-
nissae, by Electra in Orestes, by Iphigineia in Iphi-
genola in Taurus and by Amphityron in Horcules Purens.
A subordinate character speaks it in three; Aethra in
The Suppliants, a nurse in Medea and a husbandman in
Electra
.
This attempt to preserve dramatic illusion by
a partial connection through character did not succeed
in doing away with the didactic purpose of the author,
and when the prologues appeal by their genuine emo-
tional Valuevas in Medea, it is despite this mechanism.
The skill with which Euripides transcribes his story
from the legendary past wir th the- V'jraualated pregent-
is truly remarkable. He is at once an artist and a
!
poet. The interest and complexity of his opening situ-
[
ations were increased by the presence of a third actor
i|
whom he introduces for the first time.
The usual form employed by Euripides is an
introductory soliloquy followed by a dialogue. Iphi-
genia in Aulis begins with a dialogue. The prologue to
•V
r
3n (bBe.r ©rfj nejfoqe ai ii 8‘iCffio nsvo© nl
©vsri ev; ©ni n.r v^vdsaar oJ alc'i ©rfj” •!
-o'ibnA ni ©iiCiino''ibnA ’{d ,isnor'>ii ni noItH nev !-;s, Ji
~ood*I n.t r.tc/^ocL
^
©Pb re f :t.' en/.Itl ,er:o.'in
“Jr.ql nl: isien.fQlrfq I (F^eJrenO nr «'i"re.ra
. ansTf/'T aelur^'ion ni .onyJ trlc.'nA yd bnB r. rnuwT ni B inne^
ni S'lriJeA jeendJ nr J i ayi^eqa ‘leJciG'if do oSsnilrsa'ina A
nr nnrnbni3dF.Lrr{ li bn« aoboW ni oanun s ,eJnBiIqqug edT
yd !lo^F!u.f^i niJppunb ©v‘ioaf;'iq od JqrneJde nir^T
b9900i/<-r .ton bib nf-infiiiiiio d^ncmlvi noldoe; non Ifildniiq b
.nrdJujEj odJ Jo eaccn^q olJcBhlh edJ diiw gnicb nl
-orae oninriyg niori.t yd f-^’.oqqxj aon^cXonq sdJ nodw bn£
, rnelnndoera afn.t oJ iqf;efa 8C Ji
,
soboM nl an oulnv .[finoii
yno.t'a Rlrl eed i'iOL'n*3'ti sebiqinufT do.tdw rii Iw r f fjifc ndT
dncac'iq be^t^f rifeiv odJ -r{d’w Jaaq YnGbnn3sr X erii nionl
6 bfiB JsiJnii ns eono dB ul eH . 9Xds>«'nBjir(^*i vJini ai
-u.tie snineqo n td Jo yiixeXqroo bfii? dFonsir l oriT . isoq
ncJOB bntdd n 'to oonsaonq eflvi yd beEBenonl ©new anoiJij
.Grist iann orU ncl aeoi/bo'iJni eri niorlw
nc ai eebtqlnuTT yd boyc foioe rricl Inusv odT
-IriqT .9'J3orj?l:b c yd bo^K'cI J-oT yriroXiioe ynoXcLfbonstni
dX gu^oIo'io oi'T .Gtr^rCBib a fUi/; ani^Gd eiIu,A r:i aLnog
£Td D9l,3
L ;
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Helena is one of the longest in Greek drama. This
arose from the fact that in this pla3^ Euripides treat-
ed a legend from an essentially unfamiliar viewpoint,
which had to be made clear to the spectators. To do
this ha employs a soliloquy by Helen of eighty-eight
lines, a dialogue betv/een Helen and Teucer as long
again, a second, shorter soliloquy and an ode to intro
duce the ciiorus .
The recitation of some of Euripides* prologues
was said to tax the skill of the actor. By this time,
however, the actors had made of their art a profession
Before the period of Aeschylus, it was the poet him-
self who took the chief part, reciting his own prologu
and leading his choruses. ffaigh states "It is express
ly said that Thespis was 'himself acting, according to
ancient custom^, at that performance which excited the
disapproval of Solon." Aeschylus is known to have act
ed in his own plays, but is thought to have abandoned
the stage on the introduction of a second actor. A
weakness of the voice prevented the participation of
Sophocles and at the period at which Euripides flour-
ished the office had been turned over to a representa-
tive. Plutarch gives us an account oT how Euripides
3S
Plut. De Audiendo, 46 B.
DirfT , jiafiO ni Jcejjnol eriJ lo one d f, tnoJeH
-JiAif^-io ^iBLq s f.'fjr ni i£jrlJ .^os’t or'* non t Oticns
,
,i n ‘cq./oi V n;. 1
1
insIn V; UXb t.tneee© nr. ocnl bns^’ol a bo
Ob oT . n r/tijicoq r: f)dX oX neoio oben 'PX ri brri rioiihv
Xd^ t©-nX ii'o^i » *o n«XoH u-t ''irpoXdfoE .r - \'orqno p>d o ? dJ '
30c I an noonsT bnr noJoH noav.'.tad ou^t^fGfb 0 .tonil
-onXnf oX obc nn bar vi^tUiUe noXnedd <bnooen £ ,niRSB
.dunedo odX ooL.'fa
Bouboi'enq ''.obiqinna I0 ofnoR Xo no tXx-X toon oiIT
,
orni.f didX y,8 .noXor odX 'lo ili. t odi xrX bine ££w
. net Oregon:'; n Xnn nfsdj Xc obRr. brd oneXor odX ^novowod
-it::. JST'q odX ^ X' , Oij I \:rioao A *>0 bc^'ieq vOdJ on'-doH
af L'^olcnq n?.'o t:^'^ ^niXioon ,Xn£q l&fr'o 6dX ilooX od'.'. lios
-dbo'iqxe yi XI” SGXf'.ie .aeBunodo R/d ynf.bRt.i bno
oX 3:! fbocn:;)£ ,3nfXon broRnijii' ^iqsbdT Xr.-'X biae
ytr
:
edX IrjX foxo do?dw ©onnrno'ineq XBdt X.o , ‘’Vf'XarfO jnoJonr
Xoij Gve;' oX st Rnf^frfoaoA '’.nrlra Jo lavcnqqea ib
bonobnado evn,ri oX Xri^jOOdX si Xud <Ev.<*rc nvr. nid "I be
A .noXoa b‘'if-f)0 8 £ 'lo nc^ 'XonbonX n n'-iX no h^bJ a odX
Jr ic fXiii; fo f Xnaq odX boXnsvonq coqov edX '‘c oaornfatiR
-'lUf.r'l r.ohfqiniir'T dordT* Xf> ho'ioq odi Xn ona r.O-Oodqcc.
'-liXnosonq' T a oX novo bomuX need barf ©riT’r eriX .bsdB'
asbtqi'ijj'd wod Jnuco- b ne ax; asvi^ donaXijJS ,ovfX
.d ,)N ,obnGibx:A- e'J .Xui'i
trained his choruses, singing the odes to them him-
!!
, self.
: r
Euripides^ influence was more far-reaching
! than that of any of his predecessors or contemporariei^!
'
I
Greek comedies, which now came into being, were jl
modeled on his tragedies. The Roman plays were ser- |-
r
I
vile copies of the New Comedy form and, from the
Romans, the English, who read Latin more readily than
Greek, imported Senaca, Senerea
,
Plutus and Terence
whom they flattered by generous imitation.
!
-icin' niBrfJ’ r,i aebo erfJ
^
Beemorfo n hi borJ£‘'iJ'
pnldnsc'i-^'irjJ s'lom cisw eoneuIJnt ' aobiq-liuS
ol'^ic'toqr.eifjon to e-ioa ';90ob'3'i(j g f rf 'io y"^' Jen'i njBifJ"
eriGW ^g^nJ:ocf Cjit' emBO v:cn rIo.;r(w ,8ofherco
-"ifcG a^ew GY^f q nanoH arlT . GOlbngB-i J- eirf no bolGbom
ert.t fTfoaq mo't eeiqco 0 [iv
nzir^i Y-^ n’ J/' I bBS-i ciI-y ^ :i£i '‘^fiST GjfJ , GrTB/noH
non^'ioT briB
,
aOBrir^S
,
^obhgS bai'ioqci.t
,
2!es-i,D
auo'iona^ Ycf boioJj-s.n; ]’or{J' iTTriv
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II
Pro logue in Gre ek Comedy .
li
Comedy was not an off~spring of Tragedy. As i
I
I
the latter sprang into being at the festival of Dionyj
sus
,
around the altar to that god, so too, the oomedy
|
I
seems to have had its origin in a season of celebra-
tion, this time the vintage-festival of the villages.
The reception of the new-born progeny was, however,
very different. Behold, here was a creature cf mirth
claiming the same distinction accorded the mourners.
The acceptance became such a momentous question that
the oracle of Delphi was consulted. The answer from
Apollo read, "Poetry has two ears.” Aristotle laments
the obscurity of the response. Hugo exclaims over ita
illumination, "Poetry”, says he, "has two ears, one
,
which listens to life, the other to death."
It was not, however, until 465 B.C. that re-
cognition was publicly accorded to the revel-band,
the "komoi”, and that "komoidia” could be recognized
along side of "tragoidia". The first comic writer
whose works have been preserved to us is Aristophanes,
"a Ea&chus foaming at the lips”, a ”h£-goat with its
philosopher *
3
beard.” His plays, though classed with
I,
Murray, - Ancient Greek Literature.
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comedy can not be accepted ay exanoles of a pure form
but are rather lyri cal -burl esq aes , witty, sprawling,
formless hybrids. He laughs as bitterly as Rabelais.
In the Frogs, he mocks the prologues of Euripides ; y e.t
his own are iong and as disjointed as the other parts
the VA h.
of his plays, they are permeated with a humor so
universal and perennial that it^modern. The plays
preserved to us are, all furnished with prologues.
These bear a closer relation to the prologues of
Sophocles than to those of Euripides, because they
are always an organic part of the fantastic whole;
they are spoken bj^ characters in the play and are
addressed to other characters and not at the audience.
Usually the beginning is a dialogue, as in The Knights
The Wasps, Peace, The Progs, but he employs soliloquy
when he wishes, as in The ^Tlouds, The Archarnians or
the Ecclesiazusae
.
In many editions of the English translations
of Aristophanes, we find his plays divided into scenes
his prologue - in the Aristotlean sense - exactly cor-
responding with Scene I. This, however, is an arbi tra
ry division unwarranted by any feature of the structur|^
or thought in the play itself. The prologues do cor-
&1 IJC’ fj ‘tc 83[C;ajaxfi ;.:fj bPiJqsooB ocf i< n rmo
,
3ni fH'B-iqr.
,
at»;.)paolTUC'^I«o 'isrlJ’S-i J-;;d
. c2 till ftdfiH Efo‘ -T-cf QB erf^ur,! oH .aof'id’Yb aaeJmcl
^3
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A ;i lid rid
(. n
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-"100 00 eoirgoronq erIT .Used I yslq edJ ni ddgooffd 'lo
respond to our later prologuial acts, but there is
In most cases a direct connection between the last
speeches of the prologue and the first of the chorus,
Socrates in the ^ouds sunmons the chorus of clouds
thus s
"Keep silent then, and listen to a prayer.
Which fits the gravity of age to hear -
Oh^ Air, all powerful Air, which dost enfold
This pendant globe. Thou vault of flaming gold,
Ye sacred clouds, who bid the thunder roil.
Shine forth, approach, and cheer your suppliant*
s
In the Birds and the Wasps, the approach of the chorus
is commented upon by the actors then on the stage.
In tho former^ Pis the tairus exclaims, "0 Neptunel Do
>ou not see how great a plague of birds is collected
together?" In the Wasps, Sosias, noting the approach
of the swarm, arms himself with "stone, flint and peb-
ble", while Bdelycleon warns him, "Have a care what
you do; they're a sharp angry crew, quick as wasp's
nest, when urchin molest it."
The A^chanians of Aristophanes is our oldest
extant comedy, if we admit the classification, dating
si oTGriJ Jud .r/3£JJ3oroaq -mo o.t
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from 425 B« C. Examining the prologue, we find that ii
consists of a soliloquy by Bicacopolis
,
the principal
character in the play, and this is followed by dialogue!.
The soliloquy contains no setting-forth of plot, but
is a rambling monologue marked by the satire of which
Aristophanes was master. Dicaeopolis is represented
as seated alone in the place of Assembly, having risen
early to get a good seat. He is* a demi-god, descendant
from Cores, as he tells the Herald, yet, when after th(^
Magistrates arrive and begin wrangling, he offers his
^
services as a mediator, the old adage is proved that
"if a dt'ity were to come down among the Athenians' and
propose to conclude a peace for them, they would not
listen to him”, and he narrowly escapes imprisonment.
Next the ambassadors and foreign envoys appear and we
are well launched into the story when the chorus and
semi-chorus enter.
Another feature of the prologues of Aris tox^hanejs
,
discerned now for the first time, is that besides startl-
ing the suspense, they explain the "disguises”. The
!
I
very nature of his plays, growing out of the chorus of '
satyrs and maskers, creates this new demand. He lets us
know^ through the dialogue of Socrates and Str^psiadea^ the
’1 J'i'SflJ bni't ew
,
rp^q orfJ jjnInim/rxH * 0 .fl rroT'^
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allegorical character of his chorus of clouds. "It is
says C?uinberland
,
"the reply of sophistry to common
sense, which had struck upon the truth in a very natu-
ral solution of their properties, supposing them to be
fog and vapour." So too in Progs, Birds, and Wasps,
Aristophanes has chosen his disguises to caricature
some prevailing custom or evil. His reforming is what
Bergson calls a "social gesture", rather than pamphlet-j’
eering preachment.
We have another departure from the old dramati(f
forms in the appearance of the Parabasis. Our records
of the very earliest vintage festivals give, as one of
their dearly prized characteristics, the liberty of
free-speech, or "parrhesia". One could mock and
parody the highest official v/ithout fear of retalia-
tion. When the riotous chorus acquired a leader, this
parrhesia evolved Into a topical song addressed to the
public and this, in turn, grew into the parabasis of
full-grown comedy. In Aristophanes, we discover i t as
an address by the chorus, or the leader, in the poet's
name v/ithout any relevance to the plot of the play. Tli(e
Parabasis of the Birds is perhaps an exception to this
as i t contains the well-known parable of Night and the

wind-egg which is related to the theme, if not the
action, of the plot. The parabaais of Peace is dividelji
into two parts; the first, not containing the legiti-
mate parts of the usual form, such as the two ’’Addressl^s
or the "CTommotion" is rounded out in the second half.
When we study the topics treated by the para-
basis, we will instantly 'recognize its kinship to the
later prologue. In the specimens we have in the plays
of Aristophanes, we find him commending or excusing
his wares, attacking the claims of his rivals, dis-
cussing subjects of civic welfare, advancing droll
theories of government and giving us incidently valua-
ble items concerning the customs of the day, the life
of the people and the history of comedy. Especially
precious in this latter regard is the parabasis of the
Clouds. He flatters his audience, “Most clever spocta
tors", says he. He arraigns them in the Wasps, "But
now, 0 people, give your attention, if you love any-
thing true; for now the poet desires to censure the
spectators," In a word, the poet steps out of the
wings into the picture and speaks in person or by
delegate to the crowd before him. While this act,
directly at variance with the essence of dramatic repr^-
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sentation, is in that light a fault, coming as it did
in the course of a disjointed comic presentation, it
was less obviously reprehensible than when attempted
in a serious production.
Our especial concern with the parabasis is that
by the time of the appearance of the New Comedy, repre-
sented by Menander, it had become absorbed by the pro-
logue itself, which latter, retaining its former intro-
ductory characters to the plot, took unto itself marks
of the parabasis, notably the direct appeal to the
audience. Unfortunately, there is extant no play of
Menander, who, from all accounts of his time and the
flattery of his imitators, was the greatest of the
comic writers. His plays, from what evidence we can
thus deduce, were admirable forerunners of our modern
type of comedy of manners. They marked a distinct ad-
vance in technique, the chorus was discarded as so mud
extraneous finery and the prologue and parabasis, wed-
|
ded and inseparable, occupied the place of introductioi|
p
to the comedy and were evidently a transitional stage
|
to the detached forms of the Roman Comedy. Our best j
method of dealing with Menander resolves itself then
into a study of the Roman drama which he so largely
influenced and to this we will now turn.
•‘ f
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III.
Vt^o] on the Ronan Stage .
The Roman Tragedy, represented by Seneca, can ''
be( summarily dismissed. The prologue, as we find it
in the Latin poet's works, is primarily an imitation
of Euripides and the later Greek tragic authors. The
form with him shows, perhaps, a greater elaboration
and is marked by mastery of language, but it develops
no new features, few if any new situations, is retro-
gressive rather than progressive in development. The
prologue, as in Greek tragedy, is spoken by a character
in the play or a deity or ghost interested in its out-
come. The Senecan ghost, appearing in his Thyestes,
in Agamemnon and other plays, though a descendant from
the shade of Polydore in Euripides* Hecuba, is the
I
legitimate forebear of the many diaphonous beings who
stalked the English boards in the sixteenth century.
When we turn to the writers of comedy for the
Latin stage, we have a greater abundance of material,
although it is confined to the work of two men, Plautus
I
and Terence; that of Lavinius
,
so often quoted, and of!
i
I
Gaecilius having been lost. Evanthius
,
the graramariani
neo ,B09noe beineee'iqon nsrcH eriT
ii bnl*! ew eb ^oug,cIC'T:q ftdT ,beaajtc3R Jtb yT fn^rrmfR ed
ncliRJlmt na e'vtooq n.t^sJ sd^* nl
ar(T .R^orldjjfc o.f.^«T.J jiae^O lei^J 9d„t bn<i seb.tqiiua “to
nolieiod^Xe Ts^ss'ta s , aq^meq ^ eworla mid n'^ iw cno*5
eqoJevef; ii Jiid ^ejtBnsrrsX lo ycJ besJ-ism at bnB
-oiJe'x at ,8nc. itBuiia wsp vris 11 W9l jSe'iLr^Bsl wan on
orIT .inemqoleveb ni aviaasnso-iq nado *iedJsT evtaaeT^
©itOBnado a ^d nojioqa ai » jIsotv ni 8b ^ ©uj^jclo'iq
-^uo ait ni beJeo-iaini vtao.is no ®
,£aiae^riT aid ni »iaorlg neoenea sdT .enco
mcnl Jnflbneoaeb & d^i^iodJ , ay^Xq nodio bn/3 ncnmomasA ni
erii al .ndnooH ’eebiqinua ni enobYic^ lo ebaria orii
i
oriw a^niod enonoriqfiib 'zn^m edJ lo naodoncl ©^aiEiJi^eJ
•
YniJXneo dJne&Xxia sdl ni efcnsod riaiXsnH edX be>l£j’e
©diJ nol
*
Ic enei rnw sdJ ci mnJ ev nari^
.iBineism lo e nBbnndB neiBonj^ n evBd sw ,ogeie niiaJ
ujubI^I ^n^sa oM Ic sinew erii cJ benilnoo ai ii risyodJiB
Ic bnB ^boiioup n©ilo oe ^enin ivsJ Ic ieriJ JeononoT bnB
whom we have previously mentioned, divides the \itolo^ues
of the Roman authors into four classess (1) The argu-
mentativius, that describing the plot of the play; (2)
[
the comraendatitius
,
that praising and justifying the
I
author; (3) the relativus, that attacking the author's
1
I
rivals, and (4) the most numerous, that < containing a
I
combination of the other three. Prom historical re-
I
cords, we learn that the prologue was common at the
! time of Plautus, though not universal, but, that with
I
I
Terence, it became a regular form. We learn moreover
! that the town-crier or "titulus” spoke part of it in
the streets, informing the crowds as to the title and
character of the piece, the names of the actors, the
I
author and the composer of the music. One other innova-
tion, we note, is that the prologue originally denoting
the opening scene of the play came to be confined to
the introductory address and, as name. Prologue came to
be given to the actor who spoke the lines and not to
lines themselves.
Turning to the plays of the earlier of the two
writers, Plautus, we have extant fourteen prologues.
The first change that strikes us is that they are now
formally divorced from the body of the play, Ani ^etoAd-
l3\i^uJo1q 0.rfi eebl-vlb ,b9noi:Tnefi3 evi^d ov norlw
©riT (I) : 808©©Jo 'if/ol oJnx a'xorfJu© n£C^oH oriJ 1o
(2) \\Blci 9fii To ^oXq ©dJ snldlToaeb , au f viJeJnear
pflJ 3ni^T:U2iJt bn© snleisaq , euJ Jii^Dnsfrinoo ©riJ
a'^odJuB 9rfJ- ^nijJoeJJ© J£dJ ^rxiviJ-BleT ©dJ (S) norfiuB
B gnirrlBJnoo JBdJ ^ eucasraun Jeom srlJ (^) bn© ,aJBviT
"©'i iBoiicJeld .©e^riJ len'J-o odJ 'Xc noiJ©nXcfmco
9 fli Jb nofurnoo 8©w oi/golo'iq ©dJ JiadJ mB©X ©w ^auToc
JfiflJ » iL'd ,XB8i6vtnjJ Jen rfanodJ ^auJuBX? lo ©niJ
'i9Vc©nom mBoI ©W .mcq •3BfU3©'i- b enBoed Ji ^eonsTeT
nJ Ji lo J'lBq oMoqa ’’anXuJ i J "• lo T©lao-nwoJ eriJ JBdJ
bn© ©XJXt erJ oJ cb ebweno ©riJ ^n.tmo'inl ,eJ©©‘iJ8 ©rfJ
oriJ ,8iOoOB ©dJ lo aener edJ ,ooolq ©di 'tc "t©JOBn£do
•
»
BvennJ ^©rljo ©nO .oicnin ©dJ ipaoqinoo ©rJ briB lOdJuB
gniJonab ^^JjBnlQi'io ©ngoXonq ©dJ JadJ al ,oJon ©w ^noiJ
cJ boni’inoo ©d oJ ©rnso ^BJq ©dJ en©OE gnlnpqo ©dJ
cJ ©n-.co ©usoJotS , eniBn as ,bne aas-ibbB J onbonJnl ©dJ
oJ Jen briB aenif ©riJ CJloqe odw neJOB ©dJ c;J nevis od
. B sV X 9 enadi s on 1 X
cwj ©dJ lo ‘’lOlJnB© ©dJ “lo a^jBlq ©dJ- oJ gnj^r^niiT
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won 0 'i 3 }Cor:3 JBdJ a I an eejiHJa JbbJ ©gnadc JoOti'X ©dT
-iDi\osst ,h«ft Ybcd ©dJ mn'l becnovib ^XTBcnoa
sonage having no connection whatever with it. In the
Rud^ns
,
the role is assigned to a god; in the Mercator,
Miles Gloriosus and Amphityyn, while it is spoken by
one of the characters it is as an independent address
and not as a first speech of a preliminary scene.
Plautus* prologues show indisputable signs of later
interpolation. The un-Plautine language, the change
of diction and the poor wit has often been remarked.
Middleton and Mills deduce textual proof, such as the
lines in the play referring to the fixed seats for the
spectators (Poen. 15, Amph. 65, and Capt. 11.) which
"were forbidden by a s.c. passed in B. Co 154 when
Cassius Longinus began to build a theatre of stone -
a law that was not repealed till some years later."
Apulus
,
an actor, is said to have written the prologue
to the Casina, which is the only mention we have in
Greek or Roman drama, of the prologue being written
by other than the writer of the play and this instance
cannot be verified.
In the prologue to Truculentus, the actor speaks
j.
in the name of the poet, our first example of what later
j;
became a custom. He says; "A very small portion of I
room does Plautus ask from out of your vast and pleasant
I
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city within the walls, whither, without builders, he
may transport Athens," In this and the other intro-
ductions, he gives us much information as to the naturb
of the audience. The prologue to Poenulus is especial^
ly rich in such matter. "Let nurses", he says, "keep
children, baby-bantlings, at home, and let no one brin^
!i
them to see the Play; lest both they themselves may be
athirst, and the children may die with hunger; and
j
that they mayn* t be squealing about here, in their 1
hungry fits, just like kids." Then he turns his at-
[
tention to the woraenJ "Let the matrons see the piece
in silence, i n silence laugh
,
and let them refrain f roi i
screaming here with their shrill voices; their themes
for gossip let them carry off home, so as not to be an
annoyance to their husbands both here and at home."
Something about caste in the seating-arrangements comes
out in this extracts "Don't let slaves be occupying the
seats
,
that there may be no room for those who are free
;
or else let them pay down the money for their places;
if that they cannot do, let them be off home, and es-
cape a double evil, lest they be variegated both here
with scourges, and with thongs at home, if they've not
got things in due order when their masters come home."
eH ,8'ief)Jiud J'xrcrfdJtw , T;eilJ- .triw
,
aIXf?w erfJ- nirfXlvr
-oiini isrfJo edJ bns e idi nl ”„an&dJA i'loqanfi'ii
s'^x.rJxin sr'X oJ an noldBimolnl r^oum au eev.fs od ^enciJcub
JisX c©qa9 ei eufunoc^ od ouscloiq erf? .©.''nelbue eriJ Jo
gea:!"
,
ayjBB srf
,
"sea'iwn XaJ” .tsXXjsci rioua nl rio ti yl
jiiiicf ano on del bne
,
emori
,
agnlXiniid-ycfad ,no^bXXrfo
ad aevXoana/iX r^Xod X 20 X ;ysX7 ©rid eae oi merfX
b;i^ inegnuri dXXw olb ybitt ne-rbXldo ©r-i bni3 ,XsnXriXx3
niorfd nl ,enad XircdB gni/Aeupa ©d d 'dyanr yeriX XarfX
-Xe 8iri ennuX eri nerfT ©?ax X8u(, ,axn yngnjjri
aoeiq edX 9©a anon x err edX XsJ" inenow edX oX noiXnaX
iionl niBT^en meriX XeX bna e one I Is nl ,eon©XXa nl
aomedX nJadX i cac-lcv riiirfa nlarlX dXiw ©nerl gnlmaenoa
nn 0d cX Xon lb oa
,
©raoh 'llo ymuo medX XsX qXaaog no'l
’’.arro/1 Xb bn/s eneii rfXod abn^dEurf nledX oX e-onByonna
ionioo eXnan'egnB'inib-gnlXese edX nl ©Xfeijo XncdB gnlrfXerioS
>dX gnlyqnaoo ed aevsla XoX X’noO" iXobtXx© alr-X nl Juc
; »9t1 ©ib onw 98odX nol rreon on ©d yant ©narfX XarlX , eXieea
; asoaXq nlerfX ncJ ysnom edX ni»pb yaq marfX X©X eaX© no
-89 bna
,
©mod JJc ed rredX XsX
,
ob Xo :bo yerfX Xsn'X 'll
©n©ri ffXod beXfigstnav ed yonx XaeX ,Xivo sXdifob n ©qao
Xon Gv*y dJ Ji
,
©mod X£ agnonX dxlw bra ^eegnucoa dXlw
".errod ©moo ansXaB/n nlsdX nadr nebno enb nl agnldX Xog
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In the prologue to Amphitryon, he protests a-
gainst the first-night clacj^uss
,
"if they (the inspec-
tors) should see any suborned applauders of any actor,
there should in the theatre be taken away from them
the pledge of their coats,. as a security for their
good behaviour . He who does aright has ever
favourers enough." Inmost of the "addresses" ,we
have given the names of the play, and something of
its import. In Poenulus
,
it is led up to thusJ "Now,
in its turn, I wish to go back to the plot, that you
may be equally knowing with myself. Its site, its
limits, its boundaries, 1*11 now lay down; for that
purpose have I been appointed surveyor. But, unless
It*s troublesome, I wish to give you the name of this
Comedy? but if it is an annoyance, 1*11 tell you still,
since I have leave from those who have the management.
This Comedy is called the ’Carthagenian'
,
in the Latinj,
Plautus has called it *the Pulse-eating Kinsman**. You
have the name then; now hear the rest of the story;
i:
for here will this plot be judged of by you."
In Terence, the connection between the prologujp
and the play is severed still more definitely and the
prologue has become an instrument of attack, of self- I
i
I
-js e.taeJc'iq , nov.'ivt trfqmA ci clo'iq ©ri t nl
"osq^ni ©riJ ) \:efij 'f.t” , aupfilo orfJ .tenlBg
/icJofi Yiti3 to aaobi;/jIqqB ban-iodua ^jhb oea bJiiode (s^ci
morv^ j-.oit vBw/i 8d aTtBorlt edi ni b ‘'fforlp. 8T 0rit
•ilSiiJ ‘t 'itrtijoefc jb £B ^fcJjecc T.-edt tc egbeXq or(>t
nov9 obH jflQi'iB S6cb of{w pH . g iro cVtoffGd bco^
9W
,
”&s3ee'ibfaa" ebt 'lo taom nl ”.HaiJonp s's&'iucvbJ
tc ^nif'tPmoe bnB edJ Jo eecBn eriJ nevlB svbiI
,woW” ranrit oJ qi; bsl si Ji ^aulunec^l nl >Jnoqari nJ
I
ucy; tBdi ,toIq edt oJ >insd 05 ot rlaiw I ,mut bj i ni
aJi ,etla eti .I Lea'im rfi iif gniwon.v ^:em
^oJ ir.fiob wen JX'I' , seiTBbmrocf ail ,r..tlfr?l
3f:oIm; ,inR ^noYSV^iua beinloqqa nesd I svarf oBaq-iac
alrfl lo Oman orii i;o'i svi3 ci rfelir I , e races IdncTi r.’il
,
IJlia ucY flei XJ'I »e>on6qonnfi n& el It t: iud :v^bor.oT^
.ineraoaBnera erii svBd oriw oeoni rao*i l dvbs.C evBri I eonla
,nliBJ sdi ni
,
'fiBlns^BdiTBo' erii bsJlBO at \fhe>raoO eir'T
jjoY .*neraBnl>: snliBs-seXu'? sdi ’ il bsirao e^d eniuel^l
erii to iesrt erli won ;nsdJ sPiBn odd ovad
’*.ncY Yd begbuL »d ioJq elrli XIlv- sned not
in^oXonq eciJ m»ewi9d noiioenneo sdi ^SsOnsnsT nT
edi br B Y-ielinitsb Biora XX lie oeicvea el yeXq tidi bne
-Haa tc .jiOBiiB to ineraunieni ne speoed e^d ajj^cicnq
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justification, of literary criticism or polemical
discussion. It is shorter in length than those of his
predecessors, gives almost no explanation of the plot,
telling only its sources and general character. In it|^
jl
personal appeal and conversational observations, it isjl
nearer akin to the parabasis of Aristophanis than to
the prologues of any of the Greek tragedies. Terence
has been called by Caesar a ”half-*Menander” and, from
this and other references of like nature, we can just-
ly conclude that the characteristics observed in his
works must have been similar to those of the Greek
comic writer.
Very much in the same manner as we shall later
point out in Ben Jonson, Terence uses his prologues to
attack his rivals, especiallji45-4«b«" -case
,
Lucius Lavini
us, who evidently accused him of stealing his plays.
Terence frankly admits that he borrowed his plots but
this was a common usage among his contemporaries, and
he says in Andrea "while they are censuring him, they
are censuring Naevius, Plautus and Ennius, whom our
Poet has for his precedents." He makes no effort to
conceal the source of the material. On the contrary
he states it briefly, as, when in Adelphi he sayss
I^olmeloq
-ic rnElDiJiao Ic , noi^tBO aut
elrl to ©aorivt nerSi rJ^gnoI ni 'lei^orfa ax cfl . noieBuoe lb
6nJ lo no i obtibXqx© on vJaoinXB asvlg
,
ancaesoobonq
fJI cil .iQSD&‘iR£io Xsinonsg bnxj aeonnoe ait ^Ino gni/Jevt
ai JX
,
enol.tevneado Xenc ij^enevnoo bnf? Xjjoqqfi Xfinoansq
oi riBfij einfir^qovt slnA T:o eis^cfsnxjq sdJ oi nXj^e neiisen
QononeT >^es^O e/lX lo Ic esu^cXono srix
mcn'i ,bn« ’'n©bnBneM-lIp.rf” b -iBzeB^ beXX^o nsod ax;ri
nco Q'T ^e-ioi/sn 8>li.X lo aacnsns'Xs'i nerf^o bna eXrLX
eXrf ni boviaedc eoii ainoXo/Rnfirfo ©di jBrfX ebuXonco Y-f
JioonO ©dJ *} 0 sacdkt oX nfiXiiTria nosd ovB.d vtaxjir ajinow
.neJlnw almoo
neXBX IXBda sw as 'lenrarr ©mea ©riJ ni doutn ytqV
cJ eongoXonq aid aeeu ©onsnoT ,noenoL nsa ni J’uo Jnloq
* JnivBj auicuJ ,e»so fxij^/Xjslcsqe©
,
eXbvIt aid j^obUb
.eY^-fq eld ^nlXaeJe Ic inid beai/ooB Y-f'^doblvs oriw
,
an
stud aJofq aid bsworiod ©ri ^BdJ eilfnbB ©ononsT
«
bfiB
,
aolnBnoqinoinoo aid jjnomB ogBEu noomioo b dsw airii
Yerii ,intri •snlnneneo snB Y»b^‘ ©Xldw" BsabnA ni bybe ©d
nuo raodw
,
euinna bn«' envli/eX^ ^aulvBBK sninuaneo ©ns
oi -inoTt© on a©^Bic oH ”.8dn©b80©Tq aid nol asd ieo^
YT^’ninoc edJ <iO .Let'ieJBin eriJ lo ©cnuca ©di XB0onoo
JaY©£ od IriqfQbA nl nodw
,
bb ,Y-^'^elnd ii aslBle ©d
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t
"Since the Poet has found that his writings are carped !
at by unfair critics
,
and that his adversaries represeri
in a bad light the Play that we are about to perform,
he shall give information about himself; you shall be
the judges whether this ought to be esteemed to his
praise or to his discredit. The Synapothnescontes is
a Comedy of Diphilus; Plautus made it into a Play call-
ed the "Comraorientes" . In the Greek, there is a young
man, who, at the early part of the Play, carries off a
Courtesan from a Procurer; that part Plautus has en-
tirely left out. This portion he has adopted in the
Adelphi
,
and has transferred it, translated word for
word. This new Play we are about to perform; determine
then whether you think a theft has been committed."
Acknowledging indebtedness for the plot, he avers that
the style and treatment are his own. He angrily dis-
claims any" borrowing" from Plautus or his contempora-
ries, saying that if there is a likeness in the story,,
it comes from ignorance not intention and arguing that
the characters of the "virtuous matrons, artful
courtesans, the gluttonous parasite, the haggart cap- |l
'i
tain, the infant palmed off; etc, are stock characters||
and hence common property.
|j
t
This, is one of the plays of Plautus that is lost.
«
beq-i£o 9Ti3 airl bniicl. sBd oriJ 90nl6
roas^xq-T as i^fiBievbis Blri J^riJ bn^
,
aDUi-io 'iJs'tnu Jb
,fi-iclTeq oJ difodB 0-1X3 ew JadJ Y^J3_ejU bscf, b nl
©d Xi/5rfE xxov ;'il0Bn:X/l vtuodis no iJiiir^o'lni ovig ori
3id cJ berj00o*&9 ©rf o.t dd^jno aXr'J
-leniedw aasbtJt e,dj
el esJnoosenfiJcqBnv^e. o/fl’ axn oi
-lo o 3 i£-iq
X-Cso y,Bl^ B cJnl obsm sudu£l<J isullriqiz lo Ybemc'^ b
aniJGY 6 8i sierfl ,>leerLD erlJ nl T'’aeJnei^ommcO" oril b©
£ *no S6XT1B0 on'l lo 1-iBq ylnse sdJ jb
,
oriv; ,nB/n
“X19 EBrf cbJjjbI<J jrjBq iBrtJ ;^e^i^r>0'Ig b r,onl nnaelntrcO
©dl ni belqobB 8Bri erl nolJncq aXriT
. itjo lie! Yr^ nil
Tcl b-iow belBlp^nni ,Ji bsTielenml SBrt bne
,
XdqJo.vA
nlm-isleb imolTon cJ iuodB otb ©?/ wen airlT .bnow
’'.bellXmr-oo need EBd Jlerfl b
'ledXedw neriJ
JBr’J anevB ori
,
Jclq en\f no'l a enbeJcfabnl saXsbelwcnjJ oA
^Bl.b xIH^hb oH .nwo aid ens dnerrJeonX bnB el^la oril
-fiaoqmelnoo airi ao aintnBi<J rr-o-il \r.B aniXBlo
,y;iGl8 em ni assnojill b al enodl li
^asln
inrf.t gningiB bxiB no flnolni Ion oon^nongc moil aomco 1 i
rmine
,
ano^lB/n anorflniv" 'ed.t lo anedoBnBdo erfi
-qeo l-iBsaBd orU
.olissnBq ancnoltnlg erfi ^anBselnrjoo
3'ioloBnBdn jlocie enB ,ole'‘ilio berrfBq Jnr^lni edJ ,ninj
• YJ-ieqoqq ncrrjoo eonod bne
.180* 8 i iBril auJif/sI*! lo SY-sIq en'l Ic one ai air^T
In the prologue to the Eunuchus , we have voice
mind you this is^B. C. - the world-old plaint of the
dramatist that as to situations, "there is nothing
/
new under the sun," or, as the Prologue speaks it, "In
fine, nothing is said now that has not been said be-
fore."
i
Heantontimorumenos begins s "Lest it should be
a matter of surprise to any of you, why the Poet has
assigned to an old man a part that belongs to the
young, that I will first explain to you; and then the
reason for my coming I will explain." The speaker in
question is said to have been L. Ambivius Turpio, an
old man, leader of the company, then performing. The
prologue at the time of Terence was usually recited by
a young man, this departure from the habit was so un-
usual as to necessitate explanation. The reason he as
signs is that this defense of the Poet is so serious
as to demand the attention of a man of years, who shal .
come before the audience as a "Pleader" for his cause,
for the young may be more anxious to show off their
own skill than to perform the function desired by
the author. Moreover, he tells you, he shall appear
again in the play in character (eloquos) as ^?hremes.
acicv ovsri 5W
,
oriJ oJ eugclc'ig orfJ nl
or'J lo ^ni£lq hlo-fel'icw sriJ - .0 .8 . si sirii uf
^
Sr'.iriion ei
^
enc.lS av.3 Iz oi a& ii3rfi jai^Bnija'tb
\
nl'* ,^i s?ii5GQe st/jolo'i'f erii bb tT" ",nif8 ©rfj lebnir wsri
~ 0d biiSR n© 0d Jen SiSd JBdJ iicn bine ai gnidJon
<
enil
". enol
od bli^ods J1 jsej” isnigod sonemmomi JncJnssfl
SBd Jeo*! 0dJ »i/o’d '^o vnB oJ oainqnna lo neJJem b
sriJ oJ 83ncl9d JariJ Jnsq >: nem bio na oJ bongissa
edJ ned) bns iuoy, cJ nlalqxs Jenn XJiw I JsdJ
,
gnucy
ni no>Is5c|'8 edT ".niBiqx© TCiw T gn/iFCO y*'^ nol nosBon
n/3 ,olv;nuT ai'ividmA .J nsGd evr,d oJ bi.os si neiJseup
eriT
.
gnifmo'ineq noriJ ,vnjsqmoo ©riJ lo nebB©! ^nBftr bJo
Yd bsJioon sbw eononoT Ito omf.J edJ Js ejj'golcnq
-njj Oo SBW Jided edJ nonl enijJnfiqeb cidJ ,nBm snuoY
• Bh. eri nosjeen edT . noi Jjsnelqxs 9J.3JiaEeoftn cJ as J rubu
suoxnos oa si JaoS edJ lo esns'ieb aidJ JjodJ si angie
. iBria edw ,snsov lo riBir; r '\c nriinRiJe edJ bnjsmsb oJ pb
^
e^lJB 0 aid nc'l "nsbBel*^" & sb eoneibxTB eriJ enctsd Binoo
nisdJ 'i'ic wods cJ ouoixnb anom od y^ gnuoY ©dJ nol
Yd benieob nciJonul edJ fr/io^neq CJ nBdJ IXi>i8 nt»o
iBoqqjB r r<5ds ed
,
ijoy slfeJ od ,'i0vc 8noi? .nodJi/B odJ
.eonrsnd'O s£ (aci/pofo) noJoan^do ni v.BXq oxlJ ni n tsgfi
The speaker of the rpologue, as a rule, did not ap-
pear in the play
,
certainly not in the opening scene
Jj
because, reciting the address in the character of Poe]|,
or Prologue ,he had to have time to change into the
|
;
costume of the character he was to assume.
The reason for the two prologues to the Hecyra
discloses another interesting bit of historical data.
Drama never became to the Romans the supreme art that
it was to the Greeks. Primarily a race of fighters,
coarser-grained in their tastes, they craved more ac-
tion and excitement than the stage could give them.
Their actors, who were slaves instead of freedmen,
worked from compulsion and not for the jojr and glory
of it, hence their performances lacked the grace and
spontaneity of their Hellenistic neighbors. Their
plays, moreover, being imitations, never reached the
heights of the Greek originals. Even such clever hand-
ling as shown by Terence failed to hold them and we
have in the Second Prologue of Hecyra, this statements
I
’’The first time when I began to act this Play, the
vauntings of boxers, the expectation of rope-dancer,
|
added to which, the throng of followers, the noise,
the clamor of the women, caused me to retire from your
vs
'
~q£ icn bib « sIut b 8b edS Jo ‘lejJfieqs edT
eneos ^ntneqo oriJ nr Jon ’(iiniisJnso , ^Blq eriJ ni nfieq
t
eo^I Jo ‘teJoB'UBfio eriS rtl asonbbs erfJ gnXJioen ^OBJJBOsd
oriJ oJnX oJ oiniJ ovarl oJ b£ri eri *61/30/0*1” no
.emuEBB oJ B/3W 6i1 noJonn^do erfJ 'to erarJBOo
3‘i'^oeH QdJ cJ esjjso/onq o«J eriJ not no
8
jb9<i eriT
,aj£b iBOincJBtd 'to Jid ^niJeoneJni neriJoni? eeaoXoBlb
jBdJ Jn-B snonqi/a srfJ snBinofl edJ cJ e/nBoed nevon bctbiCT
'to 3oen b . aji'oe'iG erfJ cJ bbw J1
-OB 9*10111 bovan 0 ^ojIJ , eeJ.RBj nieriJ nl beniB'ia-'nes'iBoo
.cifcriJ ov.-ta bIuoo' 63Bje adJ nadJ JnsmoJ ior.e bna noii
*n6mb90*il *10 baoJeni bovb/b e*i9W odw , 8noJoB nlOfiT
Ynofs bnB ^of, &rlJ no't Jon bn& noielijq/noo cicnq bo 5(*iow
bnB 90 B*ij^ orlJ beiioBi saonBiirio't'ioq *iJ; 9 rfJ 9 on0/l *Ji 'to
*il9riT .e'lodrisien oUeine/XoH nledJ Jo y^J lenuJnoqa
eriJ b9doB9 *i novon ^ anciJ bJ 1ml anXsd ,n6V06*iorn *
-bnari nevsXo dons nova .s/BniaXic jfoen-O .erfd to BJrigieri
9w bn£ flionJ bXod oJ beXts't eoneneT yd nwo/lB sb gnlX
:JrtemsJBJa aidJ ,B*i'coeH "to 01/30 ron*! bnoo©3 odj ni evari
orfj *YaX^ BlffJ Job oJ na^od I neriw erniJ Jcnil ©rfT"
,*ieonsb-9qon 'to nolJBJooqxe orfJ , ^sxod Jo e^nlXm/BV
,eaion edJ *ene»roXXc't 'to snonriJ edJ .doidw cJ bobba
iuo*^ raont 6nlJ0*i cJ 9ni beouBO ^neE^clf edJ Jo nomaXo ©rfJ
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presence before the time. In this new Play, I attempt
ed to follow the old custom of mine , of making a fresh
trial; I brought it on again. In the first Act I
pieased; when bn the mean time a rumor spread that
gladiators were about to be exhibited.” It is said
#
to be this play that Horace referred in his Second
Book when he speaks of the populace leaving the play
in the midst for the sight of a bear, or an exhibi-
tion of boxers.
The fiercer joys of the chariot-race and the
gladiatorial contests were the final victory. The
f that, catering more and more to the le^wd lik-
ings of the rough spectators, had lost all semblance
to the ancient Greek models, became so degenerate and
worthless that they were rightly condemned by Constan-
tine, after he had been converted to Christianity, and
were tossed into the lumber-room of literature where.
ETni/ch that is worthy as well as the worthless has been
lost under the dust-heap of ages.
Horace, Book II, L. 185.
8 S
»
i'
:
/qcnGvtJiS I ^ea elrivJ nl . emi J orfJ eic'^sd ©onaBerrq
rise*!*! iS 3 rrl?li5r! “io , aniiti 'to moJai/o bio eril wclio't oI be
I loA ie'iJ:! eril nl .nijssa no II Irij^uoncf I ilalnl
ladl baenqa nofcjn a onrii naem eril nd nariw ibeaaelq
biaa ei II . bellcTIrlxe ed ol Iwocfa oneir snclaibaig
bnoo08 aifl nl benno'ien^oanoH ladi airil ©d ol
yalq ©dl anlvaoJ ©caiuqcq ©ril 1c e>Ia©qa ©ri neriw >!coa
-Idirfxe na no ,iBOd a 1o Iri^Ia ©rll nol leblm ©dl nr
.anexod lo noil
©rll bna ooan-lolnaflo ©rfl lo eyot nsoneil ©lifT
edT .ynclotv lani't eril ©new Eleelnoo CaInolBlbal3
->lil b''w>9 l orfl ol ©‘ion bna ©nora gnlnolao
<
I aril
,
fc^Iq
©onafdnea He laal bed ,EnoIaIo©qa rist/on ©dl 1o B3nt
bne ©Imenegeb os ©meoGd ,aXobcni sieenO Inolona ©ril ol
-nelanrt) yd benciebnoo vllrigin en©w yedl ledl aaoldlnow
bnr
,
yl ineilalndO ol belnevnoo need bad ©ri nalla ,©nll
^"tedw ©nulenslil 1o moon—ladmi/I ©ril oinl beaaol ©tqt;
ood aari aaeFrilnow ©ril ae J^Iew ae yrilnow ai leril riourtr’
. a&ge *io oeeri-Iei/b ©dl nebno laol
V, • 1
* j
. 1
•k;. .
, 1
I
* 1
.581 .J ^II jfcca ^eoenoH 1
IV,
Prologue in Oriental Drama.
The Oriental races claim great antiquity
dnjnd Ojryrxl'
for their^authorities
,
it is conceded to be
anterior to the Greek, but the only manuscripts pp^e-ser
to us bear no evidence of priority and a later-day
comparison of their works shows no such stage of
development. The important fact for us is that the
Greek was the earliest drama, indigenous to the
soil, to influence universally the development of
the form as such.
In all of the old Hindu manuscripts, the
prologue is a well developed convention, revealing
practically the same charac teristi C5 in all of the
plays. It is spoken by the manager of the com-
pany, who is often the "carpenter" of the theatre
and generally acts in the play. As a rule he
describes the festival which gives occasion for
the presentation, tells the title of the play,
compliments the author and actors and winds up with
I
.iicr.iS'irT Ieir:ei‘-xC ni eugcjc'i'^i
YiiupiJn/? J-;80'i£. rnislo eeo.^a I<3vtnoi*iO ©rlT
od Cvt bebsonoc as. li j aei.M'iorf.tfijp ao't
y^.
aJ'iiioaun^r:
Ysb-^iG iii.r £5 fjnjs
^rno 9f(i vtucf f.rii oJ- 'xc bieJ-ns
'’-t tioi^q Jc ©nn^biv© onr T/Jod aii.oJ
Ic og^Ja rIOiJG on eworia rm'to-v n f ©rfi 'tc ,nc&/ni3qfvoo
arfvf ierfJ" ei au noi JceJ .tnisJnoqmi srfT ..Inerqclaysb
©riJ oJ sijcrrogibni
,
*?c;5nb iat iln*)9 ©bi eis.v >^£Jenn
*10 Jn&nqol 9V 9b arfJ yl .r^vEiov.f n/; ennf*jjr>nc cJ
^
fica
.finite 3i3 ran cl 9bi
or!^
,
eJq tnoEun/sra ubnIH bfo ©rlj lo XI /5 nl
anili59vfvi tno.Unovnoo b&qolsvsb IIow b al on^clc'iq
nrii lo I f n ni to iJ a.t*iGJo i5i is rio ©trap. sriJ yl
/
jbc i j ranq
-rcn eriJ lo nes^nera orU yd no? oqe si JX .ayafq
©nJaobJ 0 ffJ ic "neJneqnnc" erfJ neJlc 1 civ; tynso
crl ©Cfjn B eA .Yf3lq erfJ ni e toa Y-^ ^
no'l noxsiicoc sovi3 iloirl.v laviJsal erfJ aocfinfseb
t
v3 Xq obJ '^c 9iJii ©liJ s floJ < no iJeJnesonq ©xiJ
bJ i A qij abni A' bns snOvtcs hni’ noffJfja sbj a Anar i ’"qrac r
an inventory of the "properties” with which he has
set the scene. His address is preceded bj'’ a
prayer spoken by a Brahman, or, if the stage
manager himself is of that caste, he will speak
it. At the end of the prologue, which, beginning
with the soliloquy, usually terminates b3'’ a
dialogue between the manager and an actor whom
he summons, there is a command to the actors to
let the play proceed.
The most perfect examples of the Hindu
prologue, or "prastavana"
,
as it was called in
Sanscrit, is to be found in the plays of
/ /
Kalidasa, named the Indian Shakespeare. When we
consider that he flourished at the court of
Vi kramadi tya
,
50 B. 0., we will be surprised at
the modernity of his offerings. C. H. Tawney has
given us an excellent translation of the
Malavi kagnemi tra from which I quote. The prologue
I
'
or prastavana l^egins with the usual Nandi or
benediction:
"May the lord who, though established
in sole supremacy, from which result great

—
^—~ -- ==t^-
i
blessi-ngs to his votaries, himself wears the gar-
i
merit of skin; who, though his body i s uni ted v/i th
j
that of his beloved, is at the head of ascetics
i;
whose minds are averted from outward objects; in ''
v/hom there is no arrogance, though he supports the
whole world with his eight forms, may he, I say, re-
move our state of darkness in order that we may
behold the perfect way."
Here ends the Nandi.
(Enter the Manager)
Manager (looking towards the curtain) Actor,
come here for a moment,
(Enter actor)
Actor- Sir^ here I am.
Manager- I have received the following order
from the spectatorsJ You must act at this spring
,
i
festival a play named Malavi kagnimi tra
,
composed
by Kalidasa; therefore let the representation be
begun.
l’
i
Actor- Not so, I pray. '*^hy do the spectators ''
'lXoe;r. Irf
,
se>ii£icv uiri oX egniap.^fd
/fXi-vV beJinu ei Y^^ccf atrf ri-ucbX
,
oriw jni>;e 'io Jra.'c
PotJenp^:: Ic been' sriX X /? ai ^f>evoI&cf aXrf 'tn *£iij
n i J aXosLcfo. b't/.v ji/c bo .‘'iev/3 ots ebnir oaorix
orfX oJioqqLfK eb dguebj-
,
ssn/sgoT'iB cn a! s-ioriX mcrf’.v
tX^< I tOd v/3r; ,sjric> Xrfg/s aid rfJiw bl^ov- olcrfr
XBm &?; JrjdX 'isb^.c ni saem-nBi: Ic nao evom
Xcol^i&q eriS oloriocf
r
. ibrii;/! Offvt abno 9*1 oP
OfiJ
,
“icXoA (fiiaJ'iuc- orj sbntvroJ ^iTloof) ns^sriB^''
..fnoc.om i5 'lo'l onrerf emoo
('lOJr-is 'iG.tnS)
I enofi ^tIS -aoJoA
lebTo snrv.cIXo'i orU bevlsooT ovGfl I
-‘isgGniiM
gni'iqa eirfJ Xa Xog Xeur jjoY i osas ©rlj nroil
bscioqricj:
, /I'lX irr ivslia?' bsiriGn ^ XBvJXao't
9cf no fXGXreeo'-iqe'i 9r(X XsX eToqsTQrfX jsaibfja? \rcf
.niJierj
8‘icX£,rGoqa oriX ob
.^'rnq T
,
oa to’
pass over the compositions of famous poets, like the
honoured bards Ehasa
,
Saumilla, Kaviputra and others
and do such great honor to the work of Kalidasa, a
modern poet?
Manager- Ah', .your remark is wanting in
critical acumen. Observe! Everj?’ old poem is not
I good because it is old; nor is every new poem to be
li
blamed because it is new; sound critics, after
examination, choose one or the other, the blockhead
must have his judgment guided by the knowledge of
his neighbors.
Actor- The honourable spectators are the
best judges.
Manager- Then make haste. I long to perform
I
the order of the spectators which I received some-
time ago with bov/ed head, even as this servant of
I
<
the Queen Dharini, skilful in attendance, longs to
perform her order.
(Exeunt Actors)
The prologue to the better known drama
oriJ 9?iil ^Biecq pjJonjEil Ic anclJ.cBoqcrco 9/f>t “isvc esisn
;si 9iiJo bns iSTiyirc; ivs}! < bI
X
inujisa
,
8b‘^rd ba^ifJC.'^crX
B T;c jWc.v 8ri.t oJ 'icncrf cb bne
?-Xsoq n'^obcr!
ni 3niJri/3V' ai ‘lucv.'rfA -’liiSBnBM
>ton 31 neoq bio •>n9vH IsvTesdO .nonruDB lB 0 tXf.T 0
ocf c-X ir.Boq won v'^sve et 'icn jbXo ax ii obisRC&d boojj
^aoiXino bnnoa ;won si ii osusoocf berriBXd
bBsd^'ooId erfJ- ,nf3rfio erii nc ono secorfo , nc utenir.av9
lo 83b 9 lwcn?l orli ^id bebin^, inofn^buf. ovbxX iecm
.anodd3i9n aid
oHX 9*1 B sioiBiceqa aXdBnuoncri odT -noioA
.39:jbi/r ised
fmc'inaq oX 3 noi I .©Xsed 9>^BFi nerTT
-onoe bsvieo©'! I doirf-.s snoiBiooq - edX 'lo ntibno sdX
lo XnBvnPE siriX as neve ,faBed bov. ocf rli tw oz- emn
X
,
oX 'ssnoJ .eonsbneXXB nx rij'XXiJ.s .ininjeriCT neenp orfX
.
.nftbno norf nn disci
(aioXo.-. XnuoxSf)
aniBib nv.on:>{ isXXscJ srfX oX sn^oloiq er!T
Sakoontala by the sane author is similar in
character, a deviation coming in the fact that the
manager calls an actress on the stage instead of an
actor and that she tries her voice by singing
a stanza for the approval of the audience. After
which, the manager, being satisfied, bids the play
begin.
The Persians bequeath no fragment of a
dramatic work in their ample literature earlier than
the fifteenth century. The first specimens are
/ /
Teazies or lamentations, a kind of mystery play
that^in its earliest formats little more than an
elegy in honor of the martyrs. By the time of
the Miracles of Hasan and Hasain, there are scenes
in dialogue, preceded by a praj^^er and a prologue
concerning the object of the presentation. At the
climax of the performance, there is a prayer offered
by Hasain in character and the end of the plajr is
always a scene representing the fulfillment of that
prayer. As an example of the perfected form of
Persian mystery, or Teazies, we have published by
M. Alexandre hhodzko, at one time Russian consul
,.''*rj
leripig si TorlJ’jJis srij^a orfJ yd 5 lrjJ-noo:'' bS
off.t JierfJ doBl erU ni gn rcoo nciJ's fvob B 0 £.‘iBiin ;
ffjs 'io bsoJani s^sJa eriJ nc EssidcB ns e/lBn legBriisr
gnianis eoiov nod sei'iJ’ edc J’BdJ’ bnB lo-t -s
'leJ'lA .snnsibus ©dd lo iBvo'iqqs ©ri.t loT: Bimnje s
’
4 slq ©dd 8 bid .beilaidBE gniod ,‘i 9 SBaBrr: ©di ,rioidw
.ni30d
s Ic J-nsns/nl on diseuped ensiarie^ eriT
nsdJ nsilns© enjjJBneiil slqr.B niod.]- ni >'now ciJ-Bi-sBib
one snsrriosqE- isni'i eriT .Y'tLfJnoo dinoev+'i-n e.dJ
S V
'i'i 9 >i 8Yn "^0 on t?i o t sno-'-isdaonsI no eoissaT
ns nsdJ o-ion eIJ’J rJ si ^ancT: isoirnso sJ t ni^Jarid
qo or:ri erit ncncd ni '430!
9
89noo2 9TB S'lSdJ' »niBSBf- pHS nssBH 'to soIosniM 9di
ojj^cJonq s bns no’^mq s vd bobooenq .on^oXsib ni
9dJ JA- .noiXsJnoBsnq edJ lo doetdo odJ- ^nimennoo ,
bonel'ic nOYBnq s s i ensdX
^
oonfimolnsq edi yBrlJc
s L vslq sriJ qo bno adi bns neiosnsdn ni niss/jr Yd
^BdJ qo inorlliqXijq odi 3niin8s©'iq6n- snoos s sy^'^-X^
qo rnncq badooqneq ariJ qo 0 Cqf!:sx 9 n« sA .noy.inq
Yd b 9ri£ i Xd iiq 9 vb d ew , a 0 i b9T n c , yi ©X s
Y
rrt ns i sn ? ‘X
Xusnco nsiaeuH ©.TiX snc is ,o:?r:bcd''' enbnsroXA .'
I
:K
:•>
iV
I
to Persia, a play which while not complete,
U. Royer-K' believes exhibits the virtues of the
( /
Teazies in its highest degree. The play is called
"The Death of the Prophet" and, as are all the
Persian mysteries, is consecrated to the glory of
Allah. The prologue is an address by the
/
Rouzekhan, concerning the solemnity of the occasion.
He bewails the persecutions of the family of the
Prophet and tears his beard and cries aloud, a
sjmipathetic assistant or chorus joining him. A
mystic chant concludes the prologue after which we
have the play which corresponds to the simplicity
and unity of the Greek tragedy rather than the
formless tableau structure of the mysteries.
The Chinese drama, like the Hindu, establish-
es claims to a greater priority than the Persian,
Indeed, their first union of dance and song they
place eighteen centuries before Christ. Historical
chronicles claim the honor of the invention for
the Emperor Yuen-Tsung, 720 A. D. Among the
earliest plaj^-s to come down to us are fhe Little
Orphan of the House of Tchav and The Sorrows of Han.
K-Royer, Histoire Universelle du Theatre.
^6J'^^q^Tor- Jon elirfVv fioifiv; \ii5lo x3
,
sieno'I cJ
9rIJ Ic senJniv erfJ eJicflrivis aovo.tJoci ^novoH
V
belXiso 3i ariT .09n39b Jecri^ifi aJi ni aeii'iiJoT
edJ XI 3 0n£ 33 t bnn "Jsrfqon^i 9riJ lo riJeeG eriT"
lo oJ beJsnoeenoD si ^aeinoJevfn nGisno^
eriJ vd 339nbb3 cib ai ougoXonq oriT .dsIXA
s
.nois^ooo 9flJ Ic 'iJinfneloe orU yninnoonoo ^nadj'oancn
or!J "io ‘^r.'.rnBX erfJ 'ic snoiJnoea-ieq odJ aXi^wsd sH
B ,biJoX3 asino bn .3 bn^od aid siboJ bne Joriqc'i'X
A .fnid gninrcf. smorlo id Jnsvtaissa 0 rJorl taanYE
9’.v rfo idw 9 iJ30 loiq sriJ asbuXonoc J 'icdo oi-Ja'^n
^iJioiX^.:^i8 9dJ cJ sbnoqseiioo rioldw '^nfq odJ ov3r!
OifJ H3dJ ‘lodJai ^'[bG^eiJ jieenO sdJ Ic
^saiioJayr^: ©dJ To oinJoi.,'! Ja nceXdsJ aaeirMol
-iiniXd^Ja© ^nbaid oriJ e>(i ,Br.'i-^ib oSGuliiX' orfT
pHB '^anon odJ nsdJ vj fic liq ncJBo.ia a oJ anisio a©
yedJ j'.nca bras ecnnb Ao nc 'm; Jaii't liariJ ,b99bnl
iBOiioJaiH .Jsiin- 910 'ied eoiiuJnoo noeJrfgis oOBlq
ic'i nciJnsvni ©dJ Tic lonori ariJ risJo aoJoinoido
edJ gnor.A .A OS’V
,
gnuaT-nBc'’ icircina edJ
9 XJJXI ©I'TO 013 cu oJ mvob erco cJ ay^fq JaeiXme
.hbH 'ic e^ronoE ©dT" bns vcdoT "to esrcH 9dJ 'ic isriniO
. 9iJ30dT nb 9 fX93‘^ovfnd ©'^loJaiH tioyoq’^
The former served as a model for '^^oltaire's Orphan
of China; from which he borrowed generously without
making acknowledgment of his indebtedness. The
Sorrows of Han, one of the hundred plays of Yuen,
has a quaint "Proem" or prologue forming practically
the first act* The three chief characters enter
separately, each recites a verse of four lines,
confides in the audience his history and his
character and disappears. Say the first comer,
the Khan; "I am Hanchenyn, the old inhabitant of
sandy waste; the sole ruler of the northern re-
gions. The wild chase is our trade; battle and
conquest our chief occupation." Says the minister;
"I am no other than Maonyenshow, a minister of the
sovereign of Han. By a hundred arts of specious
flattery and address I have deceived the Emperor."
"Behold in us the Emperor, "announces that worthy,
and after a short dialogue with his minister, all
retire that the play may begin.
This prologue is possessed of the usual
charatteristics of the Chinese drama, familiar to us
in plays "done in the Chinese manner"
,
such as
• v'lr-' V ;ry
niJ/iq'iO a ' 3*1 *101 le&oirr b eb bevis^e *ieET*iol ariT
^ifOfl.tiv; ^^^BU0‘la^92 b9wo*i*-iod oif rioiriw moil ^Bnirin *io
edT . sasnbsJdebn I aid lo inemsb^ Iwo-TAda gnljiBr
^nofjY *^0 BY-sIq bs'ibnuri srid Jo sno
,
n^H lo 8v/o*no3
gnlifiiol eu3oIo*iq to ’'msoTH" dnl^np 3 sBri
TOstns aTOioBTsrfc Isirio eo'xdJ edT Ja*i 11 arii
^Ron iJ Tuol lo eeiov e aeJcce^x rfoBe , ''ilolsTBoes
aid bna ^riofatd sid soTfi^bi/B 9rfi ni aobilroo'
tTOJcco ^ETil BdJ ^s8 . BTiJoqq/iaib bn 6 toJt 3*1 Brio
lo In/JildBrinI bio eriv^ ,nYnnr(onBH rriB I" inad): oril
“9*1 riTsrivJnon ©riJ lo tsIut eloe odd i&dss'ff ^bnaa
bns slJ-jBd lebB'id ii/o a I OEBrio bllw sriT .enci^
iTeJpiniir. oriJ ey,B8 ’’ .noliBquooo l9^rio tuc iReripnco
SfU lo neialnlni b ^worianoYriOBM nsrii Torilo cn r.s I"
arioioeqa lo bJtb bsTbni/ri b .nail lo ngisTSvoa
”.T0Tpqrn3 8ril bevleosb ©vari I sse'ibba bna Y'Tf'HjsH
laril esontfcnna” ,'iOTaqma sdd an nl blorier”
Ila ^ToieiniiTf aid rfllv/ si/sclalb jToris a *iella bna
»ni^ed y^Bm i^alq orio laril eTistei
IBU8IJ add lo boaa&aeoq 3 I eugolonq Elrf?
srj oi *ialIcrTal
,
amanb essnlri’D add Jo acil iiTelsanaric
EB riojjE
^
"nennara ©Esnirir' erid nl ©rob” 8’^alq nl
The Yellow Jacket or the Willow Platt. The leading
characters appear and introduce themselves in
soliloquy. Sometimes they are preceded by a
chorus or a Property Man who serves as an introduc-
tory figure to the characters in the plot. In Teon-
ngo-youen^ thefirs t scene is a monologue with a brief
dialogue at thejend. Tching-te-hoel
,
a prolific
writer, gives us an instance, 'in the prologue to
Ho-han-chan, of the leading character telling not
only his name, but that of the rest of the cast.
Says he: "My family name is Tchang
,
my surname
I, my honorable title Wen-sieon. As to ray
country I was born at Nanking. My family is composed
of four persons; myself, ray wife Tchav-chi
,
my son '
Tchang-hiav-yeon and my brother-in-law, Li-yu-ngo."
The peculiarity of the Oriental drama is its
tenacity in adhering to old forms. The Chinese plays
of today have practically the same prologue that they
had two- thousand years ago. The Persians have intro-
duced little that is original, though in their
modern plays, the French influence is distinctly
marked. The well-known Indian poet of our time.
«-Ho-han-chan. Trans . into French by Bazin.
SniDBel 9fiT woIJ/v/ orf.t tc iej.'oj’L woIJflY PriT
ni esvIesmeriJ ooubciJ’ni hai5 T^ofiqs s'lej r PT*3n'rj
£ vcj bebsoe^g ots y.eriJ' asmiJ'einoc . i
-OUbOTJni H£ SB 8PVT9R O.dW n£^^ B ‘1C EUTOriO
-nrsT nl .iciq erf r ni EneJ-OBnBdo adi cJ 8'ijjgi‘i Y'^ci
Iftind £ dJ-iv. etfsolcnon £ Ri oneca dsni'iadd ^neucv-csn-
oil flcnq r.
^
Ij'Od-ei-anidoT .bnslsdi d£ su^clBib
ci Gusclonc eriJ ni
'
,oonBj£nl na au esvip,
don .gni’rreJ nedn£n£do ^nibsei odd 'tc , nedo-nsd-cPl
,d8£0 edd 'Ic daon arid lo d.£dd dud , srnBn aid Y.-fno
omamuE y^
,
^riBdoT ei 9n£n Y-^^ J8d Q''Ib3
Ym od 8A .no0ia-n9'" aldid sJdBnonod y^
bPaociiTTOo ei .~>nli^n£’* di? mod sb'*' I Y.gdnuoo
..
• nca ^r- ,/do-v£dcT sJlvf y^i < iXssYin (snoEnaq nuod Ic
". 03n-uY-i^I ^ v,£l-ni-noddcnd y-"^ nceY-vfi/d-^nsdoT
edi 8i £r!£ib iBdnebiO add 'Ic YXin£iIi;csq 0 dT
8Y£lq ee&nlrir^ ariT . smoq o.fo od ^ninorioB ni y-^
»
Yorid dr.dd ©usoJonq arriBe edd YXXjsoidosnq ov£d
-ondni evnri anBianc*! odT .035 etb9v .bn£8 uodd owd bed
niftrid ni ri3Ucrid jlnni^Ino si d£rid oJddiX bnoub
Yddbnidsib si sonourqnl rionen*^ add , ey^Xq ^^'.'orn
,
a.ncid nuo do Jocq naibnl nv«on>/-X.rsv; oriT .baj'ne^
. n i Yd nononH odni . an^nT nsdo-nsd-cr.:*'
Rabindranath Tagore casts his poetry into dramatic
form but it is essentially introspective in
character and has neither the prologue introduction
nor the conventional exposition of normal
European stucture.
A
•la
,,
oivtiTfoBib o^ni \fiJooq aiif. eiaiio e-iogB? rfJfiiTB'ibnifiaR-
ni sviJ-osqaoTiJni ^IlBiJneeeo aJ. Jud rrio'1
noi.ioijfoo'iJ’ni su^ofonq ertf TerfJisn aar{ T9JojBT:Brlo
lemon qo notJieoqxe XanoiJ’nsvrioc' f?rl} non
-iv
. ©ujX cnXa neeqonjjR
IV
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' Pro logue in the Mi rac le Sr. Mystery Plays.
The old drama, that had its birth at a pagan
shrine of Greece, died on Roman soil and, for a
thousand years, lay like some sleeping princess,
inert, forgotten. Strolling jugglers there were,
or minstrels who sang topical songs before careless
banqueters, but the art of the drama was dead, and
nowhere do we find a record of a play written or
performed in a theatre during all this stretch of
years. Even the stone theatres themselves, forsaken
and useless, fell into decay.
Then drama had its rebirth, it was again at
the altar but this time in the Christian church.
The miracle and mystery plays, that grew from
the desire of the clergy to visualize a church
lesson for the untutored members, became the
popular form for self expression. Few^ examples
remain to us of these old plays, because they lack
i the literary quality which is the best safeguard
against oblivion. Rude compilations, the work
V. £ Y <3 1 .‘I Y*;! 3 syH 9 X O B^i?X 9ri.f Hi 8 tfy,0l 0"I^
a£3 Bq B Jb ri.Hicf aJi biirf bXo oriT
2 '10‘i
,
hnB X ioa nBmcH no boib ^sceanO on inria
,
aaaon tnq ^nXqaaXa anioa a>*il ^E*^icaY bnBBi-fcrIX
,
9'iaw anerfi aioX 33iJf. aniXTontc .naXXos'io'^ ,Xnani
eaalanBB a^iolad asnoa leoiqo.t gnsa odw aXaiXenlm no
bnB ,bB0b 3i3'>v B^iBib ariX lo Xtb adX Xi/d , anaXctupnBd
no naXX .fnw bnooen a bn f/\ sw ob anadwon
XB nxBae 8BW Xi ,riXnxdon aXl bsrf BnBnb narT*
.rfonjJric nalXaXnriO adX ni ar.iX sXdX XiM naXlB odX
r.onl V7ans XBdX « sybXq vnaXaYnr bni? aX'^snin sdT
xionijrfo B ar.XlBuetv oX v^nalo adX Ic anXaab adX
erfX arB ad ,anadnian! banoXiJXnu adx noT; noaeel
£aXqnB--ca \Jxa'^ .notaaanqxa qXaa no’l moX nBinqoq
MobJ Y^r^'^ eaifBoad , aY^Xq bio aaadw^ ‘\o au oX n tBirran
bnaixaa'^Ba Xsad ©dX aX dcidw ^ ^
:^now adX
,
ano I XbX iqmoo abuH .noiviXdo XanlBSB
lo doXanXe a !dX XXb sntnixb anXBariX b nX bamo'inaq
na/lBenol
,
eavXaaniadvt sanXBadX enoXe adX nav2 .anBOY
•
YBOsb 0X.nl XJaX ,aaaXaaxr bnB
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1| of anonymous clerical writers, they served their
1
purpose and dropped swiftly into "the wallet of
Time", '’^e have a few examples of early mysteries,
the most perfect specimens being in the English
tongue found in the four famous collections, the
i
1 Chester, Coventry, York and Townley Cycles*
There is no method of ascertaining in what
country the religious lesson first assumed a
dramatic form. Priests travelled widely in those
da 3?’S , carr3ring news and suggestions of helpful
customs with them, ^hen the form was first remarked,
it was already in U5c.se in several different lands,
ht Ms
The first record made of them traces thei
r
appearance
to the ninth century, although tljey could not at that
a-
date have been more than dramatic dialoguei^. The
earliest complete manuscript, that has been preserved
to us, is an elaborated d<|alogue on the theme of
the resurrection, M3^sterium Resurrectiones D. N,
Jhesu Christi, of the 13th century, preserved by
Thomas "T^right in the City of Orleans, The first
record of a performance in England is that given by
Geoff re 3’’^ later Abbot of 3t. Albans, who came
J
tf
‘
b 0v-iaa vsn'i
,
3T0.t.i^7, r/sof-isTo encnvncr:^: Ic
lo ioll/iw sffj' " oJt:
,
i. v,I>+'1.;'Vr bf'qqon;b briB 98CC’/ii;c?
^eeiToJavc qo asIqiLiSxo 'vsl: e 8v,^r{ .''t^rniT
rfa i r^n" erfj ni snLoq anorriCioqs J.' s’lT.oq iacrr; erfj-
oriJ
,
enoiq 09l loo eacxnisT: tucI erfJ ni bnnc t otrinovi
• selO'^r: 'rulnv, oT brjj: jincY
,
" ,noiaerf''
ni Qniniiii*! '-^oa/5 1c bonJt)u\ on ei enebT
n b9mu2r,aB i- nit re ra'^ I ;.i;Gi3 il 0T ebJ
©sorb ni bsffevjs-iJ sieolnq .nr-uj'i cIJjsrrBnb
IiiT:qXen' 1o ano iiae;? • j;e bn 5 s'.vpn
j b&>;n£jr.9n ianil saw rric’l ©rfi non"' ^meriJ niiv; anoJau©
.abn/il i nonelllb lenovea ni Jtix nl f.sy: Jl
Jr’ j,-
eccj£‘iBoqCjB 5- £-9+^ oOOmi f*K^+V 'ic t bjtir bn onan ban II ©rfT
J’nrfi Jn ioi^ bi;;co rf^ncroir.
,
'"liJino© qbnl:' ebi oi
-jj
on'T .:^oj;,-olr>ib • ii/Siranb nabi e^cr. ..sod ov*jil oiab
bevnorenq noon' aob
,
i:' ^nr annn:^ ad-.,.rqr-or> iaoiln/*©
'to onorfi nbj nr ' b d-nrib lo nr si
,
ai, rj
.'T C' nc i jaenni/ao" ru ’n oJ b\:’'
^
no i d oenni/een ©n'i
Yo bovir-aonq n'ddi ©riJ '>r ,ida'nrf" Laor.'L
danil ©riT .<' r:,i9in0 "tr /i ib erid n ': dn 7\in'’' a-. rcdT
Ycf novi- dnr'd aJ bnrl^nl: nr nonnmr'tnoq r tr jincoon
ernr- o/'”- ^^^ n>.') i - , tn ic dedd- n '-J •:i vf
from Prance during the twelfth century for the purpose
By the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, hov;ever,
such performances were numerous.
The prologue appears with our earliest
'mysteries and in all the examples procurable , i ts
characteristics are similar and such as belong
very naturally to a form whi ch was an out-growth
of church ritual. It appears first as a prayer
or sermon interspersed with Latin texts. A profitable
comparison may nov; be made of the prayers found in
t
Greek tragedy, with those remarked in the Hindu
drama and those introducing the miracle and mystery
plays. The ’'I'atchman in Aeschylus' Agamemnon thus
invokes the gods;
I
"I pra3^ the gods deliverance from these toils
I
This year -long watch, which, prone on
Atreius' roof
’7ith head esconsed in arm, dog-like, I keep",
The opening prayer in the Suppliants of
Euripides spoken by Aetha is as expositive as it is
supplicatory;
oacq'ijjq edJ 'icJ rtJ'lIoTrJ'' sri.t- gni'^iub oonfiq'T ric'i'i
t''iGVfjwor' ^affi^irj-nen i-fJnseJiri bnri rfJ’nooJ'iLfc'l erli y.8
. eiroT t'inijn fvier aoonsno't'iaq rfot;8
iaaiX'i/se "luo HX iv/ eiseqqij su^cIoiq erfT
aJ.r
,
eldfliJLfoc'tq cGlcr/?x9 PriX nl bn/5 aeiT^XsYir
ap Hotra tn^ Tpriirit 3ii3 an7 JE.rT:fe.tns'iBrfq'
fiJ" vjO'173-i .;o rTA5 s riw r'o fr'v? rr/’icl /i oj 'fii£a[uXsr:
T&v^‘iq ii sfj ia-iiq a-ii^aoni} jt
. risuJ.tT ifnurfo Ic
©Xcf£j^ i To*iq f» .ajro^ hxjPiT rfJiv. bosToo EiaXn ^ norr'iOc *"io
ni J>ni;o 1 aT0Y>3‘iQ erf.t '^c sb^irr od vvon vGr no a c'lacinicc
uori-LH 0nJ- ni be^aPireT neorfd ddf'-v >'got[C
Y'lnXsvfli briiS ©Xf:xj*t-frr 9dX anicnbcTJ-ni ascr'J bn£ £n?p*if)
a;jnX nrnrsir.PsA 'aui :rfo39A ni np/ rioXs"' ndT
:abo2 f'dj 80>'cvni
si 'Go G 89 dJ mcnl oon^'ieviXeb abog erfl vb-io I”
no oncnn ^dc.-rlv; ^dolBV, gnci- a.?dT
'iccn 'euisnlA
1
”qee: I ^»>C'.r-3Cb ,mB ni bebncosG bned djIT
|c aJTiFiIqqn.'l edl ni ^ninoqo erfT
ei Ji cr, oviJ’iaccjxs sb ai criJoA ne>Jcqe aebi inud
; vnol <i _ i JqquE .
ii
I
"Thou guardian power of Eleusine's land,
• 0 (Teres, and ye venerable priests
Of that benignant goddess, who attend
This temple, blessings for myself I crave,
For my son Theseus, Athens, and the realm
Of Pitheus, who, when his paternal care
Had reared my childhood in a wealthy house.
Gave me to Aegeus, to Pandion’s son;
So Phoebus’ oracles decreed#
In each case the prayer is offered b 3^ the speaker
on his character in the plaj'’ and for matters con-
cerning the plot and not as in the Hindoo play for the
audience or the actor as a human being. jn '
4akoontala the opening benediciton reads: :
"Isa preserve you', he who is revealed
In these eight forms by man perceptible-
Tater, of all creation's works the first;
The fire that bears on high the sacrifice
Presented with solemjfnity to heaven;
The Priest, the holy offerer of gifts;
The Sun and Moon, those two majestic orbs
p. 'snxBiJsXS 'lo TOwcq xjoHT’'
Eieei-iq oldfiaenev oz bnx3 ^BeTS^i 0
bne3is oriw , jinebbog .i.Ted 19
^evi2.10 I IXsav:^^ To'> 83nraL.&Icf tfilq.r&i alrfT
ml£C'i eril bnii ^cnerllA ^^tJ0^6^^ nca 'ic/-
9*1 £D I>in-3 0Jj3q 8 i/- nsrfv; , or> 10
,e£X’orf YrfJJjeavv a ni bcobbiiiio z^- be-i^ai baH
inca a'nribriB*! ol ^ 8 J/03pA o3 or
.baeioob esJobto 'Rii(Xoor^*I oc
-i0>lB9qE arfJ Y'> beTCllc ei 'leYS'xq pebo bOBO nl
-nco ST 0 l.+ i3 r.' Tcl bn£ ni ‘leiOB-xBr^n r.iri nc
orlJ nol Yfliq ccbniF eriX ni £b Ion bna loJq eni gn-lnneo
.•inted nenuri b ?.£ noioe obJ no sons ibxJB
JabBsn nc i io i boned gnirsqo orfJ croJnoo^'B
\
bf-Ijsoven ei cd»- s/f 'ucY evnoaenc aal
~.>Jd iiqoonoq r.ffnol irlgie oafjr'A nT
jJanil erU sMno^ r’nciifisno CXb lo
son i
*
10 £8 obvt risirf nc STBOd iBdl onil odT
;nrvBed o3 rlX tw boXneasn*t
;ei'ti3 Ic nsnellc yXcb orfJ ,3ee^M er(T
aclio cwX oscfio ^nocM. bnB nu8 srfi
Eternal narshaT lers of day and night;
The subtle Ether, vehicle of sound,
Diffused throughout the boundless universe
The Earth, by sages called 'The peace of
• birth
Of all material essences and things';
And Air, which giveth life to all that
breathe ,
”
From an old French Mystery, "Le Jugement de
Dieu", we transcribe the following prayer with its
insert of Latin.
”Mais pour ce que tout notre bien
de Dieu avons
,
don vient tout bien,
A.U nom de noz hystoriens,
le prierous a joinctes mains.
'Hie oret genibus flexis, capite aperto, vulte
versus orientem verso.'
0 seigneur, dieu omnipotent,
nous vous prions tres humblement.
22
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^
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que ce soit vostre bon plaisir
de nous conduyre et secourir,
aux fins que puissons comrnanser
moyenner et pc^rachever
vostre universel jugement,
a vostre honneur prenii erment
,
et a 1 ' edi fica tion
de coste congregation,
par JesuoGhrist, vostre chair filz,
qu ' a vostre dextre est assis.
And, again, the first two of the one hundred and
seventy lines of the "Mystery of "La Nativite^ la
Passion, la Resurrection de No tre-Seigneur
,
JesusChris
are
"Dieu, Pere et Filz et Saint Esperit,
Sauve et gart ceste compaignie .
"
In each of whic h we will observe the benediction is
asked for the spectators. In others, God's sanction
is asked as well for the play, the author and the
actors ," bless those who listen attentively, aid
their understanding and finally open Paradise to all".
Trr-rsrrc:
‘‘liBisrq ncd oaJr.ov dic& oc o;jp
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' The audience is enjoined "to pray, to serve God,
i: to listen in silence and to remember the lesson of
i'
;
the myster3r."
j
I
In the English miracles we note practicallj^
the same invocations, exhortations to good work and
pleas for favor- Like the French prologues, the
prayers are for the congregation. The invocation
at the beginning of the eighth Pageant of the First
i Mystery, The Birth of Mary, taken from the Gotten
;
manuscript, reads:
"Gryste conserve this congregation
Fro' perellys past, p'sent, and futur,
And the p'so'nys her' pleand."
The long prologue to the Coventry cycle has
the following pra^z-er at the commencement;
"’Mow gracyous God, groundyd of alle goodnesse.
As thi grete glorie nev^'^r begj'-nnjmy had,
So thous soGour and save alle tho that
sytt and-sese,
And lystenjtth to oure talkyng with sylens
ii
. 1
t bcO oJ oJ" beniocna al oonf^ibus srfT
Ic jicece. r sr!i ‘io''fner.0a c-t bn/3 sonelic- ni neJfziX cj
"
."Zied ay,r rfi
^II;30 i J- 03nq 9 j OH 9W rfe erfx nl
bn/3 Ji’nc’.’ bcr.3 c.t snoi J/sJnorfxe
< enox^BOovn i ef:;»3E erfJ“
orfX
,
efH/^cXonQ rfono'x'a oriX 9jiiJ .nov^'^ ^o t bb.bJc
no.cXBOovni sriT .nci XB^oignoo erfX
-lo't on .3 aio^^'^Q
Xani*^! eriX Jc Xn^ogB^ rlXrigie eriX ‘io gnt nnijed orfX Xb
noXXob snX racn'> nsJifX Xo rfXTi“ srlT
:abB 9n ,Xqin 08 un 6m
no 'X /5g9n'jnco afrij ev'iat.noc 6Xs''nn''
^nrXu t bn.3 ,Xn9a'q
,
Xaeo ' q 'cn^
".bn/!!E»Xq 'n9r! SYn'ca'q 9 riX bnA
ar>rl oXr;vr v-ijnovrri orfX oX 9U2cXo^q gncl oiiT
: Jnorr.eoneir.ircr. oiiJ Xa snircX rcl srfX
asnbcc^ e rXf ic bYbaucn^^
^
boX' aucYOij'ig v/oH"
^barf Y^YnnYXiOd n\^on 9 in 0X3 eXen^ irIX sA
XbhX odX sXXa svaa ijn<s nuoccE arcrfX orl
,9Bqa,f)iiB XX^aiX
onsXYS dXi-.\ 3nY>-’‘aX stll'O oX dX^n^Xa^X bnA
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stylle and sad,
ij
j
ffor we purpose us pertly stylle in this
presse.
l:
I
The pepyl to plese with pleys ful glad."
|i
I
The cycles were introduced by a lengthy
prologue beginning with the invocation and including
linformation as to the various pageants. The prologue
I
to the Coventry cycle has been preserved in full and
jhas been reprinted by the Shakespeare Society in
ii
'itheir Ludus Coventriae, edited by M. Halliwello
if
.Beside the general prologue which gave the argument
jlfor the series, there are frequent announcements for
the separate pageants such as that spoken by
pontemplacio at the beginning of the IXth pageant
j3f the Coventry group, or the Precodicat in the
I
LVth play of the Chester cycle. In the last named
play, the History of Lot and Abraham, the prologue,
lere designated, "Expositor", intervenes in the
aiddle of the play to point out the special moral
)f the situation:
^
this signifacioun
^bxia bns ©XIvJs
sitivf nt 9ll'\ivt8 bu saoq^isjq ev
. eeao'iq
”,bBl3 e\i©Iq rfdiw eaelo c,X I^^eq erlT
Yrf.tanel £ vd beoubo'iJriX ©Tew
gnibjjLoni bri£ noiiBocvnjt efl.t rfjiw gnlnnX^od eij^oIoTq
fti/30 io-iq en'T .3Jn£og£q euoi‘^£v add Cu+ as ncbt£jinoqni
bn£ [Isj'l nl bovToaenq nsed aad '/‘ivtaavor) eciS od
nl '^d»too8 9Teaq80>(£f{S erIX badn.tTqs'x need e£d
.XIswiXIbK .M vd bodXb'a ,e£ftdnevori aubuJ ^ cedd
dn&rrujQ'iB add 3VB3 doidw au^oXc'iJi I/STones add obieo'^
lod adnorrrsonjjonnB dnairps^q ©ib eriftrid ^saXTea add io '3
^d no>(cq 8 drfdd a£ doire ednse^Bq sdBTBqes ©dd
dnB93 /5q ddXX ©dd qo sninniged sdd d£ o tOBfqmodno'’
©rid nt dBodbor-oaq odd 'lo
»
qno'ig \;'’iJn&voO ©dd Ic
be/iTBn dsBl add nl .aXovc 'ledFiOdS sdd Jo ^c^sfq ddvj
tSijgoXo'iq odd (fCBriBTdA bna doJ Jo viodeXH odd
<
yaXc
sdd n r aanavnedni
< ’'^od Xaoqx'?!" fbejun^laob ansr
Xbiof. Xaloeqa ©dJ duo Xntoq od ijalq odd 'io sXbbxii
:noid£Udi8 adX 1<
IOf this deed of devocion,
And 3^ou will you witten mone
,
Maye torne you to moche good."
I Another distinguishing feature of the religious
i
j
orologues is the aoology for undertaking so sacred a
;i
^
j subject, as v;ell as for the acting and the presenta-
li
i tion. There are frequently outlines of the subject-
' matter and treatment of the theme, though the Bible
II
stories are assumed to be as familar to the spec ta-
li tors as the old sagas were to the Greeks, The so-
li
II
|: called "Spoken Mysteries" of France of the fifteenth
h
jl Century usually began with a statement of the subject
|j
|j
and concluded with a command to the players to begin.
Between the prologue proper and the play, it became
the custom to introduce a fool who entertained the
i:
ii crowd with some buffoonery that should sugar-coat
fi
f
the moral in the sermon,
A plea for silence and attention is found
:| in most of the prologues and, when we realize that
ll
once the performance was turned out of the church,
the crowds, who had to stand, must have been very
large indeed, we can conceive the restless nature of
^llux’^cvQD
'to bPjQb lo
^
snom nevtJ-lw uo'^i Ifiw ;jcv 5nA
• broj, Bffoor:- oj uo^i omoJ
JJCj^ixST sriJ tc an irfEi^ar. [Jgi5 TsriJcnA
e fasnJsa ce nra^Bj^ebnu ncT ^oJicq^ r.n'j g«,rjo.ro^q
-^JnsEoiq eru bnB aniJca
.orfj nc't a« .ris,; s.,
-Jootdua srtj 'Jo asnxijuc
'jJJnrnps'n s-is oisriT .nofj
f-/dxa Sri.* risricriJ ,snsrid Srij ^0 r,ns asj.nm
eri,t ox ii,r rn«'x g.x ocf ox box-aasi, srio asx*,cXr.
-OfJ SX,T
.EjIsfoiO Prix cx eisw afigHg hXr, srfX cb stcX
riXnooXI]! oriX 'to sonB-fil 7o "ssnoXs'^M nsjloqz" bs/Xso
Joolri,xa Srfx to XncnsX;.X3 a rlXx'x nsaori vrrs,;a„
^.x,xXnsr>
•niscd ct M8<«iq sriX cX bn.^nc-, « rix rx bsLxxXonco bon
er.nomi X.. ,v,,Xq eriX hne osqrnq sugc ronq srix nsortsfl
Srfx bsnr«x^e>Xns oriw loot s soobotXni ox ccXaoe sriX
bluoHe Xbo'X
'fioxiootti/d snog riXiv.- b»-CT 0
. (f
'
•
,
*ncr.-jf)E ebJ nl I.v'icr-
bnuc/t Bi ncUnoJJc brs eorie r I e ’ 'lol solo a
J srix s.x,!Xso.t ew nsri* ,bns eoi/aoXo-xc; sriX to tson, nX
,riotbrio sriX to Xx-O oon-x„X ox.v.. oonon-xot^eq sxfX eonr
Y'tuv nsori evBri Xab„
.bxWe oX b«ri orix
.
ebv.0^0 srix
-10 6-uxXsr, aasXXssx srix svjsoric • nso
.bsobni eat«X
the untutored^unused to continued intellectual effort
and of those on the outskirts who could not hear
ii clearly a’-^I perhaps see little or nothing. The
benediction of the Hosts v/as asked for those who
jlistened in silence while veiled threats and punish-
ment v;ere suggested for those who disturbed others.
There are no evidences of polemics, of
literary criticism, of vituperation or of condemnation
of rivals tn these prologues. The tone, as befitting
the nature of the piece, is moral and indulges
in praise of rulers ,, both spiritual and temporal,
with an evident desire to propiate the pov;ers that be.
f
fter a performance of a Breton mystery, religious
nthusiasm was so heightened that there arose a proverb
jwhich runs, "Les foules y vont en chantant et en
'reviennent en pleurant."
I
In the earliest mysteries the prologues were
spoken by the priests who were the authors, actors and
inanagers as well. After the performance of the plays
was given over to the laymen and the vernacular sub-
istituted for the Lat<in, members of the various
guilds became the spokesmen. But even after the guilds
gave the performances, it is probable a priest con-
|!
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Itinued in the office of prologuist from the religious
nature of the context. Prof. Carnahan concludes that
this was the case in France. He remarks: "The pro-
I
logue was written by the author, but from the word-
ing it is clear that no one but a priest would dare,
or would be fitted to give it, if we take into con-
sideration the religious conditions at the time the
mysteries were played. The hortatory, chiding tone
of these sermons would not have been accepted by the
people from other than the accredited ministers,
and the church like-wise v/ould not have encouraged
this exact imitation of sermons in the mouths of
lairraen. Again, the fact that often but a part of
the scriptural text is written, followed by the v;ord
'etc.' would indicate as prologuist some one capable
of completing this text".
’7e get some illumination from the headings
DUt the nomenclature is deceptive. Thus we have
Prologues headed "messenger"
,
"herald"
,
"actor"
,
"author", "prologuer"
,
"preco" and "nuncius". The
'nuncius" brings us back to a figure that had its
loman correspondence in the "titulus" and in the town-
8uo.£5i/©r[ srf.l n'OT't Jsinsoloiq 'lo oo.tHo ©rfi ni b 9 ;;rtij
J'srfJ;;;. aebJil cnoc i/jrljBn'ijt;'' ^J’xsJ’noo ©riJ lo r-iuJjsn
-O'lq eriT'* : ©H ni ©p.x^c ©riJ. ar.w piriJ’
-fc''iow erii nc"i'‘t Jjjd ,‘*ior(>t0e erf.} neJ’J’.c'-iw s^v; ougoX
^S'i^5 fc blLTOW J-seitc *: oUd one cn J’srfJ ‘i/jeJr, si ii gni
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rfJTOrl edT .boY«:Xq 9T 0 W asiTOdp.Yn'
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^STOdaL'iim be tlbsTOOB erid nerfd t arid o, EOT '} o/qopq
. bfi^iiTocono ©vsd don bli/r w eriv -ediJ rfenerdo odd . bri£
lo adduor’’ arid ni r.no. -Tor: Ic rioidsdir.i d£»3yn hidd
lo disq B do' '"ted''o d crid do*3l odd
,
nixisA .neE^^I
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.‘'d:<ed airid jiaidoferoo lo
f
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i| crier of London. In France the Nuncius or Trompeta is
known to have gone about the streets assembling a crow<
i by means of his horn. Then announcing the subject
of the coming pageants or miracle plains
,
j:
something of their character and urgecu; all to come,
'
"pour 1 ' amour de Dieu". The town-crier in England
performed the same office, being a kind of publicity
' agent extolling his wares and exciting anticipation
r
I, in the representation. In the Breton mysteries the
' prologue is sometimes recited by one designated
"The Witness" and is a character supposed to have
' been present at the scenes to be enacted. He gives
an outline of them and^. during the performance, com-
ments upon them very much after the fashion of the
ffGreek chorus. As examples of irregular forms of the
prologue may be mentioned those which are prece^ded
I
'
; by a dialogue, those which begin by a chorus of
f
i angels, as in the Mystery of Saint Anthoine, or which
I
include a ballad as was the case in several of the
It
i; French and many. of the Spanish mysteries. La "^^engance
(i
de Notre Seigneur commences with a ballad dedicating
II
the mystery to King Charles ^III and giving the

sources of the piece. This is followed by a second
ballad praising Charles VIII for his persecution
of the Jews, ending with the refrain; "Que le bon roy j
tres-crestien de f ranee;" after which follows the ^
regular prologue. There are also to be found in the
I
French mysteries, "Diablerie" which sometimes followed,
sometimes preceded the prologue and, in one or two
|
instances, were used as a prologuial introduction.
They comprised short scenes, usually comic, in which
Lucifer is the chief character.
1
In the York, Townley and Chester cycles, we
j
have the recitation of the prologue by the principal
'iharacter in the play, in the costume of the part he
is to enact. In the Coventry Cycle, he is replaced
by an allegorical figure the "Prologus" or
"Contemplacio"
. Abstract characters of the virtues', '
Justice, Miseri cordia
,
Veritas and Pax appear, with
the Deus Pater and Deus Filius, in the Angelic
Salutation and it is these personifications that later,;
becoming detached, developed into the moralities,
! Allegorical figures are numerous in the
I
I
I
Spanish mysteries and in the autos sacramentales which
i
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• ; J
•
,
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^
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^
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f
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©
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i!
grew out of them. The prologue to Cervantes' famous
Numantia is spoken by an a ctor in the role of Fame.
The Autos sacramen tales were intended to celebrate the
' mj'’stery of the Eucharist and it is because such
/
: talent as that of Cevantes^of Lope de Vega and of :
jl
- Calderon war. turned to them that we have preserved
I
in their works examples of this form. The Spanish
prologue, although the native specimens were of later
day than those considered in this section, deserves
from its unusual form some special mention. It was
' called loa, or compliment, as we find it in the :
. later mysteries and in the autos, and as the nomen-
1 )lature implies^, contained expressions of a laudatory
character. At times it begins w'ith a hymn or prayer,
follwed by an address that has no connection v/ith the
play. By 1500^ it showed plainly the influence of
the classical revival and in the "Elisa Dido" of Virues|
there is a borrov/ing of plot as well as form from
the ancients. Lope de vega's morality play "The
|
I
Soul's ^^oyage" has a prologue cumbersome with learning
followed by a ballad and a dance before the introduc ti 0|n
1
of
• the "Moral Action" itself.
|
A characteristic loa introduces Calderon's La i
f
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,
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'
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^
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.
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Vida es Sueno
,
Life's a Dream, It is a dialogue-the
'
form usually employed by Lope-between the Five Senses^-
. Body personfied by an old man, Reason and a chorus i;
i
I
of singers. After some discussion over the respectivle
greatness of the miracles of Incarnation, the
1
' Crucifixion and the Real Presence in the Sacrament,
j|
Hearing announces that an auto bearing the title,
La Vida es Sueno, is to be produced. Each of the
Senses then recites a verse in honor of the
Incarnation and the loa ends bj'’ a request for silence
from the audience, Lope de vega's loas like the
l'
prologues of Sophocles are little dramas in them-
|
ii selves. The first one in his collection of autos
i'
is very amusing, a peasant comes on and informs us
;
that he and his wife came to town to see the proces-
i
!' sion and the auto about to be performed but that she
has been lost in the crowd. Just as he is congratu-
i
'
I
lating himself on his liberty, the wife appears, de-
,
,| !,
scribes the procession that the audience themselves
ji
’
li
P have just watched and drags her husband off to see
j
the auto which is then announced.
'
The loas could be shortened or expanded at
I
jj
will and the form, as handed dov;n to us, depends n
erl.^-ougc r,/5ih « &1 JI *3 a'slriJ
,
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orfi Q2ii.i P./50 ' a'cjr.f” ob eqoJ .9nn»Ibufi or^i moni:
-/nsn'J ni PKp.jsnb ©rifiJ- 9ni3 8f>Xooi1qc2 lo 8 f»tJ3cIcnq
soJi/r, “ic ncrJosi rco e 'Tf n ano tan ri srfT .asvisa
Ejj armc'ini bnis no eoroG Jraaseq b ^ i r. uj^.b ^nev si
"8©ccnq ©lit »e a ct n<vo,.t oj oms© 9*tiv' airi bnB arf J iiriJ
©rf8 t'Brii fiJcf bofrino'lnoq od cJ JucdB oduB sriS brtB noip.
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-ob
,
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Iargel3^ upon whether it v/as printed as first 'written
or from a subsequent manuscript. The cause of this
variation was the fact that the performance could
not begin until the grandees were seated and, if these
nobles chose to be late, the manager must devise means
of placating the crowds. Oftenest this was bj^ singing
or dancing, sometimes it meant an elongation of the
prologue.
Italj^^to which we would naturallj^- turn for
the highest expression of the mj/stery^ bo th
,
because it
was the birth place of the old drama and because it
was the seat of papal author! tj?’, gives us, on the
contrarj^
,
fewer examples of religious plays than almost
any of the other nations. Once the elaboration
of the ritual stepped outside the church portico, the
authorities began to frown on it and any licence the
Church might have permitted the State forbade. So,
though we have some Italian mj^steries for reference,
they show no originality in their prologues, either as
to form or material, A prayer, followed by an angel
'With the announcement of the subject, constitued the
introduction. In the Passion of Jesus Christ per-
formed by the Company of Gonfalon! in the Coliseum
i!
li
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j
in Rome, the prologue concludes briefly
J
I
"Si state attenti qui con devotions
j|
^^iderete recitar la santa Passione ij
i|
Viderete come Giuda si pente i
*
*
Et poi viderete come fu undato."
;;
I
I
Lorenzo de Medeci
,
to gain the favor of the church,
i?
it is said, wrote the play of St. Paul and of
St. Constance. The customary angel-prologuis
t
addresses the audience directly, telling them Ij
their ruler desires his dear Florentines to be still
|
j
i
during the singing, so that the actors may not be
fatigued and they may go home more content.
The German mysteries, as might be reckoned of
a nation whose "verb is music" are flill of song. Some
I
of the most famous hymns handed down from this
|
period are those which introduced or were part of
i
J
the prologues. The oldest mystery of which we have
a record is one assigned to the thirteenth century
•55-
entitled the Mystery of the Passion. Base tells us
' the people failed to chronicle their religious
;
1 I
j
productions and that the onlj'- information, v/e can
unearth in this connection, is certain indirect
Hase, Miracle Pla3rs and Sacred Drama.
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references connected with civic affairs. For instance,
there was recorded in Bautzen in the year 1412 in a
city chronicle the death of some thirty persons oc-
casioned by the falling down of a roof during the
0
performance of the Mystery of St. Dor;JLhea. The man-
uscript of this mystery has been preserved and the pro-'
logue, which Hase has transcribed for us from the old
German is5-
of
the
”In alien diesen dingen.
Das ein ieglich meusche will beginnen,
So sol er ze dem ersten got ruofen an
Des allerbesten des er kan,
Daz daz ende werde gut
Mit meure sundi mit merremgutJ
Des helpe uns got ze disen dingen,
Daz uns alhie mueze wol gelingen,
Un din heilige juncoron Dorothe,
Daz uns der helfe werde me,
Ku singe wir alle disen leis:
Nu bite wir den herligen geist.
Et can tat omnis populus."
The last line, in Latin, refers to the singing
the hymn already mentioned, and reveals the fact tha
audience was expected to join in the singing. An
i
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anonyinous Geraan manuscript preserved in one of the
j; monasteries is called Susanna, with a probable date
I 1535, The prologue tells us that it was performed
I
I
in Magdeburg.
I
I
"hie ist nil Babj^lan behend
j
doch so das Spiel erreicht sein end
Magdeburg es wieder werden soil,
Gott mach su aller gnaden volll
"
An angel speaks most of the prologues of the earlier
German mysteries but, by the sixteenth century, he
I
has become a herald, Hans Sacks, the beloved
shoemaker of Nuremberg, employs the herald in the
greater number of his pla./s which, though not strict-
' ly mysteries, use the same Biblical material. In
one of his plays he speaks of a Latin source and
designate the play a comedy;
"A comedy and tale of delight
Of which the original did indite
In Latin Philip Melanchthon"
.
A carnival play by the monk ^/aldis com-
mences with the Hymn, Veni Creator Spiritus, with
erfvJ lo one nr bevnsaenq J-q iToannSi'u n/imnaC' SL'cn^ncns
oJ” ab oi(J.Bo'onq r? .'iJlw ^snn«enS beCX/^o si Eoin^iasner
"bomolneq esv/ J-j J-nn'i an eljoj- oij^olc.in ©rfT »eScI
.
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which so nany of the mysteries began, and proceeds ' j'
j
to the announcement by the Prologue that the nature
of the subject is serious and that there shall not
be a display of "wanton merriment" as in the Roman
carnivals, where "senior poltron, madonna putana
and ribaldus" were brought in. A variation occurs
j
in an old Christmas play in which the prologue appears
f
i
as a heathen god employed to bring home a moral
lesson as, well as to enjoin silence from the
children,
1
^ !j
"Good day, good Sirs, good day I a wicked
i|
man you see.' '
All children here would make a single
meal for me. " t!
Examples of the Netherland mysteries, akin to the
German are found in the fourteenth century, "Abele !,
spelen" and have regularly a prologue beginning
with a prayer or hymn, followed by an address by
an angel or herald which concludes with an admoni-
tion of silence.
One fact that we must emphasis in reference
to the prologues of the mysteries, in whatever
K-Hase
,
Miracle Plays and Sacred Drama,
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country they appear, is that they were an original
out-grov?th necessitated by the conditions of pre-
sentation and nowhere, until they were a well-
established form, did they feel the influence of the
Greek and Latin classics. The old plays were still
read in the cloisters and we have the nun^
Hrosvitha writing six Latin comedies in imitation
of Terence, Also more than a century later, a
tragedy, the Passion of Christ, assigned to
ST, Gregory Nazienzen speaks this in the prologue:
"Thou who hast verses heard with pious soul.
And now a pious tale in verse would hear,
Tith willing ear incline to me who sing.
After the manner of Euripides,
The pangs of Him 'who saved mankind from bale."
But the classical studies were too pagan in
character to be publicly tolerated, and, it was not
until the sweep of the Renaissance brought Seneca
and the Greek tragic writers in its wake, that
the native prologue first gave way to and secondly
became amalgarated with the Greek raoaeis.
•JJ-Hase
,
Miracles and Sacred Drama.
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Prologue in the Elizabethan Era and fluring
J
the Pesto rJi t i on • i'
’Vhen we/come to the Elizabethan period- using
j
ii
Elizabethan in its wider sense- wo f ind our Prodigal ^
il
Prologue has oome into its own. The fatted calf of
i
many .an intellect is offered in its service and,
by the time of Dryden and the Restoration, it has
become the _petted darling of the dramatist. In the
very natural progress by which mystery and miracle
developed the morality a nd passed into the
I
chronicle and historical drama, certain conventions ^
were retained pradtically unchanged, foremost among
|
!
which was the prologue.
Then came the revolution of the Renaissance
with its classicism and its Latin importations,
banishing certain existing conventions to the
class of upstart barbarities, reserving others as
consistant with the old precepts. iVhen the prologue,
from. its Euripidean correspondence, was retained in
the second class and stamped, moreover, with the
/
,
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^
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i'=”ocnoi;. ,‘^cqrBiE bnB aaalo bner, a erit
scholastic approval, its fortune was indeed mads.
Of the thousands of plays that came tumbling
upon the boards during the next prolific century, we
can take only„ a general survey, having neither the
time nor the desire to consider separately the
multiple examples. From the mass of material, we
shall strive to deduce facts as to the general form
and character of the prologue^ ^he kind of informatior
we find dished up in this condensed style*, the speaker
and the role assumed by him; the relation the form
now bears to the rest of the play^ and the various
causes that led to its decline in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
Surveying the works of the pre-Shakespeari an i
dramatists, v;e find that the majority of plaj^s begin I
I
i
v/ith the prologues, prologue, we mean the formal
j
i
introduction in the Suripidean sense, and not the i
expository matter in the body of the play. That is
to be considered in our next section. There are
i
no formal prologues with the plays of Greene, or of
I
I
Tebster. Massinger has only four in his group of
eighteen playsj Dekker two, the second belonging
to a work of collaboration. The Titch of Edmonton.
bsPbnf bf:'*' &nrj.t'to'T e.t i ^I>ovcqqqr! o Fcrfoa
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Since the prologue was often spoken only (in the first
night of the presentation and all manuscripts of that
day more or less carelessly handled, we cannot say
that these men did not write prologues, A f ew
were undoiibtedly lost, "^/e have only seven in the
works of Shakespeare though he is knovm to have
written others!
That some of the men found the form un-
congenial and refused to turn their hand to it is
squally certain. Others, like Beaumont and Fletcher,
omitted it from about half of their works and complied
grumblingljr with the custom in others. In the
prologue to the Humorous Lieutenant, these skillful
collaborators complain in this wise:
'""ould some man would instruct me what to say;
For this same prologue, usual to a play,
Is tied to such an old form of petition,
Men must say nothing now beyond commission,”
'Vycherly, although he employs the ’’foreword" to all
of his dramas, seems to feel the burden of the
convention, when he says in the prologue to his
Love in a Wood:
Ja-'i cl rrU nft v fno ns'j’ona noj'tc rsv.' sugoloiq en'J eonig
Je^i 'io ajTi r'loaunjQfr lie br.ii noi.lBJnas&'iq f^r?) "to Jrt^ cn
^lc:'{'tzr ow ^bo^^:l^i?^{ ^ilaeoTai^io seoJ -ic s-icr y,i-Jb
A .EougoIoTO sJ Iiv; j-on bib nsr: ssorLi JisrfJ-
orfi rri novoa yJno. oviSrf s'^' .JooJ y/bo t’qLObnLf oisv.
evGri ci -iv/cri^' oi on' rtyijc."{.t oifionL;^’:' Gbo lo
laiorfj’o no,i.rr'iw
~nu ndo'l ftrfJ boiiJcT; nf-n: tJrM' lo fro'' J.orfT
*
£i
,t i oJ bnGrf i iorLt ri'tul oj bGSLf'is'i bn/3 lijinsynoo
i .tnorjj/30^' &>' i I
,
eiedJ'^ .nii^.biao y.rj/jnpe
bcijqn-oo bn/s &>'-iO- ‘licrtJ qc IJ^rf J;jcq« r.on": Ji boJvilcro
ftn\t nT .3'iGnoo ni noJ’SiJC s.-ii rfiiv; yl^ni Jcfnirij
Ii/ir ri>r. eesriJ
,
Jnr^r.sJuft i J gjiotojT'uH or^t oi suso^c':^q
:?£-w BifiJ n.f. rfl/ifOi-'or' BToqs'-iodr.r.rcc
iyjSG o f .t/jrf?.' om J3 L'‘i.i ani. bI;:ov.' riijm once f)/ije7"
,
y/ilc] ci ThiXieii en^e sirfJ
^nciJ'lioq “lo mcT bio rfcL^s cJ’ boli 8l
"
. noi OS In.-oo bnoycb v on ;^n.'r^ston ysa Jaun nsM
CJs ''’b^ic W3TC V’ sbJ' aycl. n© srf '^guorfJ’/s
t y/rif beyr
orfi 'io nabnrjrf orf.t Igal cJ- rittooe
«
ssnenb sirf Ic
o.tb oJ’ nu3 c.rc‘iq firiJ ni sy^sa or( nsri'A , noiJnnvno:.
:boo’’ ni ovcj
I"Custom, which bids the thief from cart
\ i
harangue I
All those that come to make and see him hang,
jj
’/?ills the damn'd poet (though he knows he's gone)j|
i:
To greet you ere his execution."
Examining Ralph Roister Doister, which claims
the distinction of being the first English comedy,
and Gammer Gurton's Needle, perhaps the tirst farce, ;
we find a prologue with each. The former is a
somev/hat formal statement^ in four rhymed stanzas
of seven lines each^ of the virtue of mirth and the
title and nature of the play. The prologue to the
farce is a playful presentation of preceding events
in the plot and contains neither prohibition or
compliment to the audience. The prologue to Norton
and Sackville's early English tragedy, Gordoduc, is
in the form of a "Domme Shew" a device often resorted
to by playwrights, especially 6f the more serious
drama, to give the significance or keynote of the
pla 3^ about to be enacted. The directions that go
with Gordoduc arei
"First the musicke of violenze began to play,
|
moil leifU 9r(J apid lictiiw .rrcJsW^"
/ . - ^ •
9jj:%ixsisxi •
mifi o^>a bne fiji'^ra o.} f)iTjoc Jz-rfi 's-^orf.t XJA
(ftij03 s'f)r. BT;on>J &rl d^ucrfj ) J;.r;q b'nri?b oriJ sJ/iv;
”
, no j Jiir.flXf; eld f/nr i;c^^ Jeon 3 oT
errifiXc ric fiiv- j no toC n? X sia/^ rfq i" ^ninlncx!?
,v;boroo dpir^na Jani'l add ^n'^sd 'to^ nciJiCi.lJLib add
^sonB‘> driniisdd Bqennaq
,
v Cpnokl s'noJnuO nor'nsri P;fx5
E ai nefrnoT: ftriT .do/io ridir srjjoXcnq ^ bn.'d ew
B/5 .'\nsd 8 Prrvrfn nuol ni ,dn&nodsda Xismo't d^dwarriCB
odd hni riJnirr Ic oudni''’ odd *>c ,d.O£e zonrf iovoe do
©dd od rngolonq »dT '*'0 onudon bns oXd/d
Ednov© gnibrcsnq do noid-cdnsssnq ludYS^q ^ £-f ocnBd
no no-fdtdidcnq nfjddTin arifidrrco bns dofq ©dd- nx
ncdnoil oX MrvoXonq odT .©ono^bi/E f^dd od dnerXIorcr'
E i ,oi;bobnoO t deiX^nH vXnoo e ' ©X r ‘ v>'c no bn-
bodncecn n©d'*o 9cXv©b n "wodc cTircci" b Ic mnod ©rid nr
Ei/olncc ©nor ©rd 'lb YXfis/otxia© j Edri^ 'nw^js/q y*^
©fix 'to ©donv©/ no eor.noX'i ’03 is ©rid ov .fg cJ ,«nx:nb
03 dBfld oncidon-: IP oriT .b dr,/;r'f' ^)cf od d;;ori’i?
:©n/^ ojxbobnoX' rid iw
tY'^i’q od fiB^ori ©.'insXoiv 'ic ©>'oicur ©rid deni.*n"
m 1- -
,,jf
during which cutug in upon th0 stage sixe wilde men,
;i clothed in leaues; of whom the first bare in his
necke a fagot of smai] stickes, which they all,
f: both severally and together, assayed with all their
i strengthas to breake
,
but it could not be broken
by them. At the length, one of them plucked out one
' of the stickes and brake it, and the rest plucking
I out all the other stickes one after an-other did
! easely brake them, the same being severed, which,
being conioyned, they had before attempted in
vaine. After >the3^ had done this
,
they departed the
stage; and the musicke ceased. Hereby was signified
that a state knit in unitie doth continue strong
against all force, but being divided is easely
destroyed: As befell upon Duke Gorboduc dividing
j
his land to his two sonnes
,
which he before held in
1
monarchic, and upon the discerntion of the brethern
to whooit was divided".
Peele in his Tragical Battle of Alcazar in
Barbary begins with a soliloquy by a Presenter, which
is followed by a First Dumb Show and a Second Dumb
Show commented upon during their progress by the
Presenter. Thomas Heywood in his delightful
jHerr obllv' -ixi^ erU ncgu ni onuic rfcirlw 3f:i'-ujb
airi iii J'S'ix'i ftr'J incri"' lo ni b^rijolc
verfi floirfv; ,£o?-'f^iie I'r.ra '.to n
‘liflrf.t 1 1 Si rfJ’.cw bffvnaa/5
^
‘iftfiiogoi bns niC',''
no^vC'icf od Jon orxcr' Ji Jnd ,0/i£joncf cJ aerfJ^xnen J8
enc Jjjo bo>InuX(] nioriJ lo ©no (riJ^neJ ©riJ JA .nedJ y;rf
3ni>!ojj.fq Jaon fidJ bns ^J.f; Rna sf^>.o i Js orfJ ?c
bii nffiJc-HH noJli:' c-/.o aej^ciJa '•lodJo ©dJ .rj^ Jno
(dcirfvv ^bs'iovoa ^nlod enrda or!J ^rrodJ e>i6‘id Yl«aso
ni b©JQn:©JJ^ ©nclod b/5rf j b©f'Yc> gnisd
9dJ boJoist.ob tairiJ c-nob had vfldd! ns^JlA .©nifiv
bsiJtn^Lft sav. YdmsH ^n»paro ©xoiai/in edJ bnn jegaia
73no" Ja o;;n ' Jnoc rfJcb ©ijin;; ni Ji^^' ©JeJa £ JedJ
Y-f^aae ax bohivib Jud JJa JanW-,3 a
3nibivcb oxjbcd'ic-?? 9>'L'Cr ncqu ri©'isd oA .‘boYonJeeb
ni b/od ©no'^^c ©d rloidv
,
a^nxtoa cwJ aid oJ hnaj eirf
nnonJpnd ©n'J 'ic nr • Jm rjrr ib crfJ noqi; hna
,
i ricnanon
. "oqbivib a^v Jir.r>dv, cJ
ni 'ic ©fJi’a? fact^snT airf ni flor-q
fix' i d’// ^nftJnaacn'i a y^ Y‘-P<^ - i jb dJIv/ an i^od
dn'.jid bnco©r. r nn/j wcdr-' cip.jjC Jan id r Yd bovvrJJol ai
oriJ Yd fcr.nn^cn'i nxsdJ ^ninnh ncqxr boJnaranTCD wodc
InJJdsirnb aid ni bccwYoH a^moriT .•if Jnaarnq
{
Interludes, a form in which he was pre-eninent, gives
us "Arguments"
,
although they were written to be
spoken. In this regard thej/- boar a closer semblance
to the Greek form than most of those written at this
time, yet in his prologue to Challenge for Beadty
,
he denies this very analogj^^J
"The Roman and Athenian Drammars farre
Differ from us, and those that frequent are
In Italy and France, even in these days,
Compared with ours are rather jiggS than
^Playes”.
A prologuist, named Ghorys, speaks the induction
to Christopher Marlow's Dr. Faustx'and "one in the
character of Machiavel" that to the Jew of Malta.
Marlowe expended little energy on his prologues’,
they are short, those to the first and second parts
of Tamburlaine being eight lines each in verse, and
setting forth si.mply the argument of the theme
which he commends to the spectators
o
In the collections of Shakespeare's plays, we
have prologues to Tro> lus and Cressida, Pericles,
-Hornet- and Juliet, the Tamping of the Shrew,
Ef3vi3
^
Jr.on crft-?jTc; 8x?v rfr..',rfv. n i it'-ioI b
,
esbuX'ie.tnl
0 cf o>t nfJjJ.L'iv*-' rfguon'J'I (5
,
"sJnftniir^^A" su
oonsJdrnos t‘'bcXo *3 d vs.dJ ,b‘3.;53.-=)‘i sirfJ nl .nf)>cc;B
BirfJ dfi n0dJ-XT.v ween'd 1o XsoiTf rtsr'f rmeX 5'e>.o-i0 sdX cd
<
^^nsIIcrfS oX MJ^oXc'iq aid nX
no i J c ubn j . ©rd bj'cmi" .Buicrfd j J e iLq^to Xonq a
bn^' ni rlo/io tenil Jri^ L^^ ^n'sef on li-i'iudnnT ic
onodi oili 'io dnoirugio ©rid Xqrr fa- rfdno'l ^nidJoa
.
&‘icd/?d''oqe nrfj cd ebnortroo ©rf rfoir'w
: L s:,n.B 'licv 8^dd aoinob 'eri
GTrsd a'tsrnPTB'iO; 'nninoridA bne nen en odT"
S'lB dnojjpsnd dertd ©Borfd bno ^ bu rion't
o&fldd ni n?-.v?> ,©cnnn'f bnis '•fJBdl nT
n.3rfd 233 rt 'loddnn m k a*tu.o dii'-v bo'icqro''
odd ni eno" bn^jnJ buo'X E''.vcrn-ir nf rfOedeinri'' cd
..
.^>
;B©U3oIonc: a.iri no '(^sneno r idtil oshn’fqxo jvoJntiM
Bd'-iGt. hnoroo bn£ de.ni't ©rid cd onedd edner^E cn.G \rodd
•f
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King Henry
,
King Henry vm, and the Second
Part of King Henry IV and, though three out of the
seven are the plays classed under collaboration,
their similarity to the other four in style and
purpose make it possible for us to deduce from
them general charac teris tics* Shakespeare's use of
the prologue is more nearly akin to that of the
later Greek poets than to the Elizabethans* It has
not'' the structural unity found in Aeschylus and
Sophocles, li-ke his counterpart in Plautus, the
prologuist steps out of the picture and addresses
himself to the audience. Yet in each case enough
of the argument is given to start the suspense and
ii
nowhere does the author )5)emean himself to court
the favor of the public, or to berate his rivals.
In King Henry V there is a prologue bj’’
name Chorus, who discourses at the beginning
of each act relating the incidents that are supposed
to have taken place in the interval elapsing between
the acts. Before Act V, he says:
’’Vouchsafe to those that have not read the story.
b.rtco?>c rrU bn..i ,ITI” v^n^yi sni>i
©flit ?. o ijjc fnbJ rf^jjofl.^ '’’I y^h©H sniJi Ic Jis'l
^^oiiti3''lOcf^5[Icc aebm; jjtjEf..BJo nov©s
:jnc ©TyJ^ n.t 'luc'l ‘irr'oc orij Oiit 'lio/l.t
mc'il sovbfijj Cit en 'zcl sid.lsroq JI eylarn ©soq-it/q
to 80JJ E ’ s-'i6»c'£©j;i?r{2 .so iJ 2ii'-\t oii‘if?rfc .[sTsnsg irrorlJ
pqj to Cvt ni>!£' Ylnsf.n^ ©lofr- g; ©jj^gIcto ©ffj
Eisrl vtl .anf5riit©'f/3AiX7 ©rfj cX n;3flj eXsc-, >coTf) n.sXfil
bnf? EUlYrlOEr/. ni brfjjct Y-tini: a GrfJ Xon
or'J ni t'lBqiSitnuoo aJ'^ ©>[-/i .a©Jrcrfqco
aeaEO'ibt.'e bn^ onuJo/q orlJ :c itno aosJa J a 1 1330 1 0'!
6
rl^uon© oESij riOHC n i J©V .©orteibuis ebJ cJ tlsamiff
bn£ ©cn©q8JfE ©di vtTijt:- cX ncvl,-; a i itn^^ usn jt. eb! to
U.
itTifor cX 'tif.vr 'ri n/jor f-' norlti/B ©rfX a©ob ©n©riv.on
• al/svjT eX/5'iGcf ot no ,r(.rr^a'q ©rl.t tc nov^t ©rfl
Ycf 0030 Jcnq e a/ ©'isrTJ V ynHI riT
3nirini3«q ©rU ErmucoRib on'*'’' tEnnorir ©rsr:
l)raccqL-B ©na Xtid.t Evtrvb f an i ©rfst rfor.G to
nscv.J-©d sniaq^J.c InVi: t' f rriS rti ©O'i/o n»>''ei ©vnrl cJ
:fcY^>a ftfi .toA ©no 1*'^^ .aXoi5 nrU
^Y'icJe ©rfJ bj5©n ton ©v^jl ©aorit cJ .''t£c rfcuc'''"'
That I may prompt them; and of such as have,
I humbly pray them to admit the excuse
Of time, of numbers and due course of things,
’Vhich cannot in their huge and proper life
Be here presented. Now we bear the king
Toward Calais" etc.
Trui lus and Cressida has a prologue of thirty-one
lines, giving us first the setting, then the sub-
ject of the play and ending with the confidence
addressed directly to the audience; "and hither
am I come
A prologue arm'd, but not in confidence
Of author's pen or actor's voice, but suited
In like conditions as our argument,
To tell you, fair beholders^ that our play
Leaps d«r the vaunt and firstlings of
those broils.
Beginning in the middle; starting thence
away
To what may be digested in a play.
Like or find fault; do as your pleasures are;
Now good or bad, 'tis but the chance of war,"

The prologLie to Roineo and Juliet gives the
argument of the plajr as well as its fatal outcome,
procedure that would be resented by the average
modern audience. King Henry vm begins with a
prologue that tells nothing of the action of the
piece, but warns his audience that he comes not to
make them laugh, but to present "Such noble scenes
as draw the eye to flow". Gower, as Chorus, for
Pericles, begs the favor of the assembly and, in
Greek fashion, gives them the facts that proceed
the opening scenes of the plot. The Second Part of
King Henry IV commences v-^ith soliloquy spoken by a
prologue in the character of Rumour, "painted full
of tongues." The prologue to the Taming of the
Shrew is in the form of an Introduction in two
Scenes. It is really a one act play complete in it
self, centering in the situation of the druken Sly.
Then there is the scene between the Lord and the
actors, in which, after the manner of the Hindu
plays, the actors promise his lordship a "merry
comedy" and the presentation of the main action is
thus motivated.
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i Beaumont and Fletcher made use of such in-
I
troductorj^ by --play in their Knight of the Burning
Pestle, In this instance one in the guise" of
Prologue comes out to speak, v/hen he is stopped by
the intrusion of a citizen, his wife and his son
Ralph, who plant themselves, at the side of the stage,
1! furnish the Induction and comment on the play at the
li
; end of each act,
il The two men, who were most prolific in the
i writing of prologues and have left us the most
numerous examples, as well as the most varied forms,
)
' are Ben Jonson, who appeared before the Restoration,
1
and John Dryden
,
who came after it. The two special
characteristics to be noted in prologues from the
I
plays of Jonson are their ingenious variety and their
I
usage, very much like that of Terence, to defend the
‘ author and to attack his rivals. The monotony of the
usual presentation began to pall upon a novelty-
I
loving audience and Jonson was quick to seize upon
some of the devices that he so happily employed in
j
his masques. For The Magnetic Lady, he uses a scene
i
‘Of Induction similar to the device in the Hindu plays.
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The Staple of News has an Induction preceding the
prologue proper, though the two maj?- be considered
as prologue in the Aristotelian sense. In the last
named play, four Gossips, Mirth, Tattle, Expectation
and Censure, talk with Master Prologue about the
title of the forthcoming production, until the
prompter bids Prologue speak his lines, which he
does, after having with difficulty silenced Gossip
Mirth. - In Cynthia's Revels, two of the children of
the Chapel^ fight for the privilege of speaking the
prologue,, rending the black cloak in thei r cdntenti on
.
Another novelty attained by the help of stage
mechanics is introduced at the beginning of his
Poetaster. Envy rises ort of the ground, speaks
her lines and is seen to slowly descend, just as a
"Prologue in armour" enters and addresses her.
This prologue to the Poetaster is also
illustrative of the second characteristic of
0
Jons^n s usage, that of vi time rati on and abuse. In
this instance, it is Dekker who is the subject of
attack of the most vehement style. Dekjcer later. It
may here be mentioned, answered the attack in a very
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acrid play Satiromastix
,
in which he trounces his
denouncer in caustic style under the name of
Horace. Jonson avers that "his mind it -is above
their in’^uries"
,
yet his continued return to the
subject of his detractors disproved his claim.
While he deals with the general mob of "that
common spasm of ignorance, our fry of writers", in
sweeping denuni cation
,
he does not hesitate to at-
tack the popular Will Shakespeare, although in less
open allusions. The quickness of Shakespeare * s wit
and his readiness in composition irritated Jonson,
who was a slow and laborious worker. He complains
that some poets-evidently meaning Shakespeare- up-
set all cannons of play-writing (the unities again),
when, "in some one play we see so many seas, countries,
and kingdoms passed over" or when the poet doth "make
a child, new swaddled, to proceed
Man, and then shoot up, in one beard and weed.
Past three-score years."
The Puritans, we will remember, shut down
the playhouses and a damper was put upon the art of
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writing for the stage. After the Restoration,
however, there was an enthusiastic revival of
dramatic works and the prologue bobbed up, along
side the other conventions, as lightheartedly as
though it had never been sunk in disuse. In the
hands of Dryden, it became not a new form but sub-
ject to new emphasis. He made of it a highly
polished essay, in whose small compass, he gave us
abundant detail of the social, political and
literary life of his times, criticisms of the
theory of poetry and drama, information as to the
customs of the theatres, the actors, the play-
wrights and the taste and manners of the audiences.
He differed from Jonson in that, while he was
essentially militant, his attacks were less personal,
being directed against theories of literary work-
manship or faulty tenets of style, rather than
against the indivual dramatist or even one special
play.
Sir Walter Scott, in an introduction to a
volume of Dryden* s prologues and Epilogues, writes
of them thus: ”if he (Dryden) sometimes condescends
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to solicit, in a more hunble style, the approbation
of the audience, and to state circumstances of
apology, and pleas of favour, it is only in the case
of other, poets; for, in the prologues of his own
plays, he always rather, demands than begs their
applause; and, if he acknowledges any defects in the
piece, he takes care to intimate that they are in-
troduced in compliance with"the evil taste of the
agel^ ’’And again in speaking of the indecency of most
of the plays of that day and especially of their
!
prologues and epilogues Scott remarks; "till very
lately, it was expected ty the mobbish part of the
audience that they should be indemnified for the
patience with which they had listened to the moral
lessons of a tragedy, by the indecency of the
epilogue. In Dryden’s time this coarse raillery was
carried to a great excess; but our author, however
culpable in other compositions, is, generally speaking,
more correct than his contemporaries in his prologues
and epilogues”.
Certain prologues written for London produc-
tions are as licentious, we think, as any that were
permed, but the fact that many of Dryden’s forewords
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werecoraposed for Oxford, ’’that mother of learning"
an absence of sensational indecorum, as well as the
introduction of much weighty erudition, will be ex-
plained. One favorite topic for disertation was the
theory of literay composition and his famous attitude
in defense of poesy. Although he was frankly incon-
sistent and changed his vjsws on both subjects, as
often, in his day, as a belle changes her dress in
her daily round, he never ceases to comment upon it
in its varying forms. He gave up the poetic form of
expression only after a brave defense of it and long
loyalty in its service.
The prologue written by Dryden for
Southeme*s play The Loyal Brother is a striking
specimen of his political attacks against the Whigs.
In an age, when Titerary talent, wherever found, was
bought up by the government, it was not unusual to
find writers enroled as earnest partisans, yet few
went to the violent extremes employed by John Dryden.
This particular example begins thusJ
"Poets, like lawful monarchs, ruled the stage
Till critics, like damned Whigs, debauched
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Mark how they jumpl critics would regulate
Our theatres, and Whigs reform our state;
Both pretend love, and both (plague rot theml)
hate
.
The critic humbly seems advice to bring,
The fawning Whig petitions to the King;
But one's advice into a satire slides,
T* other's petition a remonstrance hides.
These will no taxes give, and those no pence;
The critics would starve the poet, Whigs the
pri nee.
"
The prologue written by him for a revival of
Beaumont and Fletcher's, The Propheters
,
went beyond
party attack and contained in metaphor such offensive
sneers at the King and his campaign in Ireland that
it was prohibited by the Lord Chamberlain after the
first day's representation* His satires, attacking
the Puritans as well as the Papists and Jesuits,
called f orth 'Jeremy Collier's notable work entitled
Profanity of the Stage.
Just as Aristophanes satirized the prologues
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of Euripides in The Frogs, Mol i ere those of Plautus-
in Amphibryon, so we find in Dryden's day a satire on
his prologuing-propensities in The Rehearsal by
'’illiers, Duke of Buckingham. Dryden's habit of
introducing two prologues and employing several
characters is parodied in a scene in which the poet
Bayes is instructing his players:
" Bayes For you must know there is, in nature, but
two ways of making very good Prologues. The one is
by civility, by insinuation, good language, and all
’that, to a in a manner, steal your
plaudits from the courtesie of the Auditors; the other,
by making use of some certain personal things, which
may keep a hank upon such censuring persons, as
cannot otherways, A gad, in nature, be hindered
from being too free with their tongues. To which end,
my first Prologue is, that I come out in a long black
Veil, and a great Huge Hang-man behind me, with a
Furr'd cap, and his Sword drawn; and there tell'm
plainly, that if, out of goodnature, they will not
like my Play, I gad, 1*1 e'en kneel down, and he shall
cut my head off. Whereupon they all clapping
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'Sx/v^irsjri 'io eeorfi o^oiioM oriT iil eeblqliiu2 *>0
no e^hine B x^b a 'nobyia nx bnll 9Wca
.noy^'icfirfqmA nx
yd I/jeTaorfea erfT ni 39idx8noqo-iq-3nii;3o£o«xq sid
iicfarf a'nofoY'xC
.fiifidgnf^/Dx/S lo sjfjjCr
XaaevGa gniyoXqme bnis aeugolonq owi gniouhciini
Jocq doXriw nt snooe a ni beibo^Bq ai aiadoad/j/fo
:e-i9yalq aid gnidoxr'iiani el aoy^g
dud
,
9*iu^^n ni ,ei snsdd won>r JaL'm jjoy To'q
8 i ono 0dT
.eei/3oJon<i boog yriov gnijiBir. lo ayaw owi
IlB bn a ,ogi^u3rf6X bocg
,
no rXai/n fan i yd ,yJ-iXfvfo yd
nuoy Xfiode ^nonnani a nf ^
,neriic 9 rfi ,-ano^ibxrA ori.t qo aieeXnnoo ori^ nonl ai tbusJq
riofrin ,agnirfJ Xanoanoq nis^n^o eirroa qo saw gnij/ani yd
8 B ^anoanaq gninnsnso doua noqu >(niirf a qaajT yj^in
benebniri e6
,
eixi^sn ni ,b«s a .eyfiwnedJo Jonn^o
«bn9 rioiriw oT .aongnod niedj d.tiw eenl ood gniod nicnl
MoaXd snoX 5 ni dno emoo I .fijdd
,
ai ejxgoXonq danil ym
« ddiw
,
9 ra bnided nsit^-gnaH agt^H dBsng 5 bns ^fie
fli'rXed enarid bna inwanb bnowe aid bnx; ,qj8 o b’mtr*q
don XXiw yedd
,
onndijnboog U duo ,fi
.yinialq
XXBda eri bna
,
nwob Xesnji ne'e fi
, i
,3
Smith "I, But suppose they don‘t ft
Then^ says Bayes^ he has made another Prologue in
which is Thunder and Lightning.
Johnson . "That's greaterJ I'd rather stick to that."
Bayes . "Do you think so? 1*1 tell you then; tho
there have been many witty Prologues written of late, yet,
|I think, you'l say this is a non pareillo: I'm sure
i
nobody has hit on it yet. For here. Sir, I make my
i
!
Prologue to be Dialogue."
li
|i We have dwelt upon the prologues of Jonson
1
and Dryden as being representative examples in style
and matter of the prologue of that era of English
Literature, though they were only two out of a host
of followers, too large to enumerate. Actors like
Coleman and David Garrick wrote many. Addison and
Steele left examples of their use of the form. Milton
gave us a prologue to the Masque of Coraus. Even
Dr. Johnson tried his heavy hand at the dainty trifles
with as cumborous a result as one might expect.
Goldsmith, with all his suppleness of style seems to
tiave been less successful with them and, we find to
tiis graceful comedy, "Good Batured Man!!, a ponderous
".vt’nob seoqqxjs Ju8 ,1'' * riJ’ln8
XI i scj^oIcT*! 'leriione eb^m asd erf a^^/se ^neriT
' .QxilnJTfgiJ bne 'lebni/riT ai rloliiw
".iBrfj- oi >foiJa 'lefiJB'i b'l a'J-sffT'* ^ ncanrfcL
oriJ. jnerfJ’ uo^ IIoJ I'T ?6e jfnirfvt jjoy oOf” *a s 7gg
oy; Jo aeJJ iriif esusoCot*! J’Jtw ^nsm need evarf e-ierid
o-iija ra’I :oI-ri9‘iBq ncn b ai sidS vbs ^jfnirfd I
Ym ejiBin I ,Tia , si erf 'id'^ di no did ead ^bocion
'
"
. ewS^JB id 9d od ensclon'f
\ ,
noanoL lo aeugolcnq arid ncqu diewb evBd
el^da nl BalqciBxe ov IdBdneee'iqon -gnied eb neb^^nCT bne
dElIgna Jo B'le dsxfd Jq eoaolonq erfd Jo neddBrn bna
dacri B "^0 duo owd i^Jno enew ^on’d rfguodd ,enudsnedlJ
oyi.iJ anodoA .odB'ieoiune od egnBl ood jenewoIXol "io
bnB noaibbA .ynBin edonw jfoxmsO b tVBd i>ns naraslon
nodllM .anoJ edd 'to osu nierid Jo aolqtr.Bxe died elead8
nova .zumo’d lo eupasM odd od oujolcnq b au eveg
eal'tind ^dfiiab add dB bn£d yvaad aid bei-id noandoL
.doeqxe ddsixn ono ea druaen b auonodniuo as dd ii^
cd exneoa el^da Jo aaonsiqqua aid TIb ddiw , dd iirablol
od bn I'd ow ,bnB nadd ddiw Xu'taaeooue aeeX need ovBr
Euonabnoq b ^^obU bsTudoff booO" .yber.oo lu'teoBns air
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' prologue by Johnson beginning thus luguberously
•
I
"Prest ty the load of life, the weary mind
1 Surveys the general toil of human kind.”
:i Turning to a consideration of the speaker of
ij
j the prologue, we learn, that, as in Greece, the
I
custom was, among the earliest productions, for the
recitation to be made by the dramatist himself.
There are various plays in which "Poeta” is set down
for the office. Gradually his representative was
r 4
' substituted, but, all through the sixteenth century,
the actor who spoke the lines was specially delegated
for the part and, with very few exceptions, was not
a character in the play. From the stage directions
and side-notes of old manuscripts, it is made
evident that the prologuist entered, announced by
thr^e blasts of trumpets, dressed in the long black
cloak, that became a symbol of the office^ and crowned
by the bay-leaves that had been significant of
authorship from the earliest times. Then a change
of character such as the Rumour of Henry IV and
the Machiavel of the Jew of Malta was introduced.
_^e ni^ber of speakers inc rease d as well._ As early
.* Y-TsiJO'isdusui eurfvt sninnlgscf noenrioL ejjgolo'iq
Y'lBow erf^ ,elM Jo b^oJ orlJ yd dee'll"
”»fani>I nijnuiri lo Iloi Xsionag eriX s’^sv'iltS
"to nsjJsoqe oriX Jo no iJs'ieb tp.no d s oi gnlmjjT
0 rfi ,9OQ0*iO ni SB fJBdJ ,meoI sw ,eii3'olo^q orfd
erii <ioJ ttnoiJosjbonq dseiliBe srfi Qnoniii
,
asw modBLrr
.'ilaa.-nirf daidjBns'ib orfJ yd ebsm ed o3 no tS&3 toon
nwob d8G ei **Bd 80 *I” rioXdw nl by£jq axjoXiBv 9n.B snodT
SBW ovU B.tne3enqen aid yllBxjfaa'iO .ooil'lo erfJ ncfi
eYTudnso rfineeJxla ©di d^uondJ IIb Jud tbeduJ tJadup
b9jBQ9lob ylJBioeqe sfjw eenil aril ejfoqe oriw loJoa arid
Ion aar/ ,8ncilq9OX0 yfeJ ynev riliw ^b^a dnsq sriJ nol
snofloanib 93 ^X 8 orii moi'? .Yslq erfd nl 'loJoBnedo b
sbBm ai jl , aJq LnoasmBn bfo lo aelon-ebXe bna
yri foeonuonnij .benejne ielugolonq 9 riJ l>JriJ Jneblve
}lDBld snoX 0 ril ni bsaaenb ,al©qrrxrnl Jo aJacId aiTffl
banwono bn^^eoi'i'^o orii lo Xocfrays b exs^ed dBdJ ,jl4cfc
‘lo InBO tllns ta need bad JsdJ eevseX-yacf orfl yd
©Snario b narfT ^eemiJ- leslXnBe ©rid ncnl q trianorfdxjB
bna VI ynnoH Jo nnofimH ©rid a^ dona nedoanarfo Jo
.beonbondni eew BdXaM Jo nel orid lo XovsiricBM erid
YXib 9 eA «XXew ae beagenoni aneiiceqe lo nednun 8riT
as 1615, in Heywood*s Four Prentices of London, the
induction is headed, ’’Enter three in black cloaks*”
j
Gradually the prologue assumed more and more of a
I
' dramatic nature, the dialogue being, as we saw in
' Jonson and in Beaumont and Fletcher, divided among
several speakers.
In 1609, there is a record of the prologue
to Jonson* s Every Woman in her Humor being spoken by
a female character. This was a distinct innovation as
is evidenced by her first words: "Gentles of both
j
sexes, and of all sorts, I am sent to bid ye welcome.
I
I am but instead of a Prologue, for a she- Prologue
is as rare as a usurer's alms.” A little later, pro-
logues were considered valuable mediums for exploiting
a star's talents, and Nell Gwynn's lively recital of
an epilogue is said to have been the cause of her
advancement from playhouse to palace, Charles jjr
being so enamoured of the performance. Women
I
dramatists were now entering the lists and in the
I
prologue to the Wonder, a Woman Keeps a Secret, by
Mrs. Gentlivre, is found an example of feminine use
of invective. She writes:
t
* Ben Jonson* s Every Woman in her Humor*
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orfj-
^
nobnoJ lo aeoiins'^'I 'la’o'E a'bocwYeH ni ,5X61 3b
",s>(i3oXo jfofiXd ni oonriX neJoa" <b0b£5srf si noiiorjbni
B Tto on cm bnB enom bomuasB 91/30 Xonq sriJ
ni WB8 9V7 b & ^gniad sngoXaib erfi ^oni/dan oiiBfrrBnb
gno.Tut?' bobiv.ib tierioioX^ bnB dnonruBsa ni bnB noancl-
, snaiBeqa iBnovaa,
OjjgoJ.onq eiii 'lo bnoosi b ai ensrii ,605/ nl
Yd nsjjoqa gnied noniuH nerl ni nerroW a'noenol, od
8B ncldfivonni Joni,i8ib « sbw b irTT .nsdoBnerio elBrr.s'i b
.» 'j
died lo aelineO" .‘abnow .tenil neri Yd beonebive ei
• exnoolew 9y bid od Insa me I ,3dno8 IXb lo bnB ,89X98
eugoIonS -erfe b nol tongolona b lo bBelani dud cib I
-onq ,n9dBl slllil A ".emlB e'nenuai; b bb onBi sb at
gnidioXqxe nol Sinutben eJdBi/lBV bansbisnoo anew aotfgoX
lo iBltosn Y-^^^vlX a’xinYwG IXO'^ bnB ^adnelBl a'nBJe b
nerl lo eeuBO srfl nood ovBr! oJ bias si ougoXiqo hb
,
eoBXBq oi esuorfY^siq monl InonoonBYbB
nero’^' »9onBinolneq edd lo bennemBro oe gnied
odd ni ibnB slail add gninelno won enow sJ’aiJ’BrrrBnb
Yd ,ienoe8 b sqe©}? narrow b ,nsbno”' sril oi engoXcnq
98U enenirasl lo slqrsxe ns bnno’l si tenviUnsl ,snM
taeiinw edS .sviloevni lo
.ncmi/H nsri nl nsmoW y*^9v;? e'ncsnol, ne8
”Our author fears the critics of the stage.
Who, like barbarians, spare nor sex nor age;
She trembles at those censors in the pit,
Who thinks good nature shows a want of wit#
Such malice, Oh*, what Muse can undergo it?
To save themselves they always damn the poet."
The subjects considered as legitimate >
material for treatment in the prologue were practically
limitless. Those enumerated in the consideration of
Dryden are fairly representative of the whole series.
They included anything from compliment to castigation,
from puns to politics, from prayer to profanity. They
comprised essays on literary criticism, love ballads,
delivery of personal spleen, party p?e judice as well as
complete one act plays with little relevance to the
plot of the play. We get moreover many interesting
details concerning the manners of the day, stage
usages, properties, scenery and dress. M. de Grisy,
I
in the preface to his Histoire de la Comedie -Anglaise,
values them highly. He writes: "Les prologues et
#
les epilogues qui ouvrent et ferment presque toutes
9/lJ ito sciJ'i'io sr(i stbs'I TcrfiifB aLiO"
>
'
’.
i©3B *^cn xea Ton saBqs ^ ans t'lBd'iBd sjl il ^ onT
<Jiq O-iKt nc aToaneo eaorfJ iB aeldxas'ii ©riS
ii
I .Jiw lo Jhbw b ewoiia ©-ij/iBn boo 3 e>(ni:rl^J oriT*
I
I
csTebni; hbo ©auM J’ariw .'riO ,©oJ:lBin rfou?,
!
'*.^eoq ©rfJ ninsb bv^bnIb aevloemorii ©vsa cT
©ismt-f 13©X BB bsTSbrenoo s:fO9t.c(02 ©riT
jIJBOiJra'iq ©"I9W ©t/solo'iq ©r(i ni JnenJBs^J’ toI iBiaSvtBG
'to no Biablanoo oriJ' nt bavtsTomune ©aorlT ,ea9l.ttri-r
.aai’ioa elodw ©dJ qo av UjBj’n©a©'iqoT ©'rs nab'^^'ifl
,
no ivti33 XiaBO o>X J-nemilqmoo mon'l ^niriJ’^na bobuTonX ^©r(T
vodT ,\(,i inrAo'iq oJ neYf^'iq irionq ^aoXqiloq oi em/q moil
^ebfillBcf avo f , rra-toU ino X C no eveac© baainqrnoc
8B IXei^' 8 B eoXbut©'q 'iinsq ,n99 lqe XBnoaneq 1o Y^^vlleb
£id.J oX snnBvaXen aXJXH dJXw a^c^Xq Job ©no ©JoXqmro
^niJesneJn' Y^Bra 'isvoe'iom J 93 sT .^eXq 9 riJ lo JoXq
03BJ 8 , edJ qo anennBm eriJ sntmoonoc aClBJeb
tYsXnO ob .M .aaanb bnB , aa iJnoqonq , aesBau
,
98 .cBX3nA“ aXbanoO bX 9b ©nioJatFI aid cJ oosqanq ©dJ ni
J© seuQoXonq 39J” :a©Jinw qH .YXdgid niedJ aeulfiv
aaJuoJ ©npaanq Jn©m©q J© Jnenvuo inp asusoX iq© esX
ces comedies nous ont
,
non moins que les dedicaces,
# f
fourni de precieux details sur les auteurs et sur
leur epoq^Ue." "G.S.B.” in his Study of the
Prologue and Epilogue in English Literature comments
upon the great quantity of illustrative matter for
the use of the historian that is "reflected in, or
may be extracted from these precocious and loc[t'.acious
infants of letters."
As the art of prologue -writing reached its
high-water mark with Dryden, so, with him, we begin
to feel its decline* The 3^ showed symptoms of
deterioration before they were finally done away with
as a formal foreword . The writers ceased to expend
care upon them, the audience wearied of the necessary
repetition and they died of neglect. According to
Mr. PlanchiE., the first play of importance to be given
without a prologue, was the adaptation of an old
comedy by Rowley, "A Woman never "^^ext"
,
1824. The
omission was not marked by the manager until the
final rehearsal when he demanded the prologue from
the adapter. When assured that there was to be
none, he cried, "a five act play and no prologue I Why,
the audience will tear up the benches*." The non-
I k
^
800Boib 9b asX eup Bniom non
,
Xno enon aaibemoo aso
1 «
lifs Xs 8‘i 5j9 ix;i5 36 l *1118 8 1 fsXeb XUS t08*iq eb fmuo'lt
srii lo YbuXS eid ni ".s^jpoqo nuel
aXnsrrjnoo snuX^nsJ f.J rieilgna ni.su^oXiqa bna susoXon*!
nol nsiXam 9vi^^S‘lX 8uXXi lo yXXXnaup Xbst^ srIX noqu
no ,ni beXcoXlsn" sX XariX nsinoXsXri sr(X 'to sau sriX
8 i;oiofiKjpoX bna auoxooosnq ©asriX irfC'it bsXoB'iXx© ©d yani
’’.aneXXeX lo eXnalnX
eXi bsriOBS'i sniXl^iw-ousoXonq lo Xna ©rfX 8A
nxBod 6W ,miri rlXi-v ,os tnebynC! xlX Xw >(‘i££n nsXaw-rlQXrf
lo anioXnnye bev/cdR .jCorTT ..©nXXosb sXX X©9l oX
riXiw yBWB ©nob yXXfinXl ©new yedX onoled noXXenoineXeb
bneqx© oX bseaso ansXXnw oriT . bnowanol XBnrnol b sb
ynaessosn ©rlX lo beXnsew oonsXbuB erlX ^moriX ncqu ©nao
oX sntbnoooA ^XoeXgen lo b©Xb yerfX bna noXXtXaqon
n©vX3 ed oX ©onBXnoqniX lo ysXq XenXl ©riX ,4dona[^ .nM
bXo ne lo noXXBXqBbs ©dX saw ,©jJSoXo*iq b XuodXXw
©rfT ^^S3X <”Xx8'^ *i9v©n namoT A” ,y©XwoH ycf ybsmoo
©riX XXXnu 'leQBnBm edJ yd be^nsni ion aar noXsalno
inonl ©usoXonq ©riX b&brusmsb ad nsrfw XaBnasrisn XanXl
©d oX aaw ensriX XariX be-iuBEB ns/fT .neXqaba ©dX
]©U3oXonq on bna yeXq Xcb evXl a" ^beXno ©d , ©non
".‘EAdonsd ©dX qu na©X XXXw ©onelbua ©riX
-non ©dT
appearance of the time-honored figure was however not
even noticed and, after li ttle mention is made
of that form, that should, as Garrick said,
"Precede the play in mournful verse,
As undertakers stalk before the hearse;
Whose doleful march may strike the hardened mind,
And wake its feeling for the dead behind,"
We are indebted to a custom that was in
vogue when the prologues were at the height of popu-
I
larity, for the number of examples of this interest-
' ingform that have come down to us. They were at that
time ,as Scott tells us, printed on singles leaves or
broadsides andsold by the hawkers at the doors of the i
Itheatres. Dr^rden took care to preserve the pro-
logues and epilogues of his own plays with the I
manuscripts and other copies exist in oollec tions
of literary curiosities called "Drolleries"
,
such as
the' Covent Garden Drollery" and the "Westminster
Drollery". There are also several Spouter's Manuals,
one of the quaintest of which is a collection by
John Palmer entitled,
I
-i
jj
i
I!
IG
^on ^9V9wori a^w eiusil ba'icnorf-scii edj 'io eone'iisoqqB
sb^m a.t noUnem sIcT J ,tl Tsilr.
^
bn« beolJon nev9
^bi/5B jiDi-n^o sb
,
bluorfe Jerii ,nnol "to
teaTev Jutmuom nl \;Blq erlj' sbeosi*?"
ieaiBerl sriJ" 9^o^:0c^ jilBte aaojiBJiebnjj aA
,briira beneb-iBri 9rfJ rfOTBirr lutelob eaoriW
’".bnlrfecf. bflofo erlJ 'lol ^nilee't a^i 3>iew bnA
nl 3BW J-Brfi moJ’auo b oJ bs^tdsbni ans eW
-0qoq *10 Iflgisri arid Jb 9T9w aairgolonq 9ril neriw sugov
-J-aeneJhnl alrii 'to aelqmfix© "to nodoiun eriJ nol
^Bf{J Jb 9n 9w YsrfT »bsj oJ nwob ©nioo ovBji JbiIJ cnolgnl
no aeveel aai’snla no badnlnq » au aXIeJ ldoo2 sb, eroll
e.iJ Jo anoo b edl 1 b anejIwBff erii bloabns asblabBond
-cnq edl ovneasnq ol e'iso Meat nsbYnCT .asnlseril
9fil rfllw ay,B£q nwo alri “to eoiisoXiqa Lhb aougoX
anollo©/I(r nl lelxs ealqoo neriic .bna alqinoaunBrn
a£ done , '’aelneXXonCI” bsXXBO eslllaolnno y'^JBisIIX 'to
nslanlr’lReV' odl bna "Y'JS^Xond nebiBO ln9Vor''9dl
,aXBunB?t e'naluoqS Xaneves oaXfi s'le enedT ."Y^^XXonCI
Yd nclineXXoo b al do iriw Jo JseJntBup ©dl *10 eno
'\b9Xllln9 neinXB^ nrioL
"The New Spouter's Companion, being a complete
theatrical Remembrancer and Universal Key to
Theatrical Knowledge, containing all the favorite and
most esteemed Prologues and Epilogues that have been
written by distinguished ’Tits, to accompany approved
Tragedies, Comedies, Operas, Farces, Pantoraines and
every other species of Theatrical Entertainment worthy
of Notice." There is a foreword for "He who would
become an Orator" *, "Rules for expressing some of
the Principal Passions" and an interesting collection
of some hundred representative prologues and
epilogues, among which are the Prologue "To the
Belle's Stratagem", "To the School for Scandal" "To
Much Ado about Nothing," and others*
Ieielqmco b gniscf
,
nolni?qmon eWRiacqa well srIT"
oJ- ^ie}{ Is8‘i0vlnU briB TSon^idFieinaf? Tbo jserfT
bHB eSi'iovBj erU IIs sn inlis.tnoo , s^bolwon}? lisoiT^BOriT
noecf evjsri SBriS sesjgoItqS bn£ eeu^olo'i^ bemeeSse iaom
bovciqqs Y^BqinccoB oJ be/ie fugni Jalfa
briJo 89nirrc\JriBS ,&i5T9qO <e9ib0jror» ^seibogeiT
YdJTOW dnsfrnlBJioJna Ifioiii^edT lo escoeqs TeriJo -z^evs
bijjow oriw oH" 'JC'i b'lcns^cJ b ei e'isrfT *\eol^o'A lo
to ernos snieasTqxe 'lo'i eoCuH” «*"To:ti5T0 hb emooed
nolfoelloc gnlds&'iedrfi hb bnjs "enotap^q XaqionlTq eriJ
b'f. B9i/3oXc'iq 8v!iaXfi086TqeT bSTbnurf omoe
6fW oT” sugoXoTq oriJ o'ib rloidw snoirii? tS^jJsoXXqe
oT" "XBbnfioa 'ic'i XoorioB eri^ oT” , "raeaB.tB'iXii e’eXXeF
.EisrfXo bnjB '^^nXriXo"^ dvcds cbA douM
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VII
The Modem Prologue *
Having attended in the last section, the
final rites and obsequies of our prodigal prologue,
perhaps there are those who will question this
reappearance. Just when we think we are well rid
of him, he has turned up like Banquets ghost at the
other end of the bench.
The prologue, which served as intermediary
between playwright and audience, has divided its
functions. That part of it which comprised the
information necessary for furthering the action of
the play has developed into what is technically
known as exposition, has become an integral portion
of the first act, as it was formerly with /^eschylus
and Sophocles. The special function of the formal
prologue, that which set forth the author* s views of
society or life in general, has beeen objectified
into some character that serves as his mouthpiece.
Especially is this the case in the Thesis play in
which a succinct presentation of the ideas which the
,,
f.
. Qupclc'i'i mef)cM eriT
V >
.noi^toee :tenl erii at bebne^liB gntvsH
(difSoJoiq Xi^Tiifcc'iq ‘luo “io aeiifpoBcfo bn^ 86^1*1 lisntl
BiriJ" noiJesup Iliw orfw seoriJ e^& e'isriJ eq^ri^isq
b.tT Hew 0TJS ew jlnlrfJ ew nerfw JgjjL .eonB'iBeqqBST
erii i£i ieorfs a'ofjpnjBF e?<il qu bsmui eeri eri »mlri lo
.rionod erid Ic bns TQdJ’o
»
YT Blbermelni ec bevTCS rloiriw ^eugclcnq edT
aS
i
bebJtvlb ssri ^oonelbue bnc noewv^ed
orfi b98.t*2qf!!co do iriw di 'to Jnaq J^/sdT .enol ionu't
qo notJDB edJ t'ledS'wl: to*! noidfinTiclnl
YlliJoJtnrioeJ el deriw oJnl beqolsveb asri ^aJq eriJ
rwlJ'ioq nj3 emooed a/3d ^^ol^^^8oqxe as nwon>i
8ijlYd©8of\ riJivf Y-f*^©C3Tc't 8i>w Jl ^ toe leal't eriJ 'to
iBimo't edJ" 'to noHonul leloeqe erfT .eoIoodqoR bn£
'to ewelv e’ToriduB erit dJToq dee doldw i£dd teugoloiq
bei'tidoef.dc neeed SBd
^
TsTOneg rrl e^lX to v,deloos
.eoelqdd oorr eld S£ eevTee djsdd nedOBTBrio smoe cdnl
nl eleedT odd ni 98bo odd eirid si
odd do ?dw eaobl odd qo noidBdnosoTq donlooue b doldw
dramatist wishes to set forth is equally important
with the unfolding of the plot. This defining of
principles or embodiment of social criticism is^ by
means of a figure in the cast who is little more than
an individualized Greek chorus. With the French
school he is the well-known raisonneur; with Pinero
and his following he is the confidant, the
sympathetic friend. In the casts of the plays of
Shaw, Brieux, Galsworthy or Barker will appear the
propagandist who typifies the sociological tendency
of modern thought.
Taking then, the first form of the modern
prologue which is the most comprehensive in such
exposition, we must start out by explaining that we
make no claim of modernity for this feature of
dramatic structure. It is rather a reversal to the
prologue as exemplified by the Greek poets and as
expounded by Aristotle. It began to resume its
original function, as soon as the formal or detached
prologue ceased to give the requisite information
as to the events in the saga, which preceded the
action of the play, of which the audience might be
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ignorant or forgetful. It became more and more a
necessity as the complexity of the plot increased,
but, so long as the formal prologue was expository in
character, the office was divided between the prologue
and the first act.
The prefatory character of the Elizabethan
prologue called for the embodiment of the exposition
in the f irst act and, being with them a comparatively
new convention, they often handled it awkwardly. In
many plays a simple conversation, giving the con-
dition of affairs up to the time at which the author
chooses to develop his plot, is all that is required
to start the natural growth of the action. Most
farces and many comedies are of this character, being
almost devoid of expository matter. Some of the
comedies of Shakespeare begin in this manner. In
Hamlet, on the contrary, there is a solid block
of exposition in the fifth scene in the speech of the
*
Ghost. This is, as Mr. Archer points out, "drama-
tized exposition" in contrast to the undramatic
exposition in Horatio*s lecture in the first scene.
Every dramatic author has a certain amount
H
1
* Archer, Play-making Chap. VI.
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of information of past events that must be given the
audience during the "two hours' traffic” of the stage-
He may accomplish it by means of the formal prologue
after the manner of Plautus, by means of a long
soliloquy as Euripides, Shakespeare and others have
done. He may put it into the swift movement of a
%
”prolog’4al act” as Mr. Boricicault does or, finally, he
may take the more usual and modern way of unfolding
it gradually, as exemplified in Ibsen's Ghosts.
Some where, some how, this information must be given*
Ibsen the great master craftsman, shows
singular development in his use of prologuial matter©
He has infinitely more story, as such, to get over
to the audience than did the Greek dramatists; because,
whereas they took a legend wholly or partially known
to their spectator, Ibsen must convey to his an
original story, which task he complicates even farther
by choosing to reveal it at the moment of the develop-
ment of its final catastrophe. He has given us no
formal prologues. Exposition in his earlier plays is
handled more crudely than his skill in other conventions
would lead us to expect. In the Pillars of Society,
I9rii novig isurn eJneve Jsaq *ic nolispnolni lo
.sga^ts odJ 'lo ”o 'a^uorf ow»J *' erfi gnlTjjb eoneibi/a
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: where much preliminary information must be supplied,
[he invents a sewing club of gossips, who relate to
I
I
one of their number, that has conveniently been absent
ifrom the town, the mass of details that the audience
I
I
i must know. It is a very obvious device# In
Rosmerholm, on the contrary, the expositional informa-
i|
I
tion is withheld until well into the third act, too
I
ilong, in fact, because it thereby lessens the suspense
!and destroys the force of the final castrophe,
Very different is his later masterly
treatment of this feature of his craft. In Ghosts and
i
!
iin Hedda Gabler, for instance, there is a gradual
i
revelation of the past. Information of happening
i
after happening is given us just before it is needed
for the action. It is like the unrolling of a carpet
before a procession, never too far in advance, yet
always supplied before the demand.
The prologue, either as exposition or as
direct appeal, reached its lowest ebb in France at '
the time of the Theatre Libre. In fact the light '
of its candle flickered so feebly it threatened to
I
I
^go out. Antoine and his followers cried for a
i !
'"slice of life", and the cleaner cut the better. There!
1
!
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must be no hanging crust of the past, nor crumbs of
the future, A window-curtain blows aside, we look
in upon a household of human beings, not stage-pupptTs,
Te watch them laughing, weeping, loving, hating,
,
living;, dying; when we grow tired of the scene, we
pull down the blinds. In Les Corbeaux, Beeque
,
the
leading exponent of this theory, fails to live up
to his creed; for he introduces into the first act
a long expositional speech by the mother to her
daughters, who must have been conversant with the
I
facts. In La Parisienne, however, he achieved as
|
perfect an example of the expositionless drama,
"la tranche de vie", as has ever been written.
Certain critics make the handling of expositiorl,
I
;
the crucial test of the dramatist's powers. There are
|
''
!
many other points on dramatic treatment, that call
for as great technical ability as this one^but it
is a fact that the skill in this regard has grown
enormously. It was once the fashion to permit the
parlormaid or the butler to discourse at length on
family affairs. Letters read aloud, friends in
a reminiscent mood, returned travellers were other
familiar, if obvious, artifices. With the
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elimination of the soliloquy and of the aside and
the demand for less artificiality, the difficulty of
the task has increased enormously, Pinero is a
modern wizard of this feat, Sudermann another. In
fact most of the modern masters of the art conduct
this particular feature of the craft so cleverly that
the information is projected insiduously into our con
sciousness without our being aware of the process.
In turning to the second form of the modern
prologue, the formal address or the preliminary act
that is frankly headed "prologue”, with the possible
exception of those cases in which it is used in a
play of symbol or fantasy to evoke a mood or strike
a note whereby the audience may attune their senti-
ments, the use of the prologue is in each instance
a confession of weaknes s, a dodging of technijcal
difficultie s. If we will study the material offered
Os in these prologues, we will find that by a clever
craftsman it could easily have been interwoven into
the expositon of the first act. The only advantage
it has is in visualizing rather than narrating the
deed, but this is more than counter- balanced by the
bns obiaB 1o br.B y;upoJiI03 oni *^0 no ttfinimlle
*to t 289l •'lol hnsmsb off^
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corresponding loss in economy of attention, time
and space. This theory is further substantiated by
the fact that the greatest dramatists of the present
generation do not employ it. Ibsen, as has been
noted, eliminated it from his conventions.
Strindberg made use of it only in his Dream Play,
which may easily be of the class excepted at the
start. Maeterlinck, master magician of moods, secures
his effects without such preludes. We find prologues
in none of the dramas of Hauptmann, 5'Udermann
,
Galsworthy, Barker or Hervieu. Even the poetic
dramas of the Irish school, in which one might more
reasonably expect to find it, are barren of such
form.
In the instants in which it is used by the
better playwrights, it is for one of two reasons.
Either it starts a suspense value by giving the
keynote of the theme or plot, or else it is practi-
cally a one-act pla 3r emphasizing an action that is |
to have definite value later in this play, but which
,
by passage of time or of a series of happenings, is
not so closely knit to the body of the play as the
rest of the acts.
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The second division has been common in plays
in all lands. As soon as the necessity for demand-
ing silence and attention from the audience was
obviated Germany began to discard the address and to
introduce a scene or situation, that should prelude
the drama, Isabella, the princess of Messina, acts
as her own prologue in Schiller’s Br^de of Messina,
and she is followed in true Greek fashion by the
chorus and semi-chorus; but this is a mere survival.
A complete one-act play constitutes the prologue to
the same author’s Maid of Orleans; and another
humorous play introduces the two plays, ’llallenstein
and the Death of Wallenstein, Goethe has given us
in Faust one of the most beautiful and note-worthy
prologues in the history of the drama.
In France, the detached prologue marked its
decline from the time of Racine, Moliere never uses
i t in his comedies, though such lyrical pieces as
Psyche, Les Araans Magnifiques and La Malade
Imaginaire have prologues in the form of ballads and
music, thoroughly in character with the nature of
the composition. Alex. Dumas perfected, if he did
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not originate, that popular form of introductory
act that displays in the childhood or youth of the
hero or heroine some act that is to be significant
in the later crises of his life* This is a usage
that has come down to our own day* It is a
special favorite in romantic drama and poetic plays*
There is often in the melodramatic form a murder
that must subsequently be exp^iated* It is murder
in the prologues of Dumas* Les Mohicans de Paris
and his La Dame de Monsorean* There is murder, too,
in the prologue of Gabriel Lambert, the last line
of which, spoken by Louise, points very significantly
to the denou^ement of the play; "La loi punit de
raort le contrefac teur.
"
In the well-known Madame X, by
Alexandre Bisson, the author has adopted Dumas*
method of portraying a situation, whose results or
reactions shall be given in the play proper* In the
prologue, we have the wife pleading for forgiveness^
asking harshly what will become of her if she is
turned out upon the world. The play pictures the
ft t*
tragic answer to her query* Bjornstjerne Bjornson
"lOsToiiboicTni *>0 tmol TBii/qoq ,8iBnjtsl'io ion
erfi lo rfinoY no bcorfblirio srii ni eiiBlqalfc iBfti Sob
inBoilingla ed oi ei SsrfS Sob emos enJonsri no onori
93B8U B ai sidT .s^iX 8 id J.o aasXno noiBi erii nX
B e.t SI nwo nuc oi nwob omoo ejsrf SsriS
,8'B.Iq vOiieoq bns Bmanb oiin«cion ni siinbvs'X leioeqa
nebnnm b mnol oiiBnrBnbcI en: orivt nl neilc ai enerlT
nebnnm el SI .beSsrqxe od vlSnonpeadua ienm iBdi
8xnB4 ob anfioidoM eeJ 'eaniuq qo asugcJonq en'i ni
tooi ^nsbnnrn at onedT .HBenoanoM ©b erf^aQ bJ aid bns
oniX i8BX ©rii jinsdncJ XsindBf) Jo engolonq erii ni
ylinBO ilinriie ^nov einioq ^eEinoJ ^d neTloqe ^doldw Jo
sb iini/q foX bJ" *^0 insmoo^iuoneb sdi oi
*'
.nLfoioB'ioninoo ©I Jnom
Yd ©iHJSboM- nwonjI-XXew arid nl
'sBcijjq beiqcba SBd ncdixjB ©di .ncsaiR ©nbnBxsXA
no eiXnasn ©eodw
,
noiiBL'i ia b ^niY^nincq Jo bortSem
arts nl .nsqonq y,Blq edS nl novig ed Xlsda enoiioBon
^SBsnevianc't nol anibasXq eliw odi ©vBd ©w ,en^cXcnq
ai ©da qi ned qo ©rroosd XX iw i^dw YXdanBd gniJieB
orii eonijioiq y;Blq ©dT .bXnow ©rii noqn iuo bennuS
'I i\
ncsmotB ©nn9i. iennof q .Ynoi/p n©d oi newenB olgcni
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makes use of the expedient of the prologue in his
drama, The King. He gives in it an incident in the
life of the King that proves the turning point of
his career. !
A remarkable play^The Great Galeotto, by
the chief exponent of modern Spanish drama, Josi
Echegaray, has an especially effective prologue in
soliloquy and dialogue that gives the theme of the
play that follows. This use classifies the pro-
logue with that first division, modern introductions
that give the keynote of the theme or suggest the
mood or spirit in which the subject is to be treat-
ed.
The Russian dramatist, Andreyeff, only
lately becoming familiar to English audiences
through translated editions of his works, prefixes
prologues to two of his best known plays to fulfill
precisely this function. In Anathema, an atmos-
phere of immensity is created into which is projectec
an ominous questioning of the ultimate purpose of
life. His other play. The Life of Man, is introduc-
ed by a prologue
,
a Russian interpretation of the
Seven Ages of Man, spoken by a mysterious Being in
Given in full in the Appendix
slii nl eugoloiq eii.t lo jnsibeqxe edJ lo ©an
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Grey. Like the Greek chorus, he continues throu^
the play commenting upon the actions of the Man
whose life he is revealing to us. He is represented
as wearing a shapeless grey robe, a grey scarf
partly concealing in shadow his stern- face, ^i th
firmly compressed lips^ he speaks ’in a cold, passion-
less voice "like a hired lector reading with
severe indifference the Book of Fate." He begins?
"Look and listen, ye who have come hither for mirth
and laughter. Lo
,
there will pass before you all
the life of Man, with its dark beginning and its
dark end. Hitherto non-existent, mysteriously
hidden in infinite time, without though'- or feeling,
utterly unknown, he will mysteriously break
thr 'iugh the barriers of non-existence and with a cry
will announce the beginning of his brief life. In
the night of non-cxistence will blaze up a candle,
lighted by an unseen hand. This is the life of
Man. Behold its flame. It is the life of Man."
During each act, this Being in Grey stands in some
shadowy corner of the room, holding his flickering
candle, which, at the endj burned down, gives one
last feeble flare and goes out*
.
;!
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There is a prologue to Chantecler, often
omitted in production^ in which Rostand, b3^ means of
the Hindu construction, gives the theme and has the
manager order his scene. In Kismet, Knoblauch re-
fC
tains the atmosphere; the Oriental drama by a
dialogue sung by a man and a woman and a soliloquy
which translate the audience into the spirit of the
piece before the rise of the curtain on the first
*
act.
Percy Mackaye introduces his four act
tragedy, Fenris, the Wolf, w-i^ a Prologue in which
the characters are Norweigen deities, destined to
play human roles in the unfolding of the subsequent
action. Another American playwright, Edward Sheldon
gives by means of the prologue the spirit of his
delightful play, Romance.
Still another use of the prologue that may
by considered under the category of the fantastic
drama, yet is practica.lly in a class by itself, is
in its connection with the popular modern form of
dream pTays. In these plays the prologue and the
epilogue or final act are in reality a split fourth
neJlo ,^9.CDeJnr.riO o^
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|act, between them passes in review the dream or
j
pageant to be painted. Notable examples of this
division are the Phantom Rival of Molnar, Be^ulah Dix*s
The Road to Yesterdajr and the more recent play of
modem life. Common Clay, by a Harvard student,
Oleve Kincead.
The question of the legitimacy of the
prologue is one for personal solution. Any potent
theory of the drama must be founded on the best
usage of the time. Aristotle did not lay down laws
as to what should be but deduced conclusions from
what had been done. So it has been down the line from
\
Aristotle to Brunetiere ,Lope de Vega, Archer or Jones,
as soon as a canon is pronounced universal, along will
come some genius of the stamp of Shakespeare or Ibsen
and break it. And the plays of the law-breakers per-
sist, after the theories of the law-makers have
rusted from disuse. Not that they were useless or
incorrect in their day, but their sun had set. New
standards had been set up from which new rules had
to be derived.
So it has ever been with the prologue. The
TO nTBenb erfJ wslvon ni asea^q norfj^ neowJ^d
^^r^J ’lo aslqrrfsxe eJdsJ'oV! .beunifiq sd oJ" dni^egsq
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dramatist has never been content to accept either
the critic's condemnation of it, nor yet his com-
mendation* When it has been thought convenient to
produce an effect desired by him, he has employed
it imstintingly B As we have seen its fortunes and i
its forms have varied. What place it will occupy ''
in the new rhythmic drama or on the stage of the
theatre of the new stage-craft, it is hard to pre-
dict. At the present, it is a contented prodigal,
chatting loquaciously in the bosom of its family.
For awhile, at anj^ rate, it has come into its own.
1
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’Watchman
«
I pray the gods deliv’ ranee from those toils,
This year-long watch, which, prone on
Atreus' roof
^ith head ensconced in arm, dog-like, I keep.
Marking the confluence of nightly stars;
And those bright potentates who bring to men
Winter and summer, signal in the sky,
Both in their wane I view and when they rise.
And for the beacon's token now I watch.
The blaze of fire, bearing from Troy a tale,
Tidings of capture; for so proudly hopes
A woman's heart, with manly counsel fraught.
Dew-drenched and restless is ray nightly couch.
By dreams unvisited, for at my side.
In place of Sleep stands Fear, forbidding me.
Save in unquiet rest, ray lids to close.
Then when I think to chant a strain, or whistle,
(Such against sleep my tuneful counter- charm)

Moaning, I wail the sorrows of this house,
Not wisely governed as in days of old,
suddenly beholds the beacon-light and starts
to his feeto)
But now, glad respite from these toils be mine
Since fire, joy*s herald, through the darkness
gleams
.
Hail lamp of night, forth shining like the day
Of many a festive dane in Argos' land,
Through joy at this event, the harbinger.
Hurrah! Hurrah! To Agamemnon's queen.
Thus with shrill cry I give th* appointed sign
That from her couch up-rising with all speed,
She in the palace jubilant may lift
The joyous shout, to gratulate this torch.
If Ilion's citadel in truth is ta'en,
As, shining forth, this beacon-fire proclaims.
The joyous prelude I myself will dance.
For I shall score good fortune to my lords,
Now that this torch hath cast me triple six.
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77elll be it mine, ^hen comes this mansion’s lord,
’^ith this my hand his much-loved hand to graspl
The rest I speak not; o'er my tongue hath passed
An ox with heavy treadJ the house itself.
Had it a voice, would tell the tale full clear;
And I, with those who know, am fain to speak,
^ith others, who know nothing, I forget.
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Prologue to Electra ^ Saj>Lc'<^-
(The Oxford Translation,)
ATTENDANT, 0 son of Agamemnon who once commanded
the army at Troy, now mayest thou here present
behold those things, for which thou were ever
eagerly longing. For this is the ancient Argos,
which thou didst desire, the grove of the frenzy-
stricken daughter of Inachus, and this, Orestes,
the Lycaean forum of the wolf-slaying god; but this
on the left, the renowned temple of Juno; and for
the place whither we are arrived, assure thyself
thou seest the all-opulent Mycenae: and this the
habitation of the Pelopidae teeming with murders,
whence I formerly, having received thee from thine
own sister, bore and rescued thee from thy father*
s
bloody fate, and nourished thee thus far onwards in
thy youth, as an avenger of his murder to thy sire.
Now therefore, Orestes, and thou, Pylades
,
dearest
of foreign friends, what it is needful to do we must
quickly consider, since already the brilliant light
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2of the sun wakes clear the morning carols of the
birds, and the dark night has gone from heaven.
Ere therefore any of the inhabitants walk forth
from his dwelling, we must confer in counsel, since
we are come to that point where there is no longer
any season for delay, but the crisis for action.
ORESTES , 0 most beloved of serving-men, what
evident proofs showest thou that thou art good
towards uss for even as a generous horse, although
he be aged, in danger has not lost his spirit, but
pricks his ears upright, even so thou both urges
t
us forward and art among the first to follow us,
^Therefore my determinations will I unfold; and do
thou, lending an alert attention to my words, if in
aught I miss of what is fitting, set me right. For
when I came a suppliant to the Pythian oracle, that
I might learn in whay way I should exact justice
for my father from his murderers, Phoebus gave me
an answer, such as thou presently shall hears "That
in person, alike unfurnished with armour and with
martial host, by craft I should steal the lawful
slaughter of mine hand," Since then we have heard
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such an oracle as this, do thou entering, when
opportunity shall introduce thee, into this house,
learn all that there is doing, that being informed
thou mayest tell us sure tidings. For fear not
that with both thine own age and the long lapse of
time they shall recognise thee, or even suspect
thee thus tricked out. But make use of some such
tale as this, that thou art a Phocian, stranger,
coming from Phanoteus
,
since he is the chiefest
of the foreign allies they have. But announce,
adding an oath, that Orestes is dead by a violent
death, having been tumbled from a wheeled chariot
car at the Pythian games. So let thy story stand.
But we having, as he enjoined, first crowned ray
father's sepulchre with libations and locks cropped
from my head, will then come back again, bearing in
our hands a brazen-sided vessel, which thou also
knowest is somewhere hidden among the brushwood,
that cheating them with words we may bring them
pleasant tidings, how that ray body is perished,
already consumed by fire and reduced to ashes. For
what does this pain me, when, dead in words, in deeds
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I shall be safe, and bear away renown? I indeed
think no expression ill-omened which gain attends*
For already have I frequently seen the wise also
in story falsely dying: then afterwards, when they
shall again have returned home, they have been
the more honoured* As I presume that I also,
coming to life subsequently to this report, shall
yet blaze forth, as a star, to my foes. But 0
land of my forefathers, and ye its gods indigenous,
welcome me as prosperous in this ray journey; and
thou too, 0 abode of my ancestors, for, urged by
an impulse from heaven, I come to purge thee by
my just revenge: then dismiss me not in dishonour
from this my country, but (make me) master of my
wealth and the restorer of my house. This now
have I said, but, old man, be it at once thy care,
having gone, to execute with caution thy duty, but
we will go forth, for it is the season; which
indeed is to mankind the greatest arbiter of every
act.
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AT« Ip sooth me thought I heard from the door
some female servant inside heaving a suppressed sigh,
ray son.
OR, Can it be the hapless Electra? wilt thou we
tarry here and listen to her cries?
AT« By no means. Let us attempt to execute nothing
prior to the commands of Loxi as
,
and from these to
commence our course, pouring out the libations to
thy father, for this brings us both victory and
strength in action.
EL# 0 holy light, and air that sharest equal space
with earth, how many a strain of mournful dirges,
how many a blow against ray bleeding breast hast thou
witnessed for me, when murky night shall have retired!
But for my livelong nights the hateful couches of
this house of woes are conscious; How oft I mourn
mine unhappy sire, .whom in a foreign country gory
Mars entertained not, but my mother, and /E^isthus
the partner of her bed, lop off his head with
murderous axe, as woodwcutters an oak. And for all
this no pity is felt by any other save me, when thou.
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ray father, hast perished so disgracefully and
piteously. But never then will I desist from
laments and bitter cries, as long as I look on
the all-glowing beams of the stars, as I look on
this daylight; so as not, like some nightingale
that has lost her young, to pour forth to all
mine echo inviting to shrill lament before these
gates of my native home. 0 abode of Pluto and
of Proserpine, 0 nether Mercury and lawful Curse,
and ye venerable children of the gods, ye Furies,
who regard them that unjustly perish, them that
by stealth usurp another ' s bed, come ye, lend aid,
avenge the murder of our father, and to me send my
brother, for alone I have no longer strength to
weigh up the burden of affliction that is in the
opposite scale.
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Prologue of the Hecuba of Euripides .
(Everyman’s Edition)
The Ghost of Polydore .
Leaving the cavern of the dead, and gates
Of darkness , 'Vhere from all the gods apart
Dwells Pluto, come I Polydore, the son
Of Hecuba from royal Cisseus sprung.
And Priam, who, when danger threatened Troy,
Fearing his city by the Grecian arms
Tould be laid low in dust, from Phrygia’s realm
In privacy conveyed me to the house
Of Polymestor, of his Thracian friend,
’Vho tills the Ohersonesus* fruitful soil.
Ruling a nation famed for generous steeds;
But secretly with me, abundant gold
My father sent, that his surviving children
Might lack no sustenance, if Ilion's walls
Should by the foe be levelled with the ground.
I was the youngest of all Priam’s sons,
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By stealth he therefore sent me from the realm;
Nor could my feeble arm sustain the shield,
Or launch the javelin; but while yet entire
|
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Each ancient landmark on our frontiers stood.
The turrets of the Phrygian state remained
Unshaken, and my brother Hector's spear
Prospered in battle; nurtured by the man
Of Thrace, my father's friend, I, wretched youth
Grew like a vigorous scion. But when Troy,
When Hector failed, when my paternal dome
Was from its basis rent, and Priam's self.
My aged father, at the altar bled
Which to the gods his pious hands had reared.
Butchered by curst Achilles* ruthless son;
Me, his unhappy guest, my father's friend
Slew for the sake of gold, and having slain.
Plunged me into the sea, that he might keep
Those treasures in his house* My breathless cors
In various eddies by the rising waves
Of ocean tost, lies on the craggy shore.
Unwept, unburied. But by filial love
For Hecuba now prompted, I ascend
e
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A disembodied ghost, and thrice have seen
Ihe morning dawn, to Chersonesus land.
Since my unhappy mother came from Troyo
But all the Grecian army, in their ships,
Here anchoring on this coast of Thrace remain
Inactive; for appearing on his tomb
Achilles, Peleus* son, restrained the troops.
Who homeward else had steered their barks, and
claims
Polyxena my sister, as a victim
Most precious at his sepuT chre to bleed;
And her will he obtain, nor will his friends
Withhold the gift; for fate this day decrees
That she shall die: My mother must behold
Two of her slaughtered children's corses, mine.
And this unhappy maid's that in a tomb
I may be lodged, where the firm beach resists
The waves, I to her servant will appear.
Since from the powers of hell I have obtained
The privilege of honourable interment.
And that a mother* s hand these rites perform:
I shall accomplish what my soul desired.
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But on the aged Hecuba’s approach,
Far hence must I retreat; for from the tent
Of Agamemnon she comes forth, alarmed
By ray pale spectre. 0 my wretched mother.
How art thou torn from princely roofs to view
This hour of servitudel what sad reverse
Of fortunel some malignant god hath balanced
Thy present misery ’gainst thy former bliss.
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How many things there are to cross and vex me,
My comforts I compute at four precisely,
My griefs and miseries at a hundred thousand.
Let's see what there has happened to rejoice me
"Vith any real kind of joyfulness;
Come, in the first place I set down five talentsi,
^ich Cleon vomited up again and refunded;
There I rejoiced; I loved the knights for that;
*Twas nobly done, for the interests of all t
Greece
,
But again I suffered cruelly in the theatre
A tragical disappointment There was I
Gaping to hear old Aeschylus, when the Herald
Called out, "Theognis, bring your chorus
forward."
Imagine what my feelings must have been*.
But then Dexitheus pleased me coming forward
And singing his Boeotian melody;
But next came Chae ris with his music truly.
That turned me sick, and killed me very nearly.
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But never in my lifetime, man nor boy,
I so vexed as at this present moment;
To see the Pnyx
,
at this time of the morning,
Quite empty, when the Assembly should be full.
There are our citizens in the market-place.
Lounging and talking, shifting up and down
To escape the painted twine that ought to sweep
The shoal of them this way; not even the
Presi dents
Arrived they're always last, crowding
and jostling
To get the foremost seat; but as for peace
They never think about it Oh, poor
country
I
As for myself, I'm always the first man.
Alone in the morning, here T take my place,
Here I contemplate, here I stretch my legs;
I think and think 1 don't know what to think.
I draw conclusions and comparisons,
I ponder, I reflect, I pick ray nose,
I make a stink I make a metaphor,
I fidget about, and yawn and scratch myself;
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Looking in vain to the prospect of the fields,
Loathing the city, longing for a peace.
To return to my poor village and my farm.
That never used to cry "Come buy my charcoal'.”
Nor, "Buy ray oil'." nor "Buj?’ my anything'."
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But gave me what I wanted, freely and fairly,
Clear of all cost, with never a word of buying.
Or such buy-words. So here I'm come, resolved
To bawl, to abuse, to interrupt the speakers,
^enever I hear a word of any kind
Except for an immediate peace. Ah there'.
The Presidents at last; see, there they come'.
All scrambling for their scats 1 told you so'.
HERALD. Move forward there'. Move forward
all of ye
Further', within the consecrated ground.
AMPHITHEUS. Has anybody spoke?
j
HER. Is anybody
Prepared to speak?
AMP. Yes I.
HER. THio are you and what?
AMP. Araphitheus the demigod
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i HER* Not a man?
I
I
AMP. No, I'm immortal; for the first
1 Amphitheus
I
!
’ Was born of Ceres and Triptoleraus,
His only son was Keleus, Keleus married
;
Phae narate my grandmother, Lykinus
My father, was their son; that's proof enough
Of the immortality in our family.
The gods moreover have dispatched me here
Commissioned specially to arrange a peace
Betwixt this city and Sparta notwithstanding
I find myself rather in want at present
Of a little ready money for my journey.
The magistrates won't assist me.
HER. Constables!
AMP. OKeleds and Triptoleraus, don't
forsake me!
Die. You Presidents, I say! you exceed
your powers;
You insult the Assembly, dragging off a man
That offered to make terras and give us peace.
I
HER. Keep silence there.
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5DIG.
I
By Jove, but I won't be
silent,
Except I hear a motion about peace*
HER Ho there*. the Ambassadors from the
King of Persia.
DIG. What King of Persia? what Ambassadors?
I*m sick of foreigners and foreign animals,
Peacocks and coxcombs and Ambassadors.
HER. Keep silence there.
DIG. What's here? What dress
is that?
In the name of Echatant^al What does it mean?
AMR. You sent us when Euthymenes was
Archon,
Some few years back. Ambassadors to Persia,
With an appointment of two drachmas each
For daily maintenance.
DIG. Alas, poor drachmasi
AMB. *Twas no such easy service, I can
tell you,
No trifling inconvenience to be dragged
Along those dusty dull Gaystrian plains.
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6Smothered with cushions in the travelling chariots,"
Obliged to lodge at night in our pavilions, i
Jaded and hacked to death.
I
[
DIO« My service then |i
* i
las an easy one, you thinkl on guard all night,
j
In the open air, at the outposts, on a mat. ji
Ij
AMB. .... At our reception we were forced
I
to drink
Strong luscious wine in cups of gold and crystal
DIO. 0 rock of Athens*, sure thy very stones
i;
Should mutiny at such open mockery*.
AMB ( in continuation )
|
.... with the barbarians *tis the test of
manhood.
j
There the great drinkers are the greatest men . . . .
DIO. As debauchees and coxcombs are with us. ii
AMB. (
i
n continuation)
a ... In the fourth year we reached the royal i
I;
residence,
ij
But found the Sovereign absent on a progress,
:[
Gone with his army to the Golden Mountains,
['
To take his ease, and purge his royal person;/

There he remained eight months.
Die. ^hen did he close.
His course of medicine?
AMB. With the full of the moon
He rose, and left his seat, returning homeward;
There he admitted us to an audience.
And entertained us at a royal banquet
With a service of whole oxen baked in crust.
PIC. Oxen in crust*, what lies, what trumpery
Did ever any mortal hear the like?
AMB. Besides they treated us with a curious bird.
Much bigger than our own Cleonymus.
*Tis called the Chousibus.
Die. Ay, by that same token
We* re choused of our two drachmas.
AMB. Finally,
We*ve brought you here a nobleman, Shamartabas
By name, by rank and office the King's Eye.
Die. God send a crow to pick it out, I say.
And yours the Ambassador's into the bargainl
HER. Let the King's Eye come forward.
Die HerculesI
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What makes you steer so steadily and so slowly?
,
AMB* Come now, Shamartabas
,
stand forth; declare
The King's intentions to the Athenian people*
(SHAMARTABAS here utters some words,
|
which Orientalists have supposed to
be the common formula prefixed to
j
the edicts of the Persian Monarch
lartaman exarksan apissonai satra)
AMB. You understand it? *
Die. No, by Jove, not I.
AMB. (to DICADPOLIS) He says the King intends
I
to send us gold.
i
i;
(to SHAMARTABAS) Explain about the gold; speak
more distinctly.
SHARARTABAS. Sen gooly Jaonau aphooly chest.
j
i
Die. Well, that's distinct enoughl '
HER What does he say?
Die. That it*s a foolish jest for the lonians
To imagine that the King would send them gold.
AMB. No, Nol—He*s telling ye of chests full
of gold.
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Die. "That chests? you*re an impostor.
—
I
Stand away.
Keep off; and let me alone to question him.
(to SHAIiARTARAS)
You Sir, you Persian*, ansv/er me distinctly
And plainly, in resence of this fist of mine;
On pain of a royal purple bloody nose.
Yill the King send us gold, or will he not?
(SHAf.'IARTABAS shakes his head)
Have our Ambassadors bamboozled us?
:(3HA!MRTABAS nods)
These fellows nod to us in the Grecian fashion;
They* re some of our own people. I'll be bound.
One of those eunuchs there I*m sure I know:
I*m positive it's Cleisthenes the Siburtlan.
How durst you, you baboon, with such a beard.
And your designing wicked rump close shaved,
To pass yourself upon us for a eunuch?
And who's this other? Sure enough it*s Stratol
HER. Silence there*. Keep your seats*.
The Senate have invited the King's Eye
To feast with them in the Prytaneum.
,
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Die. There
An’t it enough to drive one mad? to drive one
To hang himself? to be kept here in attendance,
Working myself into a stran.^ry;
Whilst every door flies open to these fellows.
But I'll do something desperate aid decided.
Where is Amphitheus got to?
AMP . H e re am I
.
DIO. The re---Take you these eight drachmas
on my part
,
And make 8 separate peace for me with Sparta,
For me, my wife and children and maidservant
And you—Go on with your embassies and fooleries.
HER. Theorus, our ambassador into Thrace,
Returned from King Sitalces*.
THEO. Here am I.
DIG. More coxcombs called for! Here’s
another coming.
THEO. We should not have remained so long in
Thrace. . . ,
DIG. If you hadn* t been overpaid I know you
wouldn* t
I
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THEO. But for the snow, which covered all
the country
And buried up the roads, and froze the rivers
o
'Twas singular this change of weather happened
Just when Theognis here, our frosty poet,
Brought out his tragedy. We passed our time
In drinking with Sitalces. He's your friend.
Your friend and lover, if there ever was one.
And writes the name of Athens on his walls^
His son, your new-made fellow-citizen.
Had wished to have been enrolled in proper form
At the Apaturian festival; and meanwhile.
During his absence, earnestly desires
That the Apaturian sausages may be sent to him.
He is urgent with his father to befriend
His newly adopted countrymen; and in fine
Sitalces has been so far worked upon,
He has sworn at last his solemn Thracian oath.
Standing before the sacrifice, to send
Such an army, he said, that all the Athenian people
Shall th5nk that there's a flight of locusts c
Die, Then hang me if I believe a word about it.
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Except their being locusts; that seems likely.
THEO. And now he has sent some warriors
from a tribe
The fiercest in all Thrace,
jj
Die, Well, come That*s fair.
HER, The Thracians that came hither with
Theorusl
Let them come forward!
DIG. What the plague are these?
THEO, The Odomantian army.
DIG? The Odomantians?
Thracians? and what has brought them here from Thrace
So strangely equipt, disguised, and circumcised?
THEO, These are a race of fellows, if you'd
hire 'em.
Only at a couple of drachmas daily pay;
i
With their li^t javelins, and their little buckler^.
They'd worry and skirmish over all Boeotia.
DIG. Two drachmas for those scarecrows! and
our seamen
What would they say to it?—-left in arrears.
Poor fellows, that are our support and safeguard.
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Out, out upon iti I'm a plundered man.
I'm robbed and ruined here with the Odomantians.
They're seizing upon my garlic.
THEO- (to the THRACIANS) Oh, for shame,
Let the man's garlic alone. You shabby fellow.
You countryman, take care what you're about;
Don't venture near them when they're primed with
garlic
.
DIO. You magistrates, have you the face to
see it,
With your own eyes your fellow citizen
Here, in the city itself, robbed by barbarians?
But I forbid the Assembly. There's a change
In the heaveni I felt a drop of rain'. I'm witness
HER. The Thracians must v/ithdraw, to attend
again
The first of next month. The Assembly is closed.
DIO. Lord help me, what a luncheon have I lost*
But there's Amphitheus coming back from Sparta.
Welcome Amphitheus
I
AJiP. I'm not welcome yet.
There are the Acharnians pursuing me*.
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DIO. How so?
AMP. I was coming here to bring the
treaties,
But a parcel of old Acharnians smelt me out,
Case-hardened, old, inveterate, hard-handed
'Veterans of Marathon, hearts of oak and iron,
Slingers and smiters. They bawled out and bellowed;
’’You dog, you villainl now the vines are ruined.
You're come with treaties, are you?” Then they
stopped.
Huddling up handfuls of great slinging stones
In the lappets of their cloaks, and I ran off.
And they came driving after me pell-mell.
Roaring and shouting.
Die. Aye, why let them roar'.
You've brought the treaties?
AMP. Aye, three samples of 'em;
This here is a five years' grov/th, taste it and try.
Die. Don't like it I
AMP. Eh?
Die. Don't like it; it won't do;
There's an uncommon ugly twang of pitch.
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A touch of naval armament about it*
]
AMP* Well, here*s a ten years' growth, may
suit you better
DIG. No, neither of them. There's a sort
of sourness
Here in this last, a taste of acid embassies.
And vapid allies turning to vinegar.
AMP. But here's a truce of thirty years entire.
Warranted sound.
DIG. 0 Bacchus and the Bac-
chanals 1
This is your sort! here's nectar and ambrosia*.
Here's nothing about providing three days' rations;
It says, "Do what you please, go where you will,"
I choose it, and adopt it, and embrace it,
For sacrifice and for my private drinking.
In spite of all the Acharnians
,
I'm determined
To remove out of the reach of wars and mischief.
And keep the feast of Bacchus in my farm.
AMP, And I'll run off to escape from those
Acharnians
.
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Prologue of Poenulus; The Young Carthaginian, by
Plautus. Translated by Riley; George Bell and Sons,
London. 19 10.
I have a mind to imitate the Achilles of Aris-
tarchus: from that Tragedy i'll take for myself the
opening: "Be silent, and hold your tongue, and give
attention." The head-manager it is who bids you lis-
ten, that with a good grace they may be seated on the
benches, both those who have come hungry and those who
have come well filled. You who have eaten, by far
the most wisely have you done: you who have not eaten,
do you be filled withl^ Play, But he who has something *
ready for him to eat,'tis realljf great folly in him,
for Qur sakes,to have to sit fasting. Rise up, cryer!
bespeak attention among the people: I'm now waiting
to see if you know your duty. Exercise your voice, by
means of which you subsist and find your clothes; for
unless you do cry out, in your silence starvation will
be creeping upon you. Well, now sit down again, that
you may earn double wages. Heaven grant success Ido
you obey my commands. Let no worn-out debauchee be
sitting in the front of the stage, nor let the lictor
or his rods be noisy in the least; and let no seat-
keeper be walking about before people's faces,
nor be showing any to their seats, while the actor is
on the stage. Those who have been sleeping too long
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at home in idleness , it 's right for them now to stand
contentedly, or else let them master their drowsiness.
Don't let slaves be occupying the seats, that there
may be room for those who are free; or else let them
pay down the money for their places; if that they can-
not do, let them be off home, and escape a double evil,
lest they be variegated both here with scourges, and
with thongs at home, if they've not got things in due
order when their masters come home. Let nurses keep
children, baby-bantlings, at home, and let no one bring
them to see the Play; lest both they themselves may be
athirst, and the children may die with hunger; and that
they mayn't be squealing about here, in their hungry
fits, just like kids. Let the matrons seejthe piece in
silence, in iilence laugh, and let them refrain from
screaming here with their shrill voices; their themes
I
yujt
for gossip let themjcarry off home, so as^to be an an-
noyance to their husbands both here and at home. And
And, as regards the managers of the performance, let not
the palm of victory be given to any player wrongfully,
nor by reason of favour let any be driven out of doorSj
in order that the inferior may be preferred to the
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good ones. And this, too
,
"Resides
,
which I had almost
forgotten.*” while the performance is going on, do you,
lacqueys , make an onset on the cookshops j now, while
there's an opportunity, now while the tarts are smoke-
ing hot , has ten others , These injunctions, which have
been given as the manager's conmiand,Heaven prosper
themi troth now, let every one remember for himself.
Now, in his turn, I wish to go back to the plot, that
you may be equally knowing with myself. Its site, its
limits, its boundaries i'll now lay down; for that pur-
pose I have been appointed surveyor. But,unless it's
troublesome,! wish to give you the name of this Comedy:
but if it is an annoyance, i'll tell you still, since
^
I have leave of those who have the management. This
||
Comedy is called the ''Carthaginian;^'’ in the Latin, Plautus
li
has called it "the Pulse“eating Kinsman." You have
the name, then; now hear the rest of the story; for
here will this plot be judged of by you. Its own
stage is the proper place for every plot; you are the
critics; I pray you lend attention. There were two
cousins-german,Carthaginians,of a very high and very
wealthy family. One of them is still alive, the
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other's dead. The more confidently do I inform you of
this, because the undertaker told me so, who anointed
him for the pile. But the only son there was of that
old man who died, being separated from his father, was
stolen at Carthage when seven years old, six years, in
fact, before his father died. When he saw that his
only son was lost to him, he himself, from grief, fell
sick; he made this cousin-german of his his heir;he
himself departed for Acheron without taking leave.
The person who stole the child, carried ]iim off to Cal-
ydon,and sold him here to a certain rich old man for
his master, one desirous of children, but a hater of
woiaen. This old man without knowing it, bought the
son of his host, that same child, and adopted him as
his own son, and made him his, heir- when he hiraself de-
parted this life. Tills young raan is dwelling here in
this house. (pointing to the house of Agobastocles
.
)
I
Once more do I return to Carthage, If you want to
give any com:;ll^3 3ion,or anything to be managed- unless ^
a |iei'3on gives the money, he will be iiistakeni but he
%
who does give it will be very much more mistaken. But
I
this father's cousin of his at Carthage, the old man
'!
.y*
Ia*!
i
1
t“j!^ K*, » ". ! • ir k
v/ho is still alive, had two daughters. The one when in
her fifth year, the othej'in her fourth, were lost, to-
gether with their nurse, from the walks in the suburbs,
The person who kidnapped them, carried them off to
Anactorium,and sold them all both nurse and girls, for
ready money, to a man (if a Procurer is a man) the
most accursed of men, as many as the earth contains j
but do you yourselve now form a conjecture what sort
of man it is whose name is Lycus. He removed, not long
ago, from Anactoriura, where he formerly lived, to Cal-
ydon here, for the sake of his business. He dwells
in that house
.
(.pointing to the house of Lycus) This
young man is dying distractedly in love with one of
thei];i,his kins-woman
,
not knowing that fact; Neither
is he aware who she is, nor has he ever touched her
(so much does the Procurer hamper him); neither has
he hitherto ever had any improper connexion with her,
f
nor ever taken her home to his house; nor has that
Procurer been willing to send her there. Because he
sees he is in love, he wishes to touch this man for a
good haul. A certain Captain, who is desperately in
love with her, is desirous to buy this younger one to

be his mistress. But their father*, the Carthaginian
since he lost them, has been continually seeking them
in every quarter, by land and sea. When he has enter-
ed any city, at once he seeks out all the courtesans,
wherever each of them is living; he gives her gold
,
and prolongs the night in his enquiries; after that ^
I
''
he asks whence she comes, of what country, whether she,
was made captive or kidnapped, born of what family, who |
j
her parents were. So diligently and so skilfully does
he seek for his daughters. He knows all languages, tooj
but, though he knows them, he pretends no"^ to know
j
them; v.hat need is there of talking? He is a Car - i
thaginian all over. He, in the evening of yesterday^
came into harbour here on board ship. The father of
these girls, the same is the fathre's cousin of this
young man. Nov/ d'y^ take this? If you do take it
,
draw it out; take care not to break it asunder; pray,
let it proceed. (Mo^i/ing as if to go.) Dear me! I
had almost forgotten to say the rest. He who adopt«.<i.
this young man as his own soi>, the same was the guest,
j
of that Carthaginian, this old man's father .He-.will
come here to-day, and discover his daughters here,
|

and this person, his cousin's son, as indeed I've
learnt. He, Isay, who ' 11 come to-day, will find his
daughters and this his cousin's son. But after this,
farev/ell! - attend; I'm off; I now intend to be-
come another man. As to what remains, some others
remain v/ho'll explain all to you. I'll go and dress,
With kindly feelings do you theTi recognize me. Fare-
well I and give me your aid, that Salvation may prove
propitious to you.
V

Prologue of HEAUTONTIMORUMENOS by Terence. Trans,
by Riley; Harper and Brothers, New York, 1382.
Lest it should be a matter of surprise to any
one of you, why the Poet has assigned to an old man a
part that belongs to the young, that I will first ex-
plain to you; and then, the reason for my coming I
will disclose. An entire Play from an entire Greek
one, the Heautontiraorumenos, .1 am to-day about to re-
present, which from a two-fold plot has been made^one,'
I have shown that it is new, and what it is: next I
would mention who it was that wrote it, and whose in
Greek it is, if I did not think that the greater part i
|
of you are aware. Now, for what reason I have learnedi
this part, in a few words I will explain. The Poet
j
intended me to be a Pleader, not the Speaker of a i
Prologue; your decision he asks,, and has appointed me
j
i!
the advocate; if this advocate can avail as much by his
I
oral powers as he has excelled in inventing, happily,
|
who composed this speech which I am about to recite.
|
For as to malevolent rumors spreading abroad that he
has mixed together many Greek Plays while writing a
j
few Latin ones, he does not deny that is the case, and
that he does not repent of so doing; and he affirms
|
that he will do so again. He has the example of good

1 -
Poets; after which exainple he thinks it is
allowable for him to do what they have done. Then,
as to a malevolent old Poet saying that he has sud-
denly applied himself to dramatic pursuits, relying
on the genius of his friends, and not his own natural
abilities; on that your judgment, your opinion, will
prevail. Wherefore I do entreat you all, that the
suggestions of our antagonists may not avail more thajji
those of our favorers. Do you be favorable; grant
the means of prospering to those who afford you the
means of being spectators of new Plays; those, I
mean, without faults: that he may not suppose this
said in his behalf who lately made the public give
way to a slave as he ran along in the street; why
should he take a madman’s part? About his faults he
will say more when he brings out some other new ones,
unless he puts an end to his caviling. Attend with
favorable feelings; grant me the opportunity that I
may be allowed to act a quiet Play in silence; that
the servant everlastingly running about, the angry old
man, the gluttonous parasite, the impudent sharper,
I and the procurer, may not have al?/ays to be performed
by me with the utmost expense of voice, and the great-
i
est exertion. For my sake come to the conclusion
that this request is fair, that sc some portion of
my labor may be abridged. For nowadays , those who
write new Plays do not spare an aged man. If there
is any piece requiring exertion, they come running
to me; but if it is a light one, it is taken to an-
other Company. In the present one the style is pure
Do you make proof, what, in each character, my abil-
ity can effect. If I have never greedily set a high
price upon my skill, and have come to the conclusion
that this is my greatest gain, as far as possible to
e subservient to your convenience, establish in me a
precedent, that the young may be anxious rather to
please you than themselves.

the
Prolofflie to The Chester Plays
(Edited by Thomas Wright and printed by
Shakespeare Society, London, 1843.)
Reverende lordes and ladyes all,
That at this tyme here assembled bee,
By this message understands you shall
That some tymes there was mayor of this citie
Sir John Arnway, knighte, who moste worthilye
Contented hymselfe to sett out in playe
The devise of one Done Rondall, moonke of
Chester Abbey.
This moonke, moonke-like in Scriptures
well seene.
In storyes travilled with the beste sorte.
In pagentes set fourth apparently to all
eyne
The olde and news testament, with livelye
I. sY-sJ*! leJeorfH erfT oJ smioXo^i^i
eriJ Yd b9inin;q forixs irigi-iW sfimoriT Y'^ bed^bL?)
(.S^8I ^nobnoJ ©Tflsqeail^sd^S
.
^
CXfi 89 Y^j3-^ Q&biol obna^iavsH
t
oed b9ldc!9a8£ STori 9fnY^ airiX d£ JarTT
IlBfia uoY ebnjBjS'iobnu sgBaaen! aXdX y^
qU to sldi '^d TOYBic afiv; eaeitt asnY^ emoa jBd?
9Y eXeoffi odw ,9Jri3Xnjl ,y^''’^'^A nrfoL
©Y'SIq nl luo vtJea oi Q^IoaraYd bdJ’neinpr)
Id sjinoom
,
.(iBbnoH enod ano lo esivafa edT
'leiaedO
esTUiqiTOc ni »>iil -93<noc.'r
,
sjincom sirfT
»9noea Xlaw
tOd'ioE ©deed erit dd.tw beflXvBid sQYTCde nl
IIb od ridiuol dee aednes^q nl
9HY9
©Ylsvil fldiw jdnetrBdaed ewen bn^ ©bJo orfT
coraforth
,
Interminglinge therewith, onely to make sporte,
Some thinges not warranted by any writt,
Which to gladd the hearers he woulde men to take
yt
This matter he abrevited into playes twenty-foure
,
And every p3.aye of the matter gave but a taste,
Leavinge for better learning© the sci rcumstance
to accomplish©;
For all his proceedinges maye appear© to be in
haste
,
Yet all together unprofitable his labour he
did not wa^te;
For at this daye and ever he deserve th the fame
Which all monkes deserves, professinge that
name.
i
These storyes of the Testament© at this tyme
,
you knowe,
In a common English© tongue never read nor
i
harde;
, |
I
Yet thereof in these pagents to make open shew©,!
,
rfJ'io'^inoo
tSJ’TOQB ou ylono
,
rU iwa'ierfJ' ssnilsnifT'isJfrl
jJ’J'iTW Ycf bs^nj^i^svf Jon as^nidJ emcF.
eTijsJ oJ n&iii obluovi arf a^is-iBsrf on':^ oi rialr{^
0nf;o'i-YJ’n9v/j boysJ’Q oJ-n! bsJivenrlii erf neJJisrr alriT
^eJB3J 3 J sjdl sv£3 'leJ'J'iSrn erfJ Jo OY;3Sq y^neve hnA
eonsJsiPuonloa eriJ OQntnnBsI naJJecf -loJ ssnlv^el
i erisJIqmoooB oJ
ni ed oJ 0'i3&qq3 o^^3m as^niboeocnq air! Ifs no'^
»
eJefirf
ed 'luodsl aid olcfjeJ’i'toiqmj 'loddegod IJe j-qv
leJ^BW Jon bib
enTBl erii dievi909b ed Teve bnis er^b 8id*t Jb to'^
djBdi e^niap.e'lo'iq ^aev^eeob aejfnon IIb doidT
»eriBn
,
eniYi sidJ Jb edneinBdeeT ori.t "io aevioJe seedT
»
0won>i uov
ion bfi9T leven eusnoi edeilsnH nominoo b nl
; SbTBd
«
9W9d8 neqo ejfem ainesjsq ©aedd nc ^ca-iodi Jey
This moonke and moonke was nothings afreayde
With feare of hangings, brsnings, or cuttings
off hsade,
To sstt out, that all mays disssrne and sse
And parts good bs Isfts, belseve you mee.
As in this citie divsrs yeares the have bene
set out,
Soe at this tyrae of Penticoste, called
Whi tsontyde
,
Allthough to all the citie follows labour
and costs,
Yet God guiving leave that tyrae shall you,
in plays.
For three dayes together, begyninge one
Mondays
,
See these pagents played to the bests of
theire skill;
Wher to supplye all wantes shalbe noe
wantes of good will.
As all that shall raoste welcome be,
Soe all that here them wee mos te humble praye
obYB9"ili3 ©gnlrlJon s>(noom bn^ eTtnoom 8 tr(T
6»3ni.>J;/o -lo ^93nin9'id lo 9'iJSB't ri.tlW
,©bj39 ri llo
9 98 bne ©n't 9 8
3
.cb ey^Bni lie i^rfi
,
ino cT
.earn uo^ evoslecf tSiT:©! scf D003 ein/sq bnA
enacf ev/3d erl.t eeniisv anevlb eiJio aidi ni ?.A
^.tiJO ^ea
boXiBO
,
aJ'eoo iJns*! 9n\;J aXrii Jb 90c.
^
ebi^inosJ ir!V:
TUOcfBl ewoIXol oivJXo odJ XXjb oi riguoiliXiA
^eiaoc bn*
XXBris J-eriJ evneX ^nXvius bo€« JeY
^ezB-lc, nt
9ito egninyaed ^nofiJosoJ eayeb aanrlJ nc'X
^eyBbrroM
*10 9 -t 89d ori,X Ov? bayslq einfts/jq 989 iX^ 90S
;XIi>'8 onif .J’
eon edlBiie eeXnBW IIb syXqqtJS oX naffT
.XIXw boog to eaJ'iiBW
i
,
ed eniool9w edeom XXBrie dar'd IJb sA
syis'tq eXdinijri ed acm 99w nierld encd darfd XXb acS
Not to compare this matter or storie
’Vith the age or tyme wherein we presently staye,
Blit in the tyme of ignorance, wherein we did
straye
;
Then doe I compare that this lande throughout
Non had the like, nor the like dose sett out*
If the same be likeinge to the comens all,
Then our desier is to satisfie, for that is
ai 1 our game
;
Yf noe matter or shewe therof speciall
Doe not please, but misslike the most of the
trayne
,
Goe backe, I saye
,
to the firste tyme againe;
Then shall you fynde the fyne witt at this
day aboundinge.
At that day and that age had verye small beinge*
Condempne not our matter where grosse wordes
you here,
^ich 3nnporte at this day small sence or
understandings
,
As some tyme postie lewtie, in good manner.
siTOvta TO s tffi ST^qroo vtol-l
,9Yfi>^s 9W niSToriw *^0 oge erf,^ rfixT
bib ew niaieriw ,Qoni?Tongr 'to eGTy^vt erfi ni J'uH
; evB‘ij-s
JucrisuoTrf^i sbnsi airl,i ijeriJ- 9Tjsqrnco I sob nariT
»iiJO J'iee oeob ojiil erii Ton
,
0>IiX srfi bjsrf ncW
,II>3 ansmoo 9rii oi 6gnia?/il od smae erfd "il
al ifirld toI
,
aiJm iSes. oJ si 'i&lseb 'luo nerIT
; 91I5SS TiJO. I ^js
IlBiosqs “ioTerfd ewsrfs to TodijBfn son JY
arid lo iaom eri«i ejdlaaim itsd ,98i3elq ion sod
t enYsni
jeni^gs emYi eisni'i: orfi oi
, 0Y^s ^ ^s^OBd eoD
aidi i5 iiiw B.nY't srfi obnvl: noy IXiida norIT
t9gnibmfodi3 y^b
. sgnied XXams' aynev barf 03 s iarii bne yeb iarii iA
aobnow aeaona ansrfw Teiijsm nuo ion onoirobnod
ucy
TO ©onee iXanra yab aldi is oinoqcy' rioirir
^ 93n Jbnsianebm;
tTonnsm boog ni
^
9 liw 9 X eiiaoq amyi emoe aA
9or in feare
With such like, wilbe uttered in there speeches
speakeingeo
At this tyme those speeches carried good
likeinge,
Tho at this tyme you take them spoken at that
tyme
;
As well matter and wordes
,
then, is all
well and fyne.
This worthy knighte, Arnway, then mayor of
this citie.
This order toke, as declare to you I shall.
That by twentye-fower occupations, artes,
craftes, or misterie.
These pagentes shoulde be played, after
breeffe rehearsall;
For everye pagente a cariage, to be provyded
wi thall
;
In which sorte we porpose, this Whitsontyde,
Our pageante.3 into three partes to devyde.
^
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1. Nowe, you worshippfull tanners, that custome
olde
The fall of Lucifer d id set out,
Some writers awarrante your matter, theirfore
be boulde,
Erstelye to playe the same to all the rowtte;
And yf any therof stande in any doubte
,
Your authour his author hath, your shewe let bee
Good speech, fyne players, with apparrill
comelye.
2. Of the drapers you the wealthy companye.
The creation of the worlde, Adam and Eve,
Accordinge to your wealth, set out wealthilye.
And howe Cayne his brother Abell his life did
bereave
o
3.
The good sjnnple water-leaders and drawers of Deey
See that your arke in all poyntes be prepared;
Of Noy and his children the wholl storye.
And of the universall floude, by you shalbe
played.
Worsh
tanners
.
Drapers
.
Water-
leaders
Drawers
in Dee.
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4. The sacriffice that faythfull Abraham to
his sonne should make,
You, barbers and waxe chaundlers of
aunciente tjnne.
In the fourth pageante with paines you doe
take
,
In decente worte set out; the storie is ffine
The offeringe of Melchesedecke of breade and
wine
And the preservation thereof, set in your
playe.
Suffer you not in any poynte the storye
to take awayoo
5. Cappers and lynnen drapers, see that you
fourth brings.
In well decked order, that worthy storie
Of Balaam and his asse, and of Balacke
the kings;
Make the asse to speake, and sett yt
out livelye
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. Of Octavion the eraperour, that coulde not
well alowe
The prophesye of auncient Sibell the sage,
You wrightes a nd sklaters, with good
players in showe,
Lustelye brings fourth your well decked carriage;
The beirth of Christe shall all see in that
stage;
Yf the Scriptures awarrant not of the
mydwyfes reports,
The authour telleth his authour, then take
it in sports.
. The appearings angell and starr upon Christes
beirth
To sheapeardes poors, of base a nd lowe degree.
You painters and glasiors decks out with
all meirth.
And see that Gloria in excelsis be songe
merelye
•
Fewe wordes in that pageants makes meirth
truely
,
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For all that the alter had to stande uppon,
’^as glorye to God above, and peace on earth
to man»
And you, worthy marchantss vintners, that
now® have plenty of wine,
Amplifye the storie of those wise kinges
three
,
That through Herodes lande and realme
,
by the starre that did shine.
Sought the sighte of the saviour that
then borne shoulde bee.
And you, worshippfull mercers, though
costely and fyne
,
Yee tryme up your cariage as custorae
ever was;
Yet in a stable was he borne, that mighty
kinge devyne
,
Wor
.
mercers.
Poorely in a stable, betwixte an oxe and
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10. You, gouldesraythes and masons, make comely
shew©
,
Howe Herode did rage at the retorne of
those kinges,
And how he slewe the small tender male
babes
Beinge under two yeares of age,
11. You, smythes, honest men and of honest arte,
Howe Christe araonge the doctors in the
temple did dispute,
.
To set out in playe comely yt shalbe your
parte.
Get mynstrills to that shewe
,
pipe, tabarte,
and flute.
12. And nexte to this you, bowchers of this
citie,
The storie of Sathan, that Christe woulde
needes tempte.
Set out as accostamablie have yee.
\\
li
Gold-
smi ths
.
a
Smiths
•
Buchers
,
The devill in his fethers all ragger and rente

13 .
14 .
15 .
The death of Lazarus and his riseinge againe
You, of glovers the wholl occupation,*
In pagente with players orderly, let yt hot
be paine
Finely to advaunce after the bests fashion.
The storye howe that to Jerusalem our Saviour
toke the waye
,
You, corvisors, that in nomber manye bee,
With your Jerusalem carriage shall set out in
playe
;
A commendable true storye and worthy memorye.
And howe Christe, our Savyour, at his last
super
Gave his bodye and his bloude for redemption
of us all.
You, bakers, see that with the same wordes
you utter.
As Christ hyra seifs spake them, to be a
memoriall
Of that death and passion which in playe
ensue after shall
.
Glovers
.
Corvisors
oV
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fflechers
.
Powyers.
Coopers.
Stringers.
Ironmongers
.
Cookes
.
The worste of these stories doe not fall to
your parte;
Therefore, caste god looves abroade with a
cheerfull harte.
You, ffletchers, boweyers, cowpers, stringers,
and i remonge rs
,
See soberly ye make of Chris tes doleful death,
His scourginge, his whippings, his bloude
shedde and passion.
And all the paines he suffered till the last
of his breaths
Lordinges, in this storye consisteth our
cheeffe ffayth.
As our beleefe is that Christe, after his
passion.
Descended into hell, but what he did in
that place
,
Though our authour sett fourth after his
opinion,
Yet creditt you the best learned, those
doth he not disgraces
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We wishe that of all sortes the beste you
y^brace
;
You, cookes, with your carriage see that
you doe well
In pagente sett out the harrowinge of hell*
18. The skynners before you after shall playe
The storye of the resurrection,
Howe Christe from death rose the thirde
daye.
Not altered in many poyntes from the
olde fashion*
Sadlers. 19 • The saddlers and ffusterers shoulde in
ffusterers
.
theire pagent declare
The appearances of Christe his travayle to
Emaus
,
His often speach to the women and to his
disciples deere,
. To make his riseinge againe to all the
Skinners
worlde notorious
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Then see that you, telers, with cariage
decent©
The storye of the Assention formablye
doe frame,
’^hereby that gloryous body in cloudes most
orient
Is taken up to the heavens with perpetuall
fame
.
This of the olde and newe Testament to ende
all the storye
Which our aulter meaneth at this tyme to
have in pleaye.
You, ffishemongers
,
to the peagent of the
holy ghoste well see,
That in good order yt be donne, as hath
bene all waye.
And after those ended yt doth not the
story staye.
But by prophet tes sheweth fourth howe
ffish-
mongers
»
Sherraen.
Antichrist should rise;
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Which you, sheraen, sett out in most©
comely wise.
23. And then you, diers and hews tens, Antechrist
brings out.
First with his docter that godlye maye
expounds
,
Who be Antechristes the worlds rounds aboute.
And Enocke and hely persons walkings one
grounds
,
In partes set you well out the wicked to
confounds
;
Which beings understanded Christes words
for to bee,
Confoundeth all Antechristes and sextes
of that degree.
24, The comings of Christs to geve eternal
judgement
,
You, weavers, last of all your parte
is for to playe
;
Domesday we call yt, when the Omnipotsnte
Di ers
.
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Shall make ende of this worlde b3^ sentence,
I saye.
One his righte hande to stands God grants
us that days,
And to have that sweete worde in melodye,
'Come hether, come hether, veni te benedicti »
'
To which rest of wayes and selestiall
habitation
Grants us free passage, that all together wee.
Accompanied with angells and endless delectation,
Maye contynually laude God and prayse that
kings of glorye.
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Prologue of the Morality Play, EVERYMAN, taken from
the volume of English Miracle Plays, Moralities and
Interludes by Pollard, . Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1904.
(Messenger)
I pray you all gyve your audyence
And here this mater with reverence,
By fygure a morall playe.
The somonynge of Everyman called it is.
That of our lyves and endynge shewes
How transytory we be all daye.
This.matter is wonders precyous.
But the entent of it is more gracyous
And swete to here awaye.
The story sayth; Man in the begynnynge
Loke well and take good heed to the endynge.
Be you never so gay.
Ye thynlce synne in the begynnynge full swete,
Whiche in the ende causeth the soule to wepe.
Whan the body lyeth in claye.
Here shall you se how Felawshyp, and Jolyte,
Bo the Strengths, Pleasure and Beaute,
Wyll fade from the as floure in maye.
For ye shall here how our heven kynge
Calleth Everyman to a general rekenynge.
Gyve audyence and here what he doth saye.
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Prologue to THE GENEROUS IMPOSTOR, spoken by Mr
Palmer (To the Audience) From The New Spouter's
Companion, collected by Mr. Palmer. London,
’’Prologues are altered since that Gothic day
When only hungry playwrights wrote -for pay.
Then while the Bard-poor miserable sinner!
Trembled behind-uncertain of his dinner -
Forth came in black - with solemn step - and slow
The actor to unfold the tale of Woe.
But in these days, when e’en the titled dame
Glows with the passion of dramatic fame *
In these bright days - this literary age.
When 'tis the taste - the very thing - the rage
To pen some lively morceau for the stage:
When belles write comedies and beaux have wit.
The Prologue too the sprightly ton must hit. It

Prologue to THE DEUCE IS IN HIM, by George Colraan.
From The New Spouter's Companion, collected by
Mr. Palmer. London,
"What does it mean? what can it be?
A little patience - and you'll see.
Behold, to keep your minds uncertain.
Between the scene and you this curtain
I
So writers hide their plots, no doubt.
To please the more when all comes out!
Of old the Prologue told. the^ story.
And laid the whole affair before ye;
Came forth in simple phrase to say,
"
' Fore the beginning of the play
I, hapless Polydore, was found
By fishermen, or others, drowned!
Or- I, a gentleman, did wed
The lady I would never bed.
Great Agamemnon's royal daughter
Who's coming hither to draw water."
Thus gave at once the bards of Greece
The cream and marrow of the piece;
Asking no trouble of your own
To skim the milk or crack the bone.
The poets now take different ways,
"E'en let them find it out for bayes!"
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Prologue of ROMEO AND JULIET by William Shakespear.
Rolfe Edition' Harpers, 1887.
Two households, both alike in dignity,
In fair Verona, where we lay our scene.
From ancient grudge break to new mutiny.
Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean.
From forth the fatal loins of these two foes
A pair of star**cross'd lovers take their life.
Whose misadventur ’d piteous overthrows
Doth with their death bury their parents' strife.
The fearful passage of their death-mark 'd love,
And the continuance of their parents' rage.
Which but their children's end, nought could remove,
traffic of uor stage;
patient ears attend,
our toil shall strive to mend.
Is now the two hours'
The which if you with
What here shall miss.
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Prologue of THE RIVAL LADIES by John Dryden. From
his Works revised by Saintsbury; Paterson, Edenburgh,
1882 .
"
'Tis much desired, you judges of the tom
Would pass a vote to put all prologues down;
For who can show me, since they first were writ.
They e'er converted one hard-hearted wit?
Yet the world's mended well; in former days
Good prologues were as scarce as now good plays,
Forthe reforming poets of our age.
In this first charge, spend their poetic rage;
Expect no more when once the prologue's done;
The wit is ended ere the play's begun.
You now have habits, dances, scenes, and rhymes;
High language often; ay, and sense, sometimes.
As for a clear contrivance,doubt it not ; .
They blow out candles to give light to th* plot.
And for surprise, two bloody-minded men
Fight till they die, then rise and dance again.
Such deep intrigues you're welcome to this day.
But blame yourselves, not him who writ the play;
Though his plot's dull, as can be well desired.
Wit stiff as any you have e'er admired;
IHe's bound to please, not to write well; and knows, I
There is a mode in plays as well as clothes;
therefore, kind judges -
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A Second Prologue enters.
2 - - - Holdj would you admit
For judges all you see within the pit?
1.
Whom would he then except, or on what score?
2.
All, who (like him) have writ ill plays before
For they, like thieves condemned, are hangmen made.
To execute the members of their trade.
All that are writing now he would disown.
But then he must except - even all the town;
All choleric, losing gamesters, who, in spite.
Will damn to-day, because they lost last night;
All servants, whom their mistress' scorn upbraids
All maudlin lovers, and all slighted maids;
All, who are out of humour, or severe;
All, that want wit, or hope to find it here.

Prologue to Kismet by Edward Knoblauch j George
Doran, Mew york, I9II.
Kismet
Dawn
Before The Curtain
A large arch of Arabian design, with small
doors right and left ,fraines in the whole
picture.
The Man enters from the door of his house
left, seats himself and sings;
Lot Still the stars of latter night are spread!
Yet hath sleep stolen from ray lonely bed.
So will I sit me on my rooftop's height.
To cool my sadness till the dawning red.
The Woman enters from her house right,
seats herself and sings:
Yehh! Still the moon hangs on the lips of night
To mock my solitude with love-delight.
0 heavy hour of a -longing breast.
Thy weight will crush me ere the break of light!

The Man
Wahl That some song might soothe my soul
oppress ' d.
Some ancient melody of days more bless 'd.
The Woman
Awah, that some strange tale of long ago
Might by its magic bring my bosom rest!
Both
0 Thou, Bestower of all things, bestow
This benediction on Thy servant lowl
The Story Teller enters through the
curtains and speaks:
Story Teller, Praise be to Allah, the King of all
Kings, the Creator of all things I Who like to a
carpet hath spread, the Earth to our tread. And
even as a tent, set up the firmament, overhead.
And on Mohammed, his Propht among men, the blessing
of blessings again and again. Amen. (He sits.)

But afterwards. Verily the works and words of those
gone before us have become examples and admonitions
to the men of our later day. And of such a kind is
the story of Hajj, the beggar, who lived his life in
this our peaceful city of Baghdad, one thousand
years and one year .agoETow it is the tale of his day
of the days that I will relate unto you, 0 auspicious
listeners. Do ye take heed therein of the lesson
taught by Fate, which the poets call Kismet. And
mark well the chances and changes of time foredoomed
to mortal man: lifting him now high, now sinking low,
even as the bucket in the well. (He rises) But
Allah alone is all knowing.
He withdraws..
The Man and Woman rise and sing;
I hearken with my heart upon the ground.
Nor from my breathless lips shall rise a sound:
—
Awake, 0 day of days, and run thy round!
Then they turn and re- enter their re-
' spective houses. They have not seen
each other.

Prologue to THE LIFE OF MAN by Leonid Andreyeff,
i| translated by C.H.Meader and F.N. Scott published
by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1915.
;|
'A Being in Grey called He speaks of the life of Man.
The scene resembles a large, rectangular
,
perfectly
empty room, without doors or windows. Every thing
in it is grey and misty and of uniform colour: grey
walls, grey ceiling, grey floor. From an invisible
source comes a feeble, diffused light , which, alsojgrey
is monotonous,uniform, and unreal , casting neither
shadows nor spots of light. The Being in Grey come
gradually into view against the back-ground of the
wall, with which he has been merged. He wears a
broad, shapeless, grey robe which vaguely outlines
the contours of a large body. Upon his head there
is a heavy grey scarf which throws a dark shadow
over the upper part of his face. The eyes are not
visible. That which is visible- the cheek-bones,
nose, and sharp chin - is massive and solid, as if
hewn from grey stone. The lips are firmly compress
ed. Slightly raising his head, he begins to speak
in a firm, cold voice, calm and passionless, like a
hired lector reading with severe indifference the
Book of Fate:
"Look and listen, ye who have come hither for

mirth and laughter. Lo, there will pass before you
all the life of Man, with its dark beginning and its
dark end. Hitherto non-existent, mysteriously hidden
in infinite time, without thought or feeling, utterly
unknown, he will mysteriously break through the barri-
ers of non-existence and with a cry will announce the
beginning of his brief life. In the night of non-ex-
istence will blaze up a candle, lighted by an unseen
hand. This is the life or Man. Behold its flame.
It is the life of Man.
“After birth he will take on the image and the
name of man, and in all respects he wil be like other
people who already live on the earth, and their cruel
fate Y/ill be his fate, and his cruel fate will be the
fate of all people. Irresistibly dragged on by time,
he will tread inevitably all the steps of human life,
upv/ard to its climax and downward to its end. Limited
in vision, he will not see the step to which his un-
sure foot is already raising him. Limited in knowledge
he will never know what the coming day or hour or mo-
ment is bringing to him. And in his blind ignorance
worn by apprehension, harassed by hopes and fears, he
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will complete submissively the iron round of destiny.
"Behold him, a happy youtli. See how brightly
the candle burns. The icy wind blowing from infinite
space puffs and whirls about , causing the flame to flut
ter. The candle ,however
,
burns clearly and brightly,
though the wax is melting, consumed by the fire.
The wax is melting,
"Lo,he is happy husband and father. Yet look!
How dim and strange the candle glimmers, as if the
flame were a yellowing leaf, as if the flame were shiv-
ering and shielding itself from the cold. For the wax
is melting, consumed by the fire. The wax is melting,
"Lo,now he is an old man, feeble and sick. The
path of life has been trodden to its end and now the
dark abyss has taken its place, but he still presses
on with tottering foot. The livid flame, bending to-
ward the earth, flutters feebly , trembles and sinks,
trembles and sinks, and qiuetly goes out.
"Thus Man will die. Coming from the night he
will ’return to the night. Bereft of thought, bereft of
fee ling,unknown to all, he will perish utterly , vanish-
ing without trace into infinity. And I, whom men call

He, will be the faithful companion of Man throughout
all the days of his life and in all his pathways.
Unseen by Man and his companions, I shall unfailingly
be near him both in his waking and in his sleeping
hours; when he prays and when he curses; in hours of
joy when his free and bold spirit soars high; in hours
of depressoin and sorrow whe his weary soul is over-
shadowed by deatlike gloom and the blood in the heart
is chilled; in hours of victory and defeat; in hours of
heroic struggle with the inevitable I shall be with .
him - I shall be with him.
” And ye w'ho have come hither for mirth, ye
who are doomed to die, look and listen. Lo, the swift
"ly flowing life of Man will pass before you, with its
sorrows and its joys, like a far-off, thin reflection.
The Being in Grey ceases, and in the silence
the light goes out and darkness envelops him
and the grey, empty room.
Curtain
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